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VOICE
Building a Better
System for Higher Ed

W

en the Maryland Genral Assembly came to a
lose en April 11, legisation dirafted and rerafted over the course ·
of the 90-day session promised tJ)at
the University of Maryland system
would grow more at the stroke of
the governor's pen than it had since
its inception in 1807, when the .
School of Medicine was foimded.
Now instead of five campuses
the UM system, to be headed by
President John S. Toll, includes 11 of
the 13 public four-year institutions
in the state. Only Morgan State University and St. Mary's College chose
to remain outside of the newly created sys-tern.
NEUROLOGY
.
At the heart of the change is
ADMINISTRATOR
GETS
IN
funding. With a $68 million package
HIS
LICKS
over the next two years and the
promise of more to come, the new
ryan Soronson remembers
UM system is looking at an unprecethat first time in Somerville,
dented 27 percent increase in
Massachusetts, 1975: "It was
resources. _
so different from anything I'd
The legislation replaces the curever had before," he remirent State Board for Higher Educa- - nisces. "A totally different
tion wi~h a strong statewide
sensation."
coordinating authority called the
On that immortal day Soronson
Maryland Higher Education Comhad his first taste of super premium
mission, headed by a cabinet-level-ice cream. A taste that would shape
secretary of higher education in the
his destiny. Sure, Soronson had alredesigned governance structure.
ways enjoyed ice cream as a kid, but
The other six public institutions
this was different. Once he took his
(Bowie, Coppin, Frostburg, Salisfirst licks at Steve's New England ice
bury and Towson State and the Unicream shop, he knew he was on to ·
versity of Baltimore) will give up.
something good.
·
·
their own governing boards and join
Some 13 years later Soronson,
the five campuses of the University
administrator for the School of Medof Mary.land in a single state univericine's neurology department, is a
sity system under one Board of Reself-proclaimed ice cream aficionado
gents. The reform brings five of six
and consultant; a fact made official
Baltimore public institutions under
by business cards embossed with,
the new system.
what else, an ice cream cone.
Toll will assume the title of
After trying that first sample,
chancellor of the newly enlarged
Soronson began visiting ice creai:n
system with control of 95 percent of
parlors wherever he traveled, learnthe money available to public higher ing about the product and the proeducation in the state. He will be
cess as he did his tasting. "When I
the chief of staff to the governing
travel, I try to hit a number of parBoard of Regents and chief executive . !ors in a ·short time," he says. His
officer of the university system. The
record is eight in one day, in New
bill defines the chancellor's role in
York. "I walked 10 miles'. "
systemwide planning and coordinaBut his is more than just an adtion: advising the board, assisting
venture in taste. ·"I've spent two or
the constituent institutions in
three hours in the parlor learning
achievement of performance.goals
about the who!~ process." Those ,
and administering the central functours, combined with ream§.of artitions of the university system:
cles (five file cabinets full) he ha_s
Each of the 11 institutions will
·read on the-subject, have helped Sobe headed by a president. Beginning
ronson acquire his knowledge of ice July 1, 1988, Dr. Edward N. Brandt
cream tasting.
will be president of the University of
"Ice cream tasting is like wine
Maryland at Baltimore. The legislatasting," says Baltimore magazine's
tion provides clear authority to the
Best and Worst Ice Cream judge for
president as chief executive officer
1986. "You either gulp down a two
and manager of the campus, subject
dollar bottle of wine or sip a $50
to the policies of the Board of
bottle. The ·same with ice cream.
Regents.
You can either inhale a cheap ice
The presidents set tuition and
cream or really enjoy a super prefees, make personnel decisions inmium one."
cluding the granting of tenure, set
Soronson has taken his ice
admissions standards, and are recream education to the classroom
sponsible·for academic and alumni
with courses he teaches through·
affairs. In addition, the presidents
Learning Experience and the Balare authorized to establish institutimore County public schools. The
tional boards to advise them on
first part of his course consists of a .
policy matters, and to assist in
history of ice cream, followed by the
community relations and instituactual taste test. "I line up the ice
tion~! development.
cream from vanilla to the fruits to
· the chocolate to the really intense
Dianne Burch

Baltimore's "Bwana of Butterfat"

B

chocolates," be says. Lukewarm water is served in between. "People always like ice water, but you need
something to thaw yout taste buds."
According Jo .Soronson, after
scooping up a flavor, the taster
should look at it, inspect it for foaminess or ice crystals and make sure
it's at the right temperature. "Many
people e!)t ice cream when it's too
cold. Just let it get a little bit soft,"
he adds. "Put it in to your mouth,
let it stay there, swirl it around your
tongue and let it melt in your
mouth," he says. The taster-then
does a smoothness and flavor check.
To get the true flavor, Soronson
tells tasters to exhale with their
mouths closed to bring the flavor
through the nose. "It sounds crazy,
but it works," he says. Finally, as the
ice cream is swallowed, it covers all
the taste buds on the tongue. "The
really professional ones spit it out,"
he says.But there's more to ice cream
than meets the taste buds. Butterfat
and overrun are two key factors in ·
analyzing ice cream. According to
Soronson, the minimum amount of
butterfat allowed by federal law is 8

to 10 percent. Super premium ice
creams, such as those found at Lee's
or store-bought Ben & Jerry's ·and
Haagen-Dazs, have anywhere from
14 to 20 percent, he says. Overrun
refers to the amount of air in the ice
· cream. The commercial ice creams
you find in your grocer's freezer are
50 percent air compared to the 20
percent found in super premium ,
brands.
Although Soronson's real love
is the super premium ice cream, he
does admit to consµming mostly
Breyers or Edy's at home. "I want to
kee the super premium something
speci~l," he says. N~ver mind the
calories and butterfat nis body is
spared.
Surprisingly, Soronson's habit
hasn't cost him his waistline. At six
feet, two inches and 175 pounds,
he's hardly a candidate for weight
watchers. He does admit to once
weighing a hefty 240 pounds, but
says that was long before he took up
ice cream eating as a hobby. He curre'ntly runs about 24 miles a week
.with a twice-weekly workout. "It's .
my ying for my yang," he says.
·
If you're looking for the best
licks in Maryland, Soronson recommends Lee's (Towson, Harborplace)
Darrell's Almost Famous Ice Cream
(Owings Mills)' and o .c :·s Ice Cream
. Emporium (Pasadena). His two favorite flavors are white pistachio
"with natural pistachio and a slight
almond flavor," and chocolate
raspberry chunk, both of which can
be found at Lee's.
If it's ice cream expertise you
seek, this so-cafled "Bwana of Butterfat," is the man to see. And if you
can't find him on campus, keep an
eye out for a Volvo bearing the distinct license plates, "4 SCOOPS."
Chances are, you'll find Soronson
and his family (including their dog,
Mocha Chip), en route to the best in
super premium delights.

Jennifer Sheets

Lickety-Split

The problem: Ca mpus po lice were left with 44 ha lf-gallons of ice cream a nd two
cases of Klondike Ba rs following the arrest of a would-be ice crea m burgla r. The
solution: They delivered the frozen goods to the children at the Ronald M cDona ld
House, who wasted no time g~tting in their licks.
·
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UMAB ·Becomes
Regional Center for
AIDS Education and
- Training

Scientific Data Audit Topic
of Conference .

.
I

~
·
11

't

retarded and on a drug to prevent
ischemic myocardia.
University of Maryland at
In part, the problem has escaBaltimore has been awarded a
lated due to an increase in the· num.
480,000 federal grant to head
ber of research and development
mid-Atlantic AIDS education
operations after World War II. Reand
training program, an
search became a $120 billion a year ·
effort
to
prepare
professionals to
industry. At the same time, funding
deal
with
acquired
immune defito reproduce the data dropped, as
ciency
syndrorrie.
the prestige began to come from
The regional AIDS Education
producing original data. With less
and Training Center, located at .
reproduction of the data, an imporUMAB, will act as a clearinghouse
tant check-point was lost.
for the latest in AIDS information
For four years, Shamoo has
been collecting information, talking and will develop training materi~ls
for use in Maryland, Virginia, Delaand writing about the integrity of
ware,
West Virginia, and the District
research. "Despite the fact that in
of Columbia.
the number of people with AIDS
1981 the American Association of
Under
the
direction
of
Chancelgrows, he says, the country will
Universities recognized the prob·need more professionals who are not 1
"All of us depend on the lems of flawed research in 'The Re- lor Edward N. Brandt Jr., an AIDS
expert, th~-center will create teachonly competent to treat the disease, ·
integrity and accuracy
port of the Commission on the. ~
ing
materials
to
cover
medical,
lebut also compassionate.
Qu~lity ·of Research' nothing has
of research data."
gal,
social
and
pyschological
issues
The federal Health Resources
been done to combat the problem,"
as
they
relate
to
AIDS.
and
Services
Administration aphe charges.
The program will emphasize
proved the project for three years, ·
designed fo assist research and deAlthough incidents of miscontraining primary care physicians, so- but funding for each year depends
velopment managers, scientists and
duct have been rare, Shamoo concial workers, psychology and psychi- on an allocation from Congress.
quality assurance directors in audit- siders them unacceptable. He
ing scientific-data in the same way
. The principal institutions parestimates that since the 1981 report, atric residents, nurses and dentists.
that financial managers audit a
In
addition,
the
center
will
also
ticipating
in the state programs will
two such incidents have been rebusiness.
work
with
alcohol
and
·drug
abuse
·
be:
ported each month.
Dr. Shamoo, a research scienworkers, state and community
Maryland-UMAB, Johns Hopkins
That report and further pertist and professor of biochemistry
health
centers
and
students
in
the
University, the Health Education
sonal investigations led him to deand Resource Organization and the
at the School of Medicine and the
velop the conference and the idea for caregiving professions.
The
University
of
Maryland
Maryland Department of Health and
Graduate School, has been working . the riew journal.
·
Health
Sciences
Library,
the
reMental Hygiene.
on the idea of a conference and a
According to Shamoo, sciengional medical library for the south- · Virginia- The Medical College of
journal addressing the need for self- tists currently use their own inheraudit in research for more than fotir ent standards to insure the integrity east, will serve as the storehouse of
Virginia and the Fan Free Clinic.
programs
developed
by
the
center.
West Virginia-West Virginia UQiyears. Although he says he believes
of research. Although incidences of
that most researchers are highly
All
of
the
universities
involved
with
versity School of Medicine.
flawed or fraudulent research are
the
center_..:
except
Delawarewill
District of Columbia-Georgetown
ethical, and most research data ex' rare, he plans to utilize the new
'.cellent, he fears the consequences of journal as a forum for codifying and be able to gain easy access to the
· University School of Medicine, DisAIDS materials through the library.
trict of Columbia Commission of
flawed efforts.
dissemimating standards. The first
Valerie
Williams,
assistant
to
Public Health.and Howard
"All of us depend on the integissue of RESEARCH- will be a disthe
chancellor
and
project
admin.Univ~rsity.
rity and accuracy of research data;"
tillation of the conference. Future isistrator, says the center will help
Delaware- The University of Delahe explains. "New medications, med- sues will weigh the pros and cons of
bridge the information gap between ware School of Medicine and the
ical treatments, security and even
various policy issues, such as whaL
professionals in different disciplines. Delaware .AIDS Program.
rockets (as in the Challenger space
should trigger an audit procedure
Several national hlack and hisshuttle episode) all depend on reand who is ultimately responsible for For instance, she says, family· prac- ·
tice doctors may need fnformation
panic organizations will also particisearch data, so someone should coti- the integrity of a research project.
stantly be. assessing the integrity of
pate in the center's programs.
Although data audit is still con- about AIDS, but may have no conresearch before it reaches the
an
expert
on
infectious
tact
with
troversial among many scientists,
Quincey
Johnson 11
consumer."
diseases.
Shamoo observes, "We must have
.
'i
In the mid-1970s, examples of
"We have to do more to educate
self-regulation before the governfaulty research ethics that jolted the ment has to step in, or we will de- .
the. public, meaning we have to edupublic's confidence concerned such
cate ourselves," Williams says. As .
stroy scientific research in this
issues as the efficacy of antibacterial country."
.
soaps or pesticides, whereas the
The conference and the journal
1980s have brought cases concernwill feature the ideas of many noning flawed data on a drug for the
scientists, including bankers and
corporate auditors who are familiar
with the audit process from different
pe,spectives.
welfare of individuals who particiniversity of Maryland's
Dr. Judith Baldwin, research
pate 'in research.
Graduate
School
will
host
a
and environmental health division,
Special attention will be deon
the
regional
workshop
Exxon Corp., will present "Auditing
voted to AIDS research, including
use
of
human
subjects
in
Scientific Data"; Dr. Karen V.
legal and ethical questions and
,
research May 12 and 13.
Pincus, School of Accounting, Uniis published biweekly for the University of
national and international initiatives
The
workshop,
jointly
sponsored
by
versity of Southern California, will
Maryland at Baltimore by the office of inin drug and vaccine testing. Dr.
present, "Issues from Audit Pe~spec- the National Institutes of Health and -Katherine L. Bick, deputy director
stitutional advancement, 511 W. Lombard .
the
Food
and
Drug
Administration,
,St., Baltimore, MD 21201. 328-7820.
tive"; and Dr. Dexter Goldman, U.S.
for extramural re'search at NIH, will
will be held at the Stouffer HarEnvironmental Protection Agency,
Editor: Dianne Burch
moderate a federal regulatory update
borplace
Hotel
in
Baltimore.
will discuss "The Impact of Laws
Assistant Editor: Jennifer Sheets
session
on AIDS research beginning
This
workshop
will
bring
toProduction and Graphics: Kelly G. Parisi
Regulating Data Audit and Quality
8:30
a.m,
.May 12.
at
get_ber
government
and
university
Contributors: Ginny Cook, Quincey Johnson, Assurance."
For further information about
officials,
working
scientists,
experts
Ruth Walsh
•
For further information on the
the workshop, contact Lorna Rudin law and ethics, and research adProduction Manager: Judie Schwartz
conference,
contact Shamoo at
Calendar, Classifieds, telecommunications
nikas at x7131-or room 257, Howard
ministrators
to
discuss
ensuring
adx3327.
. operator: Patricia Pegues
~
equate protestions, for the rights and Hall.
Story ideas, suggestions, opinion pieces and
Rochelle Cohen
letters are welcomed, Please note that submis-

n response to the growing concern about flawed and fraudulent
research, the.University of Mary- ·
land College of Business and
Management and the new UMABbased journal RESEARCH: Policies,
Audit and Quality Assurance, will
sponsor the First International Conference on Scientific Data Audit Policies and Quality Assurance, May 8
to 10 at the Adult Education Center,
University of Maryland, College
Pa.rk.
·According to Dr. Adil E.
Shamoo, chairman of the conference and editor-in-chi·ef of the
new publication, the conference is

/

Human Subjects jn Research
Topic of Regional Workshop

U

sions for the calendar and classified sections
are due, in writing, no later than two weeks
before the date of publication.
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Campus Health Service
Moves to Expand
Service
he Campus Health Service will
transfer its office from Howard
Hall to the University of Maryland Professional Building at
~
·419 W. Redwood St., allowing
it o offer more service to the
campus community.
Dr. Kevin Ferentz, director of
the Campus Health Service (CHS)
ahd an assistant professor in the department of family medicine, says
the move should be complete by late
April or early May. The service _will
have "more comfortable and more
professional space than it has now,"
says Ferentz, noting that the square
footage of the office will approximately double.
.
"Campus health has historically
been run like a clinic. People didn't
take it seriously. The move to Paca
and Redwood makes it more like a
regular dos:tor's office," Ferentz
adds.
Ferentz, who has worked on the
transition for eight months, says the
health service will share space with
Family Medicine Specialists, a private practice of School of Medicine
faculty members. Joining the faculty
practice will allow CHS to offer expanded and efficient services. For ·
example, Ferentz says, there is one
physician and one nurse practitioner
to provide gynecological services at
the present facility. In the new quarters, there will be 13 physicians and
four nurse practitioners capable of
performing gynecplogical exams.
The increased size of the CHS
offices, which will include 13 examining rooms and two procedure
rooms (doubling the current facilities) , will also allow the families of
students and employees to us-e the
facility.
Ferentz says the CHS is negotiating with the Free State Health ,,
Maintenance Organization to become an approved provider.
While the present CHS is limited to dealing with patients on a
walk-in basis only, patients at the
new location will be able to set up
appointments. In addition, the CHS
will extend its service until 7. p.m on
weekdays. Its hours now are 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
Quincey Johnson

)

UM Medical Center Hosts
International Conference on
Hypertension in Blacks 1

.H

ypertension. the silent
killer of one out of four
·
Americans, is especially ·
·
hard on black Americans
who are victimized twice as
much as whites.
.
Researchers and physicians
working to treat the disease will
gather April 21 to 24 for the Third
International Interdisciplinary.Conference on Hypertension in Blacks, ·
cosponsored by the University of
Maryland School of Medicine and
the Howard University College of
Medicine. The conference will be
held at the Baltimore Hyatt Regency
Hotel with a kick-off press briefing
at the Stouffer Harborplace Hotel.
.
Hypertension is the leading
cause of preventable death in blacks:
More than half of the black population over the age of 50 suffers from
hypertension and its complications
such -as heart disease, stroke and
kidney failure. A 1986 report of t):le
Task Force on Black and Minority Health said stroke and heart disease
account for the largest share of the
60,000 excess deaths that occur
among blacks each year.
Dr. Elijah Saunders, president
of the International Society on Hypertension in Blacks and vice president for clinical affairs for the
University of Maryland Medical System, says the purpose of the society's conference is "to bring to
the attention of those people in the
medical community who are involved in research and in the treatment of hypertension how much
greater the problem is in the black
population, both in frequency and
severity, than in the white
population."
-

/

Saunders, a national expert on
hypertension and associate professor
and head of the hypertension division of the School of Medicine, says
treatment of hypertension requires
the patient to follow the instructions
of the doctor. "Economic problems
and the lack of education about hypertension puts blacks at a disadvantage when it comes to taking care of
themselves."
Saunders has 1been a leader in
the effort to educate hypertension victims, and to refer them for the
proper'treatment through a number
of innovative blood pressure screen-

' ing programs conducted in barber
shops and churches.
_The keynote speaker at the
· conference will be Professor Derek
Denton, director of the Howard
Florey Insfitute of Experimental
Physiology and Medicine at the Universily of Melbourne, Australia.
Denton will deliver the lecture:
"Hunger for Salt: Perspective on
the Special Problems in Blacks."
Dr. Mordecai Blaustein, professor and_chairman of the UM
department of physiology and
scientific director of the Hypertension Center at the UM School of
Medicine, is scheduled to give a review of current topics in hypertension. More than 80 research papers
are expected to be presented.at the
conference.
,
The ~onference will sponsor ·
National 'church High Blood Pressure Sunday, April 24. Volunteers ·
from the conference will speak
at churches in the BaltimoreWashington metropolitan area. After
the discussion of hypertension, the
public will be invite·d to attend a
community health fair from noon to
6 p.m. af the Fifth Regiment Armory
in Baltimore, where·blood pressure,
cholesterol, diabetes and sickle cell
anemia screening and counseling
. will be offered. A mock barber shop
and beauty salon will be erected to
demonstrate a program in which
people are screened for high blood
pressure at those establishments.
During the conference, the National Medical Association will be
presented an award for the active
role black physicians have taken
in fighting hypertension among .
minorities.
Quincey Johnson

World Expert on.Salt Speaks at
Medical School _,v;
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r. Derek Denton·: ·the .
. wide to speak, including the'So- · ·
viet Union and the United States.
worl·d-'s lead.Ing au·_th.ority-·
He is a foreign medical member
. . on salt and its role in
·
· metabolism, will speak at -of the Royal Swedish Aca~emy of
· the School of Medicine '·
Sciences, member of the National
.on April 25 imd 26.
Institutes of Health Task Force on
Denton is the director of the · High Blood ·Pressure Research
Howard Florey Institute of Experand an honorary member of the
imental Physiology,and Medicine
American Physiological Society.
at the University of Melbourne,
Dr. Mordecai Blaustein, proAustralia, and author of the.650- ,
fessor and chairman Qf the depage book Hunger for Salt, which
partment of physiology, said the ~
is considered the "bible" on salt:
university is fortunate to have a
Denton will deliver the lec· scientist of Denton's stature visit
ture, "Genetic Control of Jngesthe campus. "Because of the well ·
.- tive Behavior, a Background to
recognized role of salt in the etiNutrition and Hypertension," at
ology of hypertension, he has
the Hypertension Center's Third
been a leading authority in that
Annual Distinguished Lecture,
area."
5 p.m;, April 25, in the Cornelia
Before speaking at the
· Channing Seminar Room, 557
School of Medicine, Denton will .
Howard Hall. On April 26, Denton be the keynote lecturer at the In· will address a seminar on the
ternational Conference on Hy"Neurochemistry of Salt Appetite"
pertension in Blacks; Saturday,
in the Cl1anning Seminar Room,
April 23. He-will speak on "Hunat noon.
.
, ger for Salt: Perspective on the
· Denton has traveled worldSpecial Problems in Blacks."
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Mammograms and
Exams Save Lives

T

he American Cance~ S~ciety
estimates that in Maryland,
this year, an estimated 2,600
cases of breast cancer will be
detected and 800 women will
die of this disease. The University of
Maryland at Baltimore and WMARTV are joining forces with the American Cancer Society to promote
statewide breast cancer detection
awareness, April 11 to May 6, 1988.
The society recommends that
women do a routine monthly breast
exam. But another important tool is
the mammogram which reveals tumors too small to detect by physical
exam.
The .university and University of
Maryland Hospital are two of 55 facilities in the state offering reduced
cost mammographies during this
one-month period. According to Dr.
Joseph Whitley, professor and chairperson of diagnostic radiology in the
School of Medicine, the reduced fee
is $50 cash. For information, call
Ruth Galer in the UM Professional
Building, x3225, or Clarice Henson,
University of Maryland Hospital,
x5700.
A special hotline number,
1-800-648-3446, is available from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through
Friday, to provide additional infor- ·
mation to women on how they can
get these reduced cost mammo:
grams.

Places in the Field
The School of Social Work and Community Planning plays host to the
Mid-Atlantic Consortium of Directors and Coordinators of Field Instruction on Friday, April 29 and
Saturday, April 30. The two-day program features Dr. Edward N. Brandt,
Jr. as keynote speaker. Brandt will
discuss, "The Professional Practitioner and the AIDS Dilemma."
The second featured speaker, Dr.
Lawrence Shulman, will discuss
"Teaching the Skills of Helping:
Integrating Content and Process in
Field Instruction." Shulman is professor of social work at Boston University. For more information,
contact Dr. Nancy Bennett, x7187.

TUESDAY .19
Grand Rounds: Medical, Exam of
Patients, Drs. Elman and Fabrega, Eye
Clinic and the Lois A. Young-Thomas ·
Conference Room #N6W97, 1 p.m.3:15 p.m.
Seminar: Dental School, "Post Translational Processing of Pre-Aspartate
Amino Transferase by Prostate Mitochordria," Dr. Renty Franklin, rm.
4-D-12, 1 p.m.

WEDNESDAY. 20

Tenth on the .
Twentieth
Tenth Annual Graduate Student
Research Day
8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
University Center Ballroom
UMBC Campus
The Graduate Student Associations of
UMAB and UMBC, and the University of
Maryland Graduate School, host the
tenth annual Graduate Student Research Day. This year's event features
Dr. Samuel Broder, associate director
of the National Cancer Institute, who
will speak on "Anti~retroviral
Chemotherapy."
Graduate Student Research Day is patterned after a major academic meeting
with participants presenting their experimental or theoretical works in a
poster display or an oral session. Free
shuttle buses are provided between the
UMAB and UMBC campuses throughout
the day. There is also free parking available on UMBC-Lot #13. For more information, contact the Graduate School at
x7131.
Geriatric Lecture Series
4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Room 14-007
Bressler Research Building
"Exercise for the Elderly" is the topi£ of
discussion by Dr. Dorothy Snow, Baltimore VA Medical Center.

THURSDAY. 21

A Capital Idea
Noontime Escape
Featuring Ron & Len Capital
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Terrace Lounge
Baltimore Student Union
Food service provided
The Capitals will entertain you with
keyboard and guitar music.

DNA Debate
Commencement
Communications
UMAB 's 1988 Commencement is
Friday, May 20, at 3 p.m., at the .
Baltimore Arena. Announcements
and instructions will be available
in the office of the registrar, room
326, Baltimore Student Union,
' beginning Monday, May 2. The office is open from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. No tickets are
necessary.

4:30 p.m.
Brune Room
School of Law
-Reception to follow presentation
In response to concerns about the unauthorized testing of recombinant DNA
products in the environment, the
School of Law and the Maryland Biotechnology Institute Program on Public
Issues in Biotechnology present a panel
discussion on "The Adequacy of the Regulation of the Deliberate Release of Genetically Altered Organisms." Panel
members are Edward Lee Rogers, attorney for environmental activist
Jeremy Rifkin, and Edward L Korwek,
member of National Institute of Health's
Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee.
For seating reservations, call Lisa BeH,
x2070.

.Occupational
Open House
3 to 5 p.m.
Room PTG04
Institute of Psychiatry and Human
Behavior
Refreshments served
In honor of occupational therapy month
at University of Maryland Hospital,
you're invited to an open house in the
occupational therapy division of UMMS
department of psychiatry.
Thursday Night Live
5 to 7:30 p.m.
The University Club Pub
419 W. Redwood Street
Open to all UMAB faculty, staff and
students.
• Live music
• Complimentary hors d'oeuvres
• Beer for 99 cents
Seminar: Dental School, Kevin Modarress, HHH, rm. 2-F-05, 3:30-4:30 p.m.

FRIDAY. 22

The Searchers
Searching MaryMED Effectively and
Efficiently
10 to 11:30 a.m.
Historical Room
Health Sciences Library
·Learn to maneuver through MaryMED's
menu-driven data base and get tips on
searching the system in a more effective
manner. Call x7996 for reservations and
information.

Secretaries

April 27 •
Honors Valued i
Secretaries are special at UMAB. Anq
bosses, here's your chance to let
your secretary know just how much
you appreciate her.
.
On Secretaries Day, Wednesday,
April 27, the office of student services is presenting a luncheon in
honor of secretaries. The $10 a
ticket event features a fashion show,
compliments of Market Center, and
an aerobics demonstration by Bringing Up the Rear. Each secretary who

Dental School's Gaver Lecture
10 a.m.
Meaical School Teaching Facility
Dr. Roger Eldridge, director of the Dental School's special patient program and
chairman of the Infection Control Committee, introduces a panel on the AIDS
crisis. Speal<ers and their topics include:
Dr. Priscilla Furth, assistant professor of
medicine, division of infectious diseases, MONDAY• 25
School of Medicine, and director, adult
AIDS patient care, UMMS, "EpidemiolConferences: Medical, "The Hunger For
ogy and HIV Infection in Adults"; Dr.
Salt," Dr. Derek Ashworth Denton, HH,
John Johnson, assistant professor of perm. 557.
diatrics, School of Medicine , and director of pediatric AIDS patient care
TUESDAY• 26
program, "HIV Infection in Children
and Testing for HIV"; Adrienne Kowitz,
clinical coordinator, maternal and child
health, UMMS, "Sexual and Other
CoSy in Moderation ·
Transmission of HIV"; and Richard
_ North, associate professor of law and di- 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
rector of clinical programs, "Ethics, Law Historical Room
Health Sciences Library
and Policy Regarding HIV in the Hospi:
tal and Work Place." For more informaLearn about moderating conferences on
tion, call Eldridge at x7915.
UMAB's conferencing system, CoSy. For
. more information, or to register, call
Grand Rounds: School of Medicine,
x7996.
· Neurosurgical, UMMS, rm. NBW74,
1:30-3 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Medical, "ARVO PreSeminars: School of Medicine, "Parent- sentations," Dr. Shambhu D. Varma,
held in Eye Clinic and the Lois A.
ing Stress in Parents of School-Age UrYoung-Thomas Conference room
ban Children," Dr. Linda E. Grossman,
#N6W97, 1- 4 p.m.
BRB, rm . 13-0_42 , noon-1 p.m.

.Moderately <;oSy

SUNDAY• 24
M~rch of Dimes 1988 Walk-A-Thon
8a.m.
Memorial Stadium
The 35 kilometer walk begins and ends
at Memorial Stadium. Participants
may register anytime between 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m. , the morning of the walk.
For more information call 752-7990.

Voluntary.Advocates

Volunteers are needed for the
Court Appointed Special Advocate
Program (CASA)..,9f Baltimore.
Volunteers will be trained and appointed by Baltimore's Juvenile
Court judge to help advocate for
abused and neglected children in
the court system. Interested persons should call x7367 for further
information. Training will begin
· in May.

UMABin·
Jeopardy
Noontime Escape
Featuring Jeopardy . .. UMAB Style
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Terrace Lounge
Baltimore Student Union
Food service provided
Jeopardy returns to Noontime Escape.
. And whether you play or: watch, it's a
chance to test your knowledge of trivia.
The winners of February's game threat. ened to return for control of the title.
But can they do it again?

FRIDAY
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Friday Fun

Plaza Playtime
Featuring Suede
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Uni~ersity Plaza
Take a breather, stretch out on the
grass, or just "do lunch" in University
Plaza where dining al fresco includes
entertaining music. Pit beef sandwiches, sodas and snacks are available
for a reasonable cost.
, Grand Rounds: School ofMedicine,
"Neuroimmunological Interactions," Dr.
Daniel Weinreich, UMMS, rm. NBW74,
11 a.m.
1:30-3 p.m.
Room 120
Seminar: School ofMedicine, "DetecPharmacy Hall
tion and Treatment of Mental Illness
SCODAE (Student Committee on Drug
Among Elderly Patients in a Primary
Abuse Education) presents a lecture
Care Setting: An Epidemiological &
entitled, "The Recovering Pharmacist:
Health Services Research Approach,"
How It Works, When It Works." This
BRB-, rm 13-04~, noon-I p.m.
lecture is part of the Perspectives on
Drug Abuse series. The event is open to SATURDAY
30
all interested persons on campus. For
information; call x7513.
-

Perspectives on
Drug Abuse

a

1ries Are Special

ril 27 Luncheon
alued Office Personnel

:l

Seminar: Dental School, "Immunomodulating Properties of.Tumor Nicrosis Factor," Dr. Vesna Tomazic, HHH,
rm. 2-F-05, 3:30-4:30 p.m.

attends may choose in advance from
three menu items, including
dessert.
All secretaries are welcome to
attend whether sent by the boss or
not. So, UMAB secretaries,- put your
filing aside, stop tapping those typewriter Keys and enjoy a lunch in
your honor. To reserve a space at
1 the luncheon, call x8087 by Friday,
April 22.

Seminar: Dental School, "DiabeticInduced Changes in Renal Function,"
Dr. David Klassen, rm. 4-D-12, 1 p.m.

.WEDNESDAY

a 27

Secretaries Luncheon
Noon to 1:30 p.m.
Terrace Lounge
Baltimore ,Student Union
A luncheon especially for UMAB's
secretaries.
Geriatric Lecture Series
4:30 to-5:30 p.m.
Room 14-007
Bressler Research Building
Dr. Michael J. Elman, assistant professor
of ophthalmology, School of Medicine,
discusses, "Diabetic Retinopathy and
Senile Macular Degeneration, the Leading Cause of Blindness."

THURSDAY

.
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Thursday Night Live
5 to 7:30 p.m.
The University "Club Pub
419 W. Redwood Street
Open to all UMAB students, faculty and
staff.
.• Live music
• Complimentary hors d'oeuvres
• Beer for 99 cents

Carnival Time

Remembering
Rome
Stuart Rome Lecture
5:15 p.m.
Brune Room
School of Law
Ronald J. Gilson, professor of law at
Stanford University, discusses
"Organizing Human Capital: An Economic Analysis of the Organization of
Corporate Law Firms." Gilson is a leading national figure on law and economics and is a reporter for the
American Law Institute Corporate Governance Project. The Stuart Rome Lecture, honoring the memory of the late
Baltimore attorney and civic activist, is
open to all, free of charge, but seating is
limited, For reservations, call x2070.

Update on
Osteoporosis ..
Balassone, DuMez and Grollman
/

Lectureships
·
6:30 p.m.
Room 120
Pharmacy Hall
"Osteoporosis: Update for Pharmacists,"
is the subject of the Balassone, DuMez
and Grollman Lectureships. Feature
speakers and their topics are: Dr.
Jennifer L. Kelsey, professor and head,
division of epidemiology, Columbia
University School of Public Health,
"Etiology and Epidemiology of Osteoporosis"; Dr. Martin D. Higbee, clinical associate professor, College of Pharmacy,
University of Arizona, _"Treatment of Osteoporosis"; and D·r. Ralph .F. Shangraw,
professor and chairman, department of
pharceutics, School of Pharmacy,
"Pharmacist's Role in Calcium Supplement Selection." CEU credits are avail. able. For information and reservations,
call Jacquie Lucy, x5893.
Conferences: School ofMedicine,'
"Neurobiologic Correlaters of Suicide:
Causal and Treatment Implications," Dr.
John Mann, Walter P. Carter Center,
second floor, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

Shock Trauma's 1988 Gala Dinner
Dance
7:30 p.m. to midnight
Towson Centre
This year's gala has a Carnivale theme
and features the music of Gene Donati,
gourmet food and a live auction. Tickets
for the black tie· affair, which benefits
Shock Trauma's endowment fund, cost
$150. For more information call x2006.

Save The Children Relay ·
On April 30 and May 1, hundreds
of runners in the Baltimore area
will participate in a 24 hour relay
at -Towson State University to
raise funds to immunize children
and achieve the goal of Universal
Child Immunization by the year
2000. The event will involve
5-to-10-person teams of runners
who will "compete" relay-style
around a one-quarter mile track.
Team members will rotate so that
there is at least one member on
the track at all times.
If you or someone you know
is interested in either participating or sponsoring a runner, contact Brian Dake, x6911, who is
forming a team from UMAB.

Classified
For Sale
Beseler C-23 Enlarger and Equipment,
$225. Gray color sofa sleeper, $50. 30 x 30
gray color table, $30. Call Marian 242-1727
between 3-8 p.m.
Toyota Tercel, 1983, 2 dr., sunroof, hatchback, front w/drive, Md. Inspect., AM/FM
cassette, 4 speed, $2550. Call Mrs. Norris, .
x5400.
Townhouse, 4BR., 2 full baths, completely
restored, screened porch, new roof, new furnace, new plumbing, new electric. Call for
appt. 301-525-2160, $83,600.00
Stereo, AM/FM receiver 100 w/channel
nearly new $250.00.,Stereo-cassette receiver
AM/FM, w/2 speakers, small system in excellent condition $100.00., Desk w/file drawer
and side drawers, $50.00., and Sharp 13"
color TY, $100.00. Call Holly x7227.
BMW, 325, 1987, Perf. Cond., 4600 Miles,
cruise, alarm, 7 yr. ext. warr., cir. blue, call
747-6422 or 362-8241.
Honda Accord, LX, '79, hatchback, 5 speed.
AC, digital AM/FM auto reverse casette, PS/
PB. 83K miles. $1600 or best offer. Call
Richard x3223 or 550-6505 at night after
8p.m.
-

For Rent
Home, 3 BR, A/C. furnished or unfurnished,
Avail. April 1, $800 month. Call 889-8696.
Apt., 1 BR, unfurnished, $393 month includes heat & hot water, avail. July 1, parking, laundry facilities. Call 644-0937.
Condo, Ocean City, w/bay balcony, indoor
pool, W/D, 2 BR. Call 747-642.2 or 362-8241.
Townhouse, 3BR, 5 min. walk to UMAB, CA,
· W/D, furnished, W. Barre Circle, Avail May
or June $202.50 + ¼ utilities. Call Barbara
539-4107, please leave messege.

Miscellaneous
Carpool, from Rockville area, Mon-Fri.,
8.:..4:30 p.m. Call Virbalea after 5 p.m.
247-1097.
Roommate, wanted M/F to share large 3 BR
Condo w/2 others, private room & bath,
$250/month includes utilities. Call
730-4437.
House sitter, available, I'll water your
plants, feed your pets and protect your home
while you are away. Daily and weekly rates.
Call Carol 668-6805.
Books, The Biophysics Department would
like to give away the following books:
American Men and Women of Science, 6
vol., 12th edition, 1977.
American Men and Women of Science, 8
vol., 14th edition, 1979.
American Men of Science, 1 vol., 1944.
American Men of Science, 4 vol., 1961.
Who's Who in Science in Europe~3 vol.,
1968.
Computer, operator to perform data base
back-ups on VAX 8530. UMAB Professional
Building, 9- 11 a.m., or 5:30- 7:30 a.m. Call
Veda x3481 for more information.

Computer Classes
. IRMD is providing the following
computer classes. Contact June
Huff at x6143 to register. The cost
per student is $75, payable by
IDT, in advance. Classes are held
in the TAL Center, Dental School;
and run from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
May 3
Introduction to Lotus
May 12
Introduction to
dBase III
May 10
Intermediate dBase III
May 17
Advanced dBase III
May 24
If you are interested in other
computer classes, please contact
Ken Loving, x6143.

VOICE
~
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Revised Associate Staff
Manual Available

11111111

F

or the first time since 1974,
the University _of M~ryl~nd has
revised the umvers1tyw1de associate staff manual. UMAB's
office of personnel is pleased
to provide associate staff members
with the new edition which is now
in binder format and can be easily
updated. Fred Bank, director of personnel, notes that there are many
significant changes including:
• A section has been added con. cerning conflict of interest and conflict of commitment.
• A section has been added concerning reappointment. The policy
related to reinstatement/reemployment that applies to classified employees has beerrmade a formal
policy for associate staff, too.
• The policy relating to requi~e-_ .
ments of notice to remove an associate staff employee without cause has
-been changed significantly for associate staff appointed on or after
January 1, 1988.
• The time liJnit to initiate a griev. ance has been reduced from 30 days
to 20 days of the action involved or
of the employee having reasonable
knowledge of the act.
• A section has been added concerning advanced sick leave. Although the office of-personnel has
followed the basic policy that applies
to classified employees, this was not
a formal policy in the past.
• A section has been added concerning leave policies for childbirthrelated disabilities.
• A section has been added concerning tuition reimbursement,
a benefit which, until .now, has
only been provided to classified
employees.
·
If you have not received your
copy of the manual, or if you have
questions concerning the new manual and its changes, contact the employee relations division of the office
of personnel at x5615.

Medical Alumni Gather

Helping People Cope
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
EASE THE STRESS OF
DAILY LIFE

T
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Rainey Days Full of Sunshine
· very other Wednesday, a farni!-iar voice spreads the good
word to payroll clerks in offices all over campus: "Your
journals an' ready." And everyay, e woman behind the voice,
Joanne Rainey, spreads a little sunshine to those with whom she
-comes in contact.
Rainey is senior data processing
control clerk in the payroll/benefits/
records division of the office of personnel. In addition to her biweekly
announcements about journals,
Rainey_helps with telephone directory processing, open enrollment for
health insurance, employee verification and the processing of paper- ·
work involved in the hiring, paying
and separating of employees from
the UMAB system. But one task that
keeps her especially busy is answering the phone and answering ques- .
tions. It's a task her co-wo'rkers
don't particularly envy.
"You can get alot of nasty people on the telephone," says Elaine
Volkman, Rainey's supervisor. 1'But
as nasty as they can be, I've never
seen her get angry." Erika Boyer,
one of Rainey's co-workers is equally
amazed at her tolerance. "She's
. always pleasant," says Boyer.

That sentiment is echoed by
colleagues throughout the office of
personnel. And on a recent April
morning, some 25 members of the
office turned out to show their
·
wholei1earted support for her being
named en'oloyee of the month.
·~Jie's terrific," says Fred Bank, director of persormel. _"\\ie have a lot
of stars here, but she's qne of our
superstars." Chancellor Edward N.
Brandt presented Rainey with a
commemorative plaque and a $50
savings bond.
Rainey's grace under pressure
may be due, in part, to 14 years of
experience on the job. She has been
with the office of personnel since ·
she first came to UMAB in 1974. "I
like the people, and my supervisors
give me a lot of support," she says.
Although she is very happy
with her Job, Rainey's goal is to go
back to school and become a computer programmer. For the time
being, she enjoys spending her free
time working out, bowling and
-dancing. She's also very active in
church and considers herself a _
weekend traveler.

The Medical Alumni Association of
the University of Maryland, Inc., will
hold its 113th annual reunion May 5
to 7. During the reunion, the association will honor the class of 1938,
which is celebrating its 50th anniversary. The alumni group expects
to welcome 39 members of the 1938
class which graduated 80 members.
_ :'This is the major alumni event
Jennifer Sheets
- of the School of Medicine and we anticipate registration of 400 alumni
from Maryland and across the country," said Dr. James Frenkil, president of the Medical Alumni
Recent Promotions
,
Association.
The reunion will also be celeMary E. Kramer, nurse clinician,
The university and the office of
brated by members of the_classes of
MIEMSS nursing, UMMS
personnel congratulate the fol1943, 1948, 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968,
lowing employees on their recent
Carmen D. Mann, nurse clini1973, 1978, and 1983. , promotions:
cian, nursing, UMMS
The three-day celebration will
Patricia A. Redding, nurse cliniElizabeth S. Addis, nurse cliniinclude a trip to Pimlico Race
cian, UMCC nursing, UMMS
cian, MIEMSS nursing, UMMS
Course, special seminars and lecConstance M: Hemby, office secConstance F. Thomas, Nurse
tures, tours of Baltimore and the ·
Clinician; Nursing, UMMS
retary, office of the vice chancelcampus, culminating in the annual , lor for administration
Jacqueline E. Walton, Radiograalumni reception and dinner-dance
Sandra D. Johnson, nurse clinipher, Diagnostic Radiology,
at the Baltimore Hyatt Regency. For
cian, nursing, UMMS
·
UMMS
more information call x7454.

ucked away on the .terrace
.
level of University Hospital is a
small group of professionals
teaching patients little things .
that mean a lot. They're the _,
occupational therapists of UMMS department of psychiatry helping peo-pie cope with the stresses of daily
living.
Patients in the occupational
therapy division range from young
children to senior citizens referred
from each psychiatric inpatient unit
for difficulties in performing daily
life tasks. They are evaluated and receive treatment in the nursing unit,
occupational therapy clinic or in the
·
community.
Treatment is targeted to areas
specific to each patient's needs. If,
for example, a patient demonstrates
poor judgment, a lack of self- ,
assertiveness and difficulties with
cognitive ability' to calculate change,
exercises in money managementincluding actual purchases in a
store-would serve as a treatment.
After discharge, a patient may be referred for outpatient occupjltional
therapy to assist with issues such as
time management, situational coping strategics and problem-solving
skills.
"They [the patients] may be severely depressed or have ~ lot of
stressors," says Marcella.Jacobs, staff
therapist. Arid when the patient has difficulty handling the daily life
tasks or ordinary events of the day,
the occupational tl}erapist designs
an individualized treatment plan to
help get the patient back on track.
"We assist the physician in evaluating patients functional abilities,"
says Beth Merryman, director of the
occupational therapy program. By
evaluating the patient's daily living,
sensorimotor, cognitive and. psychosocial skills, the occupational therapist recommends and provides activities which build" on the patient's
strengths and improve his or her
deficits.
An adult female patient Jacobs
worked with became frustrated with
ordinary activities and "had difficulty making it in the community;''
says Jacobs. Part of the patient's discharge plan included a referral to
Goodwill Industries where the patient completed laundry, clerical and
other purposeful tasks. "The goal
was to provide the patient with a
meaningful structure to her day and
increase her social and task tolerance," says Jacobs.
Your chance to learn more
about occupational therapists takes
place this month. April is occupational therapy morith at University
of Maryl~nd Hospital. In honor of
the bccasion, the department will
have displays in the·rotunda on April
19 and 20, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
And from ·3 to 5 p.m., April 21, there
will be an open house with refreshments in the occupational therapy
treatment room, PTG04, Institute of
Psychiatry and Human Behavior.
?

•

tters
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to the article and editorial on animal testing
which appeared ih the March 21
issue.
I would like to comment that as
the former nurse and present wife of
a kidney transplant patient I am
probably more aware than the average individual for the need to use
anill¥11S for certain aspects of medical research. However, to conqone
the cruelty and torture of animals in
commercial testing of products that
may still be unsafe on our marketplace is beyond my comprehension.
Cosmetic and household products are tested in several ways including the infamous Draize test
from the 1940's in which a rabbit's '
eye is subjected to irritation of caustic liquids to observe the results.
These are then used for any lawsuits. Hardly a humanitarian act to
save human lives. Forted inhalation
and consumption of oral products in
the LD 50 test provide the lethal
dose it will take to kill at least 50
percent of a group of animals. In
most cases, they are at best, a poor
comparison to the results on humans. Why not just issue warnings ,
on products if they are used in a
manner other than for which they
were manufactured?
The irony of this testing is that
we find more products which are
unsafe, after they have already been
put on the market, as well as the inhalation and consumption of known
harmful substances i. e., cigarettes
and alcohol. Don't test on animals
· . just beca1,1se they are considered by
some to be a vast disposable.
We are considered above the
animals because of our so called intelligence, our ability to reason.
Let's use it wisely.
Nancy Abramson
Pikesville

Photo Finish
The office of student services announces the winners of the Second
Annual Baltimore Student Union
Photo Contest. First prize, $50, was
awarded to Michael McCrea. Second
and third prizes, free movie tickets,
were awarded to Anne Muhvich and
Yuan Lin, respectively. These prizewinning photographs are on display
in the lobby of the Baltimore Student Union. Other photo entries will
be displayed throughout the union.

Man ori the Move
MEET THE NEW DIRECTOR
OF PLANNING AND
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

I

n describing the newly appointed
director of planning and institutional research, Dr. Leon Butler,
"contented" is not a word that
applies. He· has spent the past
three decades moving from one
change effort to another, leaving his
imprint and seeking new challenges.
His newest challenge is implementation and management of a
strategic planning process for the
UMAB campus. Assisting in this
effort are two individuals with a
strong sense of institutional history:
Paul Davalli, director of institutional
research, and Angela Fowler-Young,
director of planning.
Butler observes that planning
on this campus, in the past, has
been largely parochial, which is not
uncommon for a professional schools
campus. "A collaborative approach
to decision~m~king takes us much
further down the road to institutional excellence," says Butler. To
initiate an effective strategic planning process, he sees involving all
deans and senior management as
crucial. They, in turn, must invr 1ve
their staffs in a significant way.
- Building consensus and imple- ·
menting positive change is what
Butler has spent much of his professional career doing. A most notable
example.was the IO-year period,
1972 to 1982, he spent at Erie Community College.in Buffalo, New
York.
When Butler arrived° in 1972 to
assume the post of academic dean,
the 90 percent black city campus
was a fledgling institution at best.
Begun as a temporary campus in response to citizen needs, it had few
students and even fewer resources.
Student unrest resulted in classrooms being set on fire. Severe financial cutbacks and declining
enrollment led most to speculate
that the school would close. Butler
was not one of the doubters.
By 1976, Butler was .named
president of the city campus and
vice president of the three-campus
Erie Community College system and
a major turnaround began. He enlisted essential support from the facµlty since there was virtually no
support staff. He caHed for students
to become involved in a postive way.
He pleaded his case repeatedly be-.
fore the state legislature, presenting
them with research survey data that
showed city stud_ents would not attend school in the suburbs.
Butler must have been persuasive. With $25 million in renovation
money from the legislature and a $1
purchase of a then unoccupied old
post office building in downtown ·
Buffalo, a new campus was built.
The renovated space is now a historical landmark and tourist attraction.
Under Butler's leadership, the city
campus gained full accreditation,
10 new academic programs· were

started, FTE enrollment rose from a
low of 679 to 2,400 and the budget
tripled to $4.5 million.
Butler's path to that point w~s.
by no means straight into academia.
Raised in Cambridge, Mass., he at-·
tended a premiere public high
school in Harvard's backyard. Following graduation, he spent four
years in the U.S. Air Force.
When Butler decided it was
time to pursue a college degree, he
chose Howard University in Washington, D.C. "I went to Howard because I never had a black professor
or teacher before," says Butler. He
recalled his time spent at Howard in
the early 60s with ·relish. It was the
beginning of the activist movement
which would affect him greatly.
After graduating with a degree
in psychology, Butler joined Western
Electric. He spent three years there
as a management development
trainer, based in the heart of Manhattan. He decided to leave, because
"outside of the boundaries of the
building, all hell was breaking loose
in cities. I felt a responsibility to
help."
Butler joined Scientific Resources, Inc. , a small social service

agency, in which he conducted
training programs for agencies and
organizations throughout the country, including police departments
and youth groups.
Martin Luther King's assassination in 1968 "hit me like a thunderbolt," says Butler. It was then that
he realized the need to do something else besides be a social activist. "SiIJ1ply marching with signs
was obsolete." He determined that
new strategies within institutions
were needed to evoke societal
changes.
Having been named a Rand
Foundation Fellow, Butler entered a
doctoral program at State University
of New York at Buffalo, School of
Management, specializing in policy
analysis. While attending graduate
school, he conducted seminars for
businessmen in hiring the "disadvantaged" potential worker through
Bell & Howell's Human Development Institute.
Later, Butler was named deputy
director of Buffalo's Model Cities
Program. a position he held for
three years prior to moving to Erie
Community College.
Following his decade at ECC,
Butler joined the faculty of SUNY at
Buffalo where he tqught graduate·
level courses in educational administration. D.eciding after three years
that he didn't relish the "publish or
perish" environment, he headed for
the Baltimore region to join Westinghouse Institute for Resource
Development in Columbia, Md. , as
program manager. "Why suffer the
ravages of winter in Buffalo," quips
Butler.
Butler lives with his wife, Toni,
in the Bolton Hill section of Baltimore city. Toni Butler, who has
finished coursework toward a Ph.D.
degree in communications at Temple, is a freelance consultant to
Ortho Pharmaceutical. There she
handles ~ program for advancing
women and minorities in management positions.

Dianne Burch

Model Medical Services for Children

G

overnor William Donald
more fortunate to have them work
Schaefer announced a
together on such an important proj·
federal grant for a research ect," he adds.
demonstration project
Dr. R Adams Cowley, director of
which could help make
MIEMSS and the research project,
Maryland a,national model for
says Marylanders shouJd welcome
providing emergency medical serthe grant on two counts. "This has
vices for children. The project ingreat potential value for improving
the delivery of emergencY, medical
volves a $346,380 grant to the
care to children everywhere," he
Maryland Institute for Emergency
says. "It also indicates federal appre-·
Services Systems (MIEMSS) which
will coordinate the project and work ciation of the statewide emergency
on the research in conjunction with medical system we have built in
. the Johns Hopkins Children's
Maryland over many years."
Center.
Investigators on the project will
"The partnership of one of the . include Dr. Alex Haller, director of
world's great medical institutions
pediatric surgery at Hopkins; Dr.
with our internationally recognized
Frank Gioia, clinical director of the
MIEMSS program could lead to the
Hopkins pediatric intensive care
.unit; and Dr. Ameen Ramzy, deputy
survival of more children throughout the world," says Schaefer. "We
director of MIEMSS and director of ...
are very fortunate to have these two the Maryland Emergency Medical
programs in Maryland and even
System.
/
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Just Ducky
WET BUT WONDERFUL
SK RUN FOR KIDS

I

twas a good day for ducks. But,
in spite of the wet weather, more
than 500 runners turned out for
UMAB's second annual 8K Run
for Kids on Saturday, March 26.
"Now this is dedication," one
runner remarked to another as they
arriyed at the pre-race re~i str<1' · ·n.
Runners ranged from the very
:young to tht 50-a11rl-over crowd.

,r

In the early morning mist they
gathered at the starting line to begin
their fast-footed feat. And at 9 a.m.
they were off and running. Those
who remained behind joined in the
one~IT)ile fun run/walk at Rash Field.
When the last runner crossed
the finish line some 55 minutes la. ter, everyone had come out a winner, esnecially the UM Children's
Cancer unit. '\ checl; for $5,uUOwas ·
presented to Dr. Ruth Luddy, assistant professor of pediatrics, on b~-

half of the center. Lauren Kramer,
president of the University Student
Government Association and H. Lee
Boatwright, president of CentraBank
. were on hand to present the check.
The USGA and CentraBank, along
with WBAL-TV and WIYY radio were
co-sponsors of the race.
Ken Muhvich, a lab scientist in
the School of I\tedicine's pathology
department, and Anne Loftus, another lab scientist in the school's department of surgery, took prizes for
first place male and female runner,
respectively, from UMAB.
Jennifer Sheets
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Medical Researchers Study Drug Abuse
Among the Mentally Ill

Educating Executives
THE UMAB EXECUTIVE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
IS HERE

S

chool of Medicine researchers
say that treatment of drug
abuse among chronic mentally ill young adults is seriously lacking, putting the
United States in a health care crisis.
"Young adults who are impaired
with both a disorder of mental ill- ·
ness and substance abuse have
recently become a·tremendous
problem in the service system," says
Dr. John Talbott, chairman of the
department of psychiatry.
Talbott, considerecJ a national
leader in working with chronic mental illness, was the opening speaker
at the Dually Diagnosed Young Adult
Patient conference held at the UMAB
campus April 18 and 19. The National Institute of Mental Health,
the National Institute of Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, the National
Institute of Drug Abuse and The Information Exchange, Inc., were cosponsors of tlie national conference.
While programs are available to
deal with mental health, drug and
alcohol problems individually, there
are few, if any, that deal with patients who suffer from two or more
of the problems.
"The dual disorder population
is overwhelming the current mental
health and substance abuse services,
says M. Susan Ridgely, associate director of the UM Mental Health Pol:;i icy Studies Program (MHPSP) and
principal author of a study on drug
abuse among the chronic mentafly
ill.
Mental health and substance
abuse professionals and physicians
from across the country attended
the two-day program and shared information about the problem and
- possible treatments.
Talbott says there are many
questions that remain to be answered about the dual disorder issue
because research efforts have been
slow. "The research effort is hampered by the lack of uniform definition and methodology."
_ Talbott also explains that the
population in question is diverse ,

I

making conclusive studies difficult.
chronic mental illness or whether
some patients are attempting to self~
However, he adds that it is possible
to put together a sketch of the dual
medicate their mental illness by
· using illicit drugs.
disorder patient from the scant inThe abuse of drugs by the menformation available.
The preliminary portrait of the tally ill also creates problems in treatdual disorder patient was made pos- ment. "Sue patients present serious
clinical management problems since
sible by a two-year federal grant
they are unlikely to respond to treatawarded to the UM School of Medicine to review research, treatment,
ment for their mental health alone,"
the report said.
and training of professionals to care
The impact that dual disorder
for chronic mentally ill young adults
has on treatment of mental illness is
.with substance abuse problems.
The Maryland study, drafted by harmful. "Whatever the etiological
Ridgely, Talbott, Dr. Howard Goldrole of substance abuse on the onset
man, a research psychiatrist with
of mental illness, alcohol and drugs
the MHPSP, and Dr. Fred Osher, ascan hinder all aspects of care of
sistant professor of psychiatry at
young adults with chronic illness,"
says Talbott. "The use or abuse comDartmouth Medical School, examplicates diagnosis, interferes with
ines what information is available.
In the report, the researchers
treatment, rehab, social function
said while there is no definitive data and appears to contribute to
on the substance abuse rate of
relapse."
chronic mentally ill young adults
Ridgely says programs that
(between the ages of 18 and 40),
treat specific problems are not
some studies suggest that the rate.
effective in dealing with the dual
could approach 50 percent.
disorder patient.
"Further, many studies suggest
. "It is not necessary to create a
that such patients are particularly
new range of facilities," said Ridgely,
adding that more coordination of
prone to polydrug abuse and to
combined drug and alcohol abuse,"
programs is needed. "If we continue
according to the executive summary to ignore that the pafients have secof the report.
ond problems, we will be wasting .
money."
The issue raises several questions for researchers such as
whether alcohol or drug abuse conQuincey Johnson
tributes to the development of

Volunteers With High
Cholesterol Needed

Conference on the Elderly

Volunteers with high cholesterol levels who meet study criteria will
receive Mevacor (Iovastatin), an FDAapproved drug that inhibits the formation of cholesterol in the blood.
The drug lacks any significant side
effects in the 1,000 patients studied
so far.
The study takes about one year
and includes free prescriptions
(which cost $60 a month), blood
tests and eye exams. Cardiologists at
the School of Medicine and UMMS
will compare the effectiveness and
safety of different dose levels among
those who take the drug and those c.:>
who do not.
For information call x6727. Ask
for the cholesterol study.

t has been estimated that by the
year 1990, Maryland's over 60
population will rise from 600,000
to one million.
The latest information on
research and policy dealing with the
elderly will be presented at the Sixth
Annual Maryland Gerontological Association Conference, May 5, at the
Belvedere Hotel. 'Keynote speaker
for the event is Dr. Reuben Andres,
chief of clinical physiology at the
National Institute on Aging, who
will speak on "Desirable Weight: New
Wrinkles on an Aging Controversy."
Workshops will include subjects

I

such as depression in the elderly,- research initiatives on the care of the
elderly, trends in geriatric nutrition
and financing long-term care of the
elderly. Dr. Jay Magaziner and Dr.
Eleanor Simo11.sick, of the University
of Maryland School of Medicine's department of epidemiology and preventive medicine, will present work
on health risk appraisal in the
elderly.
·
The Maryland Gerontological
Association was formed in 1983 to
promote the advanced service, research and education in the field of
gerontology.

n September 1988, a new educa- .
tional program aimed at admin- ·
istrators and managers begins
· at UMAB. According to Terry
- Smith, director of business services, the UMAB Executive Development Program is designed to help
both UMAB and UMMS administrators become mor.e creative and effective in an increasingly complex
and competitive environment. "The
program should provide the UMAB
-commu[).ity with an exciting and
timely series of courses on management issues," says Smith who is
chairman of the program's recruitment and admissions committee.
Educators nationally prominent
in their fields will teach classes on
subjects such as:
• How to Motivate People
• Organizational Creativity_ana the
Facilitation of Change
• Strategic Planning in Academic
Institutions
• Executive Self Management
• Major Theories on Management
Style
• Integration of Political and Business Consideration into Decision
Making
• Evaluating Change in Complex
Organizations
• Managing Irrational Behavior
A descriptive brochure and application forms are being distributed. Additional application forms .
will be available from Shaw House, 513 W. Lombard Street. Any questions should be directed to Smith's
office at x8200.
-

It's Tee Time
If you're game for golf, UMAB's got a

golf game for you. On Monday, May
23, the third annual UMAB Best Ball
Golf Tournament is being held at
Sparrows Point Country Club. The
tournament is open to all interested
UMAB/UMMS employees, students
and friends and costs $35 a player.
That fee includes greens fees, carts,
luncheon and team prizes. Space
fills quickly for this event, so all interested pl~ers are encouraged to
call Kevin Curley, tournament organizer, at x3827 to obtain a registration form and/or more information.
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Conference Sheds Light on_Neglected Disease

ore than' 500 profesOne of the highlights of the
symposium was the revolutionary
sionals from nearly every
state and three foreign
"Blink Writer" developed by Shock
Trauma speech~Ianguage patholocountries participated
in Shock Trauma's 4th
gists and Westinghouse researchers.
This computer based communicaNational Traumatic Brain Injury
tion system allows the patient who
Symposium: The Neglected Disease,
· cannot talk or move, the ability to
last month. The MIEMSS Speechcommunicate through a series of
Communication Disorders Program
eye blinks or puffs of air. This acconducts this annual meeting to
tion, in turn, produces the message
provide innovative state of the art
research and clinical information
in a printed or synthesized voice format. Patients can effectively comconcerning the interdisciplinary
municate their basic wants and
appro_ach to assessment and treatment of brain injury victims.
needs to the entire medical and
nursing staff as well as converse
Traumatic brain injury has
been termed the "silent epidemic"
with family and friends. The use of
by the National Head Injury Founda- such systems has aided in overall
psychological recovery as well.
tion. Several thousand individuals
are' overcome by the deficits brought
Most of the 350 professionals
about by this unfortunate happening who toured the MIEMSS Shock
Trauma Speeeh-Communication - MEDICAL STUDENT WINS
each year. Difficulties in commuto serve as role models for blacks,"
Disorders Program were impressed
nicating, understanding speech,
says
Marshall, adding that she de'NATIONAL MINORITY
. with the potentials for improved pa- RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
short term memory reasoning,
cided to seek a medical career in
tient care services that can be mirjudgment and insight are common.
high school after attenciing the Med-'
rored after the pioneering programs
New theo·ries with relevant applicaical Explorers Program at Howard
niversity of Maryland mediat the frauma center.
tions to clinical practice were preUniversity in Washington. "t didn't
cal student Darlene Marsented at the symposium.
think ~bout going into medicine unshall has been awarded a
til I went to that program."
prestigious minority fellowMarshall says she has enjoyed
ship to help further her reher first three years at the UM
search efforts.
School of Medicine. "I found everyMarshall, 24, of Hyattsville,
body here very supportive in helping
Md. , is one of 25 minority medical
husbandry, clinical care and
r. Louis DeTolla, a vetme find programs and opportunities
students across the country to be se- to explore my interest in research."
management."
erinarian and research sciDeTolla says the School of Med- lected a 1988 Commonwealth Fund
entist, has been named the
When she completes her projMedical Fellow, the second year in a
director of laboratory aniicine animal facilities program will
ect for the fellowship, Marshall will
ow that a UMm etlkal stadenrhas
__..,,,_~ mal resources a11d the new
be more than a dispensary o amtravel to Ghana to do her obstetrics
been honored.
mals. Veterinarians working for the
comparative medicine program at
and
gynecology rotation. After her
The award, which comes with
the University of Maryland School of facility will collaborate with scientraining, Marshall says she would
$5,000, will allow Marshall to do retists on research. "It requires us to
Medicine.
like to return to Africa to practice
search into the Sudden Infant Death for a couple of years. "In the United
h~ve
a
more
thorough
understandAs a scientist and veterinarian,
Syndrome. She says the research
DeTolla says he will use his expertise ing of the research because we beStates, there is so much medical
project involves studying the heart
come part of it," says DeTolla,
to help improve the efficiency and
technology
that a lot of times you
adding, "Because of that, animal use level of infants and performing gequality of animal research at the
get away from basic doctoring. You
·
·university.
and animal welfare concerns are bet- netic studies.
rely on numerous diagnostic te.sts.
"The
main
goal
[
of
the
proter met."
DeTolla comes to the university
But I feel that by going to Ghana,
. The new organization of the an- gram] is to increase the number of
from Merck-Sharp and Dohme ReI'll learn to be a better doctor beminority medical students going
imal facility will help "decrease the
search Laboratqries in Rahway, N.J.
eause they don't have all of the medHe also,has worked at the Institute · number of animals used through in- ·into academia," says Marshall, a
ical advances."
third-year student. And that is what
vestigation into the alternatives to
for Cancer Research -in Philadelph1a
Marshall is a graduate of Regina
Marshall wishes to do. "After I finish . High School in Hyattsville and the
using animals," DeTolla says. He
and at Sloan-Kettering Institute for
my training, I would like to be affili- Johns Hopkins University.
notes that his research background
Cancer Research.
ated
with a major university so I can
will enable him to give a scientific
DeTolla received his veterinary
practice
medicine and be involved in
justification of why or why not anidegree from the University of Penn. Quincey Johnson
research,"
she says. ·
mals
are
needed
for
a
research
sylvania, and a master's degree in
"It's important that more blacks
project.
microbiology and a doctoral degree
get involved in academic medicine
in immunology and genetics from
Quincey Johnson
Rutgers University.
DeTolla says his experience will
allow him to better assist scientists
in their research. "We will provide
research and scientific support fqr
"The Development of a GC-MS Assay
0 students at the School of
scientists'using animals as well as
for Theophylline and Its Metaboharmacy, Michelle C. Andoll
lites," and Gan is researching "The
nd Angeline Chau Gan, have
Stability of Aspirin in Association
een nained winners of stuwith Cyclodexterin."
dent research stipends from
This year, MCP has implethe American Association of Colleges
mented the Research Participation
of
Pharmacy.
The
MCP
developed
· A new, 10-year .contract UMAB
is published biweekly for the University of
the program to increase the number Program with funding from the
recently signed with C&P TeleMaryland at Baltimore by the office of inMerck Company Foundation, the
of minorities and women going on
phone Company for the campus'
stitutional advancement, 511 W. Lombard
Burroughs Wellcome Fund, Glaxo
to
graduate
programs
in
the
pharcentrex system will bring subSt., Baitimore, MD 21201. 328-7820.
Inc., SmithKline Beckman Corporamaceutical
sciences.
The
stipends
to
stantial savings. According to
Editor: Dianne Burch
tion, Syntex Laboratories, Inc., and
the
two
UM
students
will
allow
them
Robert Rowan, director of faciliAssistant Editor: Jennifer Sheets
the Warner-Lambert Foundation.
to conduct research during the
ties management, "most users on
Production and Gr.aphics: Kelly G. Parisi
upcoming
summer
and/or
academic
Contributors: Ginny Cook, Quincey fohnson,
campus should' see.a decrease in
year.
Ruth W"1lsh
.
price." Previously the monthly
Andoll is doing research on
Production Manager: Judie Schwartz
charge for call forwarding-busy/
Cafendar, Classifieds! telecommunications
don't answer, call transfer and call
operator: Patricia Pegues
forwarding variable features was
Story ideas, suggestions, opinion pieces and
$15.62. With the new charge, the
letters are welcomed. Please note that submissame features cost $12.53.
sions for the calendar and classified sections
,

Marshall-ing Medicine

U

Animal Facility Gets New Director

~

Minority Stipends Awarded at Pharmacy School
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Telephone Talk

are due, in writing, no later than two weeks
before the date of publication.
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From High School to Higher Ed
Continuing declines in Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, the number
of high school graduates who have
taken a given number of years of sciences and the number of teachers
igh school students in Balcertified to teach science and math '
timore City and Baltimore
and Howard counties get to highlight the need for improved science education in the United States.
gloat thi_s summer as their
"While
many programs to improve
science teachers go back to
science
education have been proschool: Six teachers will be attendposed
and
instituted," says Freire,
ing a seven-week, full-time summer
in research by
"participation
research practicum in the biological/
teachers
remains
one of the best
biomedical sciences at UMAB and
ways
to
upgrade
the
quality of
UMBC. The teachers are part of a
knowledge
transferred
to students
joint UMAB/UMBC Science Teacher
and
their
appreciation
of
scientific
Enhancement Program (STEP)
disciplines."
aimed at helping teachers gain the
Bryan McKay, an instructor in
best possible perspective on, and exthe
biology
department at UMBC,
perience in, scientific research.
believes
the
teachers will be more
STEP is made possible by a
like
graduate
students with hands$380,000 grant from the National
on
approach.
"They
won't just come
Science Foundation to the Univerin
and
putter
around
the lab or play
sity of Maryland Graduate School.
with the equipment."
Initially, six teachers will par'' ... participation in
ticipate in STEP and continue in the
program for three consec;_utive sumresearch by teachers
The teachers will be paid $200
mers.
remains one of the
per
week
and each summer, six addibest ways to upgrade
tional
students
will be added to the
the quality of
program. By having the teachers
knowledge . . . "
participate for three years, Friere
says the school is hopeful a camaraEach week, teachers will spend four
derie will be established among the
and a half days working on a reteachers. Between summers, the
search project in the labs. The other
teachers will attend monthly dinners
to keep up communication.
half day teachers will attend a sciUltimately, STEP could prove
ence colloquium.
an effective recruitment tooi .- As the
"A lot of these teachers are very
good and bright," says Dr. Maria
teachers become enthusiastic about
what they're learning, they pass that
Freire, of the Graduate School, "but
enthusiasm on to .the students.
they haven't had the opportunity to
Friere notes that some teachers
further their studies." Freire says ·
might bring their classes to tour the
the Graduate School 'is hopeful that
school and give students a first-hand
the teachers will go back to their
schools and revise their curriculum . look at the research opportunities.
and "give some excitement to these
Jennifer Sheets
kids so they realize that science is
worth thinking about."

SCIENCE TEACHERS
BECOME GRADUATE
SCHOOL STUDENTS

H

a

ALuc~Buck
FACULTY MEMBER
CULTIVATES SCIENCE FAIR
WINNER .

F

ew high school students get
a chance to work in a major
university research laboratory
and receive the guidance of
the lab's director. But that is
what 17-year-old Christopher Buck
of Oakland Mills High School in
Columbia, Md. , did this year as he
worked with Dr. Ronald Anthony,
associate professor of pathology and
director of clinical immunology and
microbiology at the School of
Medicine.
· Buck's experience was made ·
possible through his high school's
mentor program, which sets up internships for students. "It's been a

D r. Ronald Anthony oversees Ch ristopher
Buck's work.

great experience," Buck says. "I
really do feel lucky."
,
Not only did Buck get the expe..:
rience working three afternoons a

Young Scholar Ropin West Explores
Jurisprudence a~d Gender Bias
to be, mainly from feminist writings," says West. "For example, I'll
take categories such as the concept
of value, the concept of harm, the
definitions of a human being and of
morality, and contrast those with
concepts and definitions that seem
to be more true of women's lives.
And I'll try to generate a theory as
to why it is that women have been
harmed or just not legally protected
by legal rules:" •
Further, she says, "it may be
that women's sense of morality is
more rooted in compassion and care
than in the so-called masculine
hosen UMAB 's Young
principle of reason and detachment.
Scholar for 1988, R_obin
And if that's true, the ideals that are
expressed in American jurispruWest, assistant professor of
law, will·discuss "Jurisprudence aren't as true of women's lives
as they are of men's. I will examine
dence and Gender" at .the
Chancellor's Colloquium, May 10 at
that possibility."
Prior to joining the law school
the University Club. The event begins at 4 p.m. and is open to all
faculty in September 1986, West was
interested persons on campus. A
a visiting assistant professor at the
reception follows the formal
Stanford University School of Law
presentation.
and assistant professor at the CleveWest was chosen Young Scholar land-Marshall College of Law at
of this year's Chancellor's ColloCleveland State University. She also
quium. series by Dr. Edward N.
served as associate attorney at the
Brandt, Jr. on the recommendation
Baltimore firm of Semmes, Bowen
¢" the colloquium committee, which and Semmes, is the author of a
evaluates the quality and quantity
number of publications and has
of campuswide research by young
made presentations at more than a
scholars who are within seven years dozen national conferences and
of their terminal degree. the schol- workshops.
ars thus have a forum for discussing
West received her B.A. degree,
their research before a broad audicum laude, from UMBC, her J.D. deence. West's presen1ation is a pregree from UM School of Law in 1979
view of an article she has prepared
and a master's degree in judicial scifor the Chicago law Review.
ence from Stanford in 1982. At the
"I will be looking at the most
School of Law, she teaches contracts
basic assumptions of legal theory,
and legal method, jur,isprudence,
and comparing them with the facts
and law and literature.
of women's lives as I can glean them
Ruth Walsh

C

week, he produced a project that
won first place in the Baltimore City
Science Fair and awards from the
American Microbiology Association
and,the American Medical Technology Association. He will also travel '
to the International Science Fair in
Knoxville, Tenn., May 8 to 14 to
compet_e.
·
Anthony says he enjoyed working with Buck, who was given a task
related to the lab's work on leishmaniasis, a tropical disease. "It's difficult for anyone coming out of high
school to understand all that was
going on. I think it was profitable."
Buck's project was called "Use
of Monoclonal Antibody Probes for
the Rapid Diagnosis of Visceral
Leishmaniasis." Anthony said, "We
identified the problem. His problem
was making the monoclonal antibody. He grew the parasite, inocu-

lated the mice and produced the
antibody and test." The product of
Buck's work has been sent to the
Sudan in Africa to immunize people
against the parasite.
Being in the lab with Anthony
and graduate student John Sacci
provided Buck with the guidance
needed to complete the project.
Buck says Anthony guided him
through the protocols of lab research and answered his many
questions.

' Quincey Johnson

I •
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Career GJnnection Fragile
Junior Day Camp at Nursing School
Foundations
Thirty Baltimore junior high school

Free Dental
Screenings for Seniors
The Dental School announces that during .Senior
. . Smile Week, May 15-21'
semor citizens age 60 and over are
eligible for free dental screenings.
For an appointment, call Doris
Christian x7101.

Commencement
Commenls
UMAB's 1988 Commencement
takes place May 20 at 3 p.m., at
the Baltimore Arena. Degree qmdidates must clear all outstanding
financial accounts with the cashier's office, 3rd floor, Administration Building, no later than
Friday, May 6. No diploma, certificate or transcript can be issued to
a student who has not made satisfactory settlement of his/her
account.
Candidates unable to attend
the ceremony are requested to ·
notify their dean in writing. Be
sure to include your mailing ad, dress as your diploma will be
mailed after the ceremony.
Announcements and instructions concerning the ceremony
are now available in the office of
the registrar, room 326, Baltimore Student Union. Office
hours are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

students, sponsored by the School of
Nursing and UMMS, will visit the psychophysiological lab, Child Life Center,
computer center and other areas on
campus to see nurses at work and learn
about nursing as a career. At the end of
the day the young visitors will receive
· T-shirts and certificates of participation.
For information, call-1{8128.

TUESDAY• 3
Graduate Student Association Meeting .,.
All grad. students invited, BRB, rm.
7-037, 5 p.m.

WEDNESDAY. 4

Focus on Diabetes
Eighth Annual Woodward Lecture
4p.m.
Davidge Hall
The Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical
Society sponsors the lecture featuring
Dr. David Kipnis, professor and chairman of the department of medicine at
Washing~on University School of Medi. cine. Kipnis will speak about "The Impact of Modern Science on a Common
Clinical Disease-Diabetes Meltitus."
Kipnis, who is an alumnus of the UM
School of Medicine, is a retuming Alpha
Omega Alpha-sponsored visiting professor and will give medical grand
rounds May 4, as well.
The Theodore Woodward Lecture was ·
established by Alpha Omega Alpha in
1981 in honor of the retirement of Dr.
Woodward after 25 years as chairman of
medicine at the medical school.

THURSDAY. 5
Thursday Night L~e
5 to 7:30 p.m.
The University Club Pub
419 W. Redwood Street
Open to all UMAB faculty, staff and
students
• Live music
• Complimentary hors d'oeuvres
• Beer for 99 cents
Seminar: Dental School, To be announced, student Dr. Courtade, Biochemistry DBIC, HHH, 3:30-4:30 p;m.,
rm. 2-F-05.

FRIDAY. 6

Its Playtime

_The Healing Process
Local television newscaster Susan
White-Bowden will speak on "The
Healing Process" at a memorial
service and balloon ascension
sponsored by the Support Group for
Grieving Parents at UMMS, May 11.
The memorial service and Ms. Bowden's talk will begin at 9 a.m. in
Westminster Hall. The balloon ascension begins immediately following the service at 11 a.m. at
University Square. Balloons cost $1
each. To register call x8631 or x5149.

Plaza Playtime
Featuring Ellis Woodward
Noon to 1:30 p.m.
Univers~ty Plaza
Spend a Friday afternoon enjoying the
music of Ellis Woodward while having
lunch outdoors. Pit beef sandwiches,
sodas and snacks available for a reasonable cost.

Saturday Morning Seminars
10 a.m. to noon
Planning Studio
Second Floor
School of Social Work and Community
Planning
Bruce McDowell, director, governmental
studies, National Council on Public
~orks Imp~ovement will discuss "Fragile Foundalions: The Condition of Our
Public Works."

MONDAY•9

Disc Demo
Videodisc Demonstration
10 a.m.
TAL Center
Room G-F-11
Dental School
Come see an interactive videodisc demonstration utilizing the first generic
dental disc in the world. The disc was
cooperatively produced by the Dental
School's division of dental informatics.
For details, call Dr. James Craig, x5745.

TUESDAY• 10

@111'1«/1t>1.1
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Featuring Young Scholar Robin West
4p.m.
University Club
Reception to follow
Robin West, assistant professor of law,
will discuss "Jurisprudence and Gender." West was chosen UMAB's Young
Scholar for 1988. This event is open to
all interested persons on campus. See
story on page 4,
Seminar: Dental School, To be announced, Dr. Robert Bennett, rm.
4-D-12, 1 p.m.

WEDNESDAY. 11

Hard Facts on
Homelessness.
Field Instruction Day
FeaturingJonathan Kozol
1 to 6 p.m. ·
Sophomore Lecture,Hall
Bressler Research Building
Through the sponsorship of the School
of Social Work and Community Planning, the School of .Law and the Maryland Department of Human Resources
this event features a 4 p.m. lecture by '
guest speaker Jonathan Kozol. Kozol is
the award-winning author of Rachel and
Her Children: Homeless Families in
America. His 4 p.m. lecture is entitled,
"American Priorities: The Hungry, the
Homeless, the Illiterate." Those who attend will have the opportunity to meet
-Kozol at a post-lecture booksigning.
Although Field Instruction Day is open
primarily to field instructors, some
spaces are available to those in the university community. For more information, call Frances Lowery at x7187.

B,argain of
A Noble.Offi

B

arnes and Noble Bookstore
in the Baltimore Student ' ·
Union, is offering a special
bargain in conjunction with
Mother's Day. From May 2 to
May 6, the store is raffling off a bouquet of flowers which FTD Florists
will deliver to a mother or grandmother anywhere in the country on
Mother's Day. Take a chance on sur- ·
prising your mom on her special
day. ~f you'd like to send something
special of your own choosing,
various gifts, just for Mom are
available at the store. As a~ added

Grand Rounds: Schoo/of Medicine
"Asp~cts of Diagnosis and Manage~ent
of Unnary Tract Infection in Children
and Adolescents," Heinz Eichenwald
M.D., Davidge Hall, noon.
'

THURSDAY• 12

Children of
Alcoholics
Perspectives on Drug Abuse
11 a.m.
Room 120
Pharmacy Hall
Jennifer Citrenbaum, a therapist who
works with children of alcoholics,
speaks on "Adult Children of AlcohoJics:
What You Don't Know Can Hurt You."
The event is free and open to all interested persons on campus. For information call x7513.

[[]-· - - - - - - - - - -

Classified

FRIDAY• 13

Spring Singing
Plaza Playtime
Featuring Terry Reynolds & Band
Noon to 1:30 p.m.
University Plaza
Join your friends for a lazy lunch in the
plaza. Pit beef sandwiches, snacks and
sodas available for purchase.

Human Subjects in Research Workshop
8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Stouffer Harborpface Hotel

Caps

n' Gowns

Beginning today, all graduating students
may pick up their caps· and gowns from
the bookstore. ·

Expose Yourself
H

For Sale

Miscellaneous -

BMW, 325, 1987, perf. cond., 4600 miles,

Roommate, Wanted M/F to share large 3 BR
condo w/2 others, private room & bath,
$250/month includes utilities. Call
730-4437.
Roommate, Wanted M/F to share large 3 BR,
2½ BA, townhouse w/2 others. Available
June 1, $250/mo. + utilities. Call Dennis
x3685 or 327-3578.
House sitter, available, I'll water your plants,
feed your pets and protect your home while
you are away. Daily and weekly rates. Call
Carol 668-6805.
Books, The Biophysics Department would
like to give away the following books:
American Men and Women of Science, 6
vol., 12th edition, 1977.
American Men and Women of Science, 8
vol., 14th edition, 1979.
American Men of Science, 1 vol., 1944.
American Men of Science, 4 vol.; 1961.
Who's Who in Science in Europe, 3 vol.,
1968.
Computer, operator to perform data base
back-ups on VAX 8530. UMAB Professional
Building, 9-11 a.m. , or 5:30-7:30 a.m. Call
Veda x3481 for more information.
Wanted, Summer child care in my Lutherville home. Excellent salary. Monday thru
Friday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. , x5181.
Roommate, M/F to share 3BR, I½ Bath, CA,
W/D, OW/tennis courts, swimming pool, ten
miles from UMAB expressways on Ritchie
Hwy./Rt.2. Near MTA bus line. $165/montb
+ 1/J electric & local phone. Phone Randy
x3390 or Mike 760-3789.
Piano, Moving must sell Chickering console
black/bench. exc. cond. $3,200 or best offer,
8 yrs. old. Call Leslie x7082.
Skis, K2 SLOLOM 77's 200cm. with M36
twin cam bindings. Exe. Cond. Used one season, $250 or best offer. Call Leslie x7082.
Kings Dominion, CC Jams 2nd annual trip
to Kings Dominion, June 25, 1988, for
tickets or further ihfo. contact Cyndy x7200.
Wanted, Male roommate to share apt. in ·
Ridgely's Delight, I block from UMAB: Nonsmoker, CAC, D/W, avail. June 1, 195/mo. +
util. Call Ken or Jeff 455-1477.
Wanted, Non-smoker to share townhouse,
pool, den w/fireplace, W/D, 2BR and bath of
own, $275 + 112 util, minutes from metro.
833-3672.
Housemates needed, 4BR townhouse within
walking distance of UMAB, AC, W/W carpeting, ample street parking. Avail. June 1. two
males preferred. Call Angela x2940 or
625-1330.
Cancun Condo, July 16 to 23; 2BR on the
beach, all club facilities; reasonable call
947-0366 after .6 p.m.

cruise, alarm, 7 yr. ext. warr., cir. blue, call
747-6422 or 362-8241.
Honda Accord, LX, '79, hatchback, 5 speed.
AC, digital AM/FM auto reverse casette,
PS/PB. 83K miles. $1600 or best offer.
Call Richard x3223 or 550-6505 at night
after 8 p.m.
Computer Printer, Almost new Panasonic
KX-P1091. 120 cps & NLQ. Parallel interface
included. $198. 799-7218 after 6 p.m.
Townhouse, Barre Village, 3 level, 3BR,
2BA, walk to U of MD. and inner harbor. Call
for ap_pt. 301-435-3810. $68,000.
Camera tripod, Excellent, sturdy. $25.00.
Call x3803 or 664-3908.
Kodak, Carousel projector zoom lens. Like
new. $25.00. ,Call x3803 or 664-3908.
VCR, Akai (Mitsubishi), 4-event,14-day programmable. Two head. New $399, will sell
for $75.00, needs minor repair. Call x3803 or
664-3908.
Townhou,se, 2BR, new kitchen, carpet, roof
and bathroom. 10 min. from UMAB,
$35,000. Call 366-0441.

For Rent

the Month
er fo~r Mom
. ~.,;
.1t

•

touch, the bookstore includes a
complimentary gift wrap for any
item bought in the store.
In honor of Jonathan Kozol's .
appearance on campus to lectur:e
about the homeless (see Tuesday,
May 11 in the calendar), his book,
Rachel and Her Children: Homeless
Families in America, is available at a
discount during May. The author
will have a booksigning following
his 4 p.m. lecture in the Sophomore
Lecture Hall, Bressler Research
Building May 11.

_

Apt. , 1 BR, unfurnished, $393 month includes heat & hot water, avail. July 1, parking, laundry facilities. Call 644-0937.
Condo, Ocean City, w/bay balcony, indoor
The Auxiliary of University of Maryland
pool, W/D, 2 BR. Call 747-6422 or 362-8241.
Hospital invites you to expose yourself
· Townhouse, 3BR, 5 min. walk to UMAB, CA,
to art Wednesday, May 11 through FriW/D, furnished, W. Barre Circle, avail. May
day, May 13. From 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., all
or June $202.50 + ¼ utilities. Call Barbara
three days, you'll see American, Euro539-4107,
please leave message.
pean and Or~ntal artwork including
original etchings, woodcuts, lithographs Condo, 2BR, in Cross Keys. Three pools,
available immediately. Call Bob 327-7225.
and serigraphs by old and modern masApt., Large 1 or 2BR, from $400 a month,
ters. The exhibition and sale, arranged
furnished or unfurnished, monthly lease
by Marson Galleries of Hunt Valley, Md.,
available. Call 366-6668.
is in the south rotunda of the hospital.
Cottage, The Outer Banks (Kill Devil Hills),
N.C. (6 hrs. from UMAB) faces Kitty Hawk
Bay, safe play area for small children, ¾ mi.
from ocean, 3 BR, 2 BA, CAC, WO, DW,
$435/wk. Avail. June 5-Aug. 8. Call (800)
The Health Sciences Library is provid334-6436, Cottage 179, nonsmokers, please.
ing extended hours, for study purposes,
ltouse, Mt. Washington, single fam. , 3 BR,
at the end of the semester. Monday, May
I½ BA, nice yard, in-ground pool. Prof. cou-2 through Thursday, May 5, and May 9
ple only. Pets o.k. Avail. July 1 through April,
through May 12, the HSL will be open
1991. Year lease and 1 mo. sec. dep. $850 mo.
from 8 a.m. to midnight. Normally, the
Call Chris x5328.
HSL closes at 10 p.m. on those days.
House, Blocks from UMMS. Seton Hill-628
The extended 10 p.m. to midnight hours N. Jasper, 3BR, 1½ BA, LR, DR, kitc;hen,
are for study only.
finished basement, court yard w/deck, W/D,
Beginning Monday, May 21 and continu- OW, refrig/freezer. $900 a.month + utilities
and heat. Security deposit and references.
ing through August 23 the HS[,'s hours
Call 301-383-9280. Available May 1, 1988.
will be:
Home, 3BR, master suite, AC, appliances,
Monday- Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
great schools/neighborhood. 2-3 year lease,
Saturday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
$1,150 mo. Call 465-3306.
Sunday
Closed
Apt., Fells Point, 15 min. from campus, 4
rms. & bath, fully furnished. $325 per
On Memorial Day (May 30) and Independence Day (July4) the library will be month + electric. Call evenings 488-2365.
closed.

Midnight Hour

Grand Rounds: School of Medicine,
Human Subjects in Research Workshop
8:30 a.m.
Stouffer Harborplace Hotel
For more information, see box . .

Thursday Night Live
5 to 7:30 p.m.
The University Club Pub
419 W. Redwood Street
Open to all UMAB faculty, students and
staff.
·
• Live music
• Complimentary hors d'oeuvres
• Beer for 99 cents
Seminar: Dental School, To be announced, Mr. Eric Hale, Biochemistry
DBIC, HHH, rm. 2-F-05, 3:30- 4:30 p.m.

"Computer EEG Clinical Applications,"
Richard Harner, M.D., UMMS, rm.
NBW74, 1:30-3 p.m.

Computer Classes
IRMO is providing the following computer classes. Contact June Huff at
x6143 to sign up ~The cost per student is
$75, payable in advance, by IDT. Each
class will be given in the Dental School's
TAL Center, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Introduction to Lotus
May 3 and 12
Introduction to dBase III May 10
Intermediate dBase III
May 17
May24
Advanced dBase III
If you are interested in other computer
classes, call Ken Loving at x6143 and let
him know in what you're interested.

Human Subjects in Research
University of Ma.ryland at Baltimore is hosting a regional workshop on the use of human
subjects in research, May 12-13.
The workshop, jointly sponsored
by the National Institutes of
Health and the Food and or·ug
Administration, will be held at the
Stouffer Harborplace Hotel in
Baltimore. The workshop begins
at 8:30 a.m. with a federal regulatory update session on AIDS research, which will be moderated
by Dr. Katherine L. Bick; deputy
director for extr;amural research
-at NIH. On May 13, the workshop
will continue until 1 p.m.

This workshop brings together government and university
officials, working scientists, experts in law and ethics and research administrators to discuss
ensuring adequate protections for
the rights and welfare of individuals who .participate in research.
Special attention will be devoted
to AIDS research, including legal
and ethical questio!ls and national and international initiatives
in drug and vaccine testing.
For more information about
the workshop, contact Lorna
Rudnikas ar x7131, or room 257,
Howard Hall.

VOICE
Contracts and Grants
Awarded
Period ofJanuary 1 through March 31, 1988

UMAB Campus
Administration
Office of the Chancellor·
BRANDT, EDWARD N. , South East Atlantic Regional AIDS Educ./Training
Center, Bureau of Health Professions,
$480,000
.
.
BRANDT, EDWARD N. , Agreement for
Technical Assist/Prisoners with Infectious Disease, MD Dept. of Safety & Correction, $40,000
.

Family Medicine
MUNCIE, H.L., Clinoril vs Ibuprofen in
Osteoarthritis-Effects on Antihypertensive Effect of Atenolol, Merck Sharp and
Dohme, $20,000
POULSEN, N. , Asthmatic Education
Program, Health Services Cost Review
Commission, $26,129
International Health
STRICKLAND, T.G. , IPA Assignment
Agreement-Peter Woodruff, U.S.-Naval
Med. ~esearci} Unit #3, $38,958

Ophthalmology
RICHARDS, R.D., Maryland Biostatis- ·
tic.s-Epidemiology-Clinical Trials Unit,
National Eye Institute, $77,983
VARMA, S.D., Physiological and Biochemical Studies of Human Lens, National Eye Institute, $19,846
Pharmacology/Exp. Therapeutics
ELDEFRAWI, A.T.,. Receptors as Targets
for Insecticides, NIEHS, $195,065
KAUFFMAN, F.C., Mechanisms of Hepatotoxicity of Environmental Pollutants,
U. of N. Carolina at Chapel Hill, $15,901
SOKOLOVE, P., Role of Cardiolipin in
Adriamycin Cardiotoxicity, NHLBI,
$83,408
WEINREICH, D., lmmunoregulation of
Autonomic Synaptic Neurotransmission, NIH, $188,529
WEINREICH, D., Chemoreception and
Signal Processing in Vagal Afferents,
NINCDS, $187,476

Medicine
)
BASCOM, REBECCA, Removal of Side-.
Physiology
.
stream Cigarette Smoke, Maryland Industrial Partnerships, $8,044
BLOCH, R.J., Macromolecules Involved
FOX, BARBARA S., Influence of Immu- in Synapse Formation, NINCDS,
Dental Hygiene
nization Regimen of Helper T Cells,
$161,425
EVERETT, M.L., Clinical Eval. of the
NIH; $85,971
WADE, J.B., Structure-Function AnalAir-Powered Polishing Sys. on Var. ,
GIANNINI, SUZANNE, Karyotype Analysis of Vasopressin Action, NIADDK,
American DentaJ".Hygienists' Assn.
.
ysis
of
Leishmania,
NIAID,
$116,361
$126,213
$1,745
HANDWERGER, BARRY, Antiidiotypic
WEILAND, NANCY .G., Adrenergic ReRegulation of Autoimmune Disease/NZB ceptors in Brain during Reproductive
Oral Surgery
Mice, NIADDK, $184,709
Aging, NIA, $26,004.
GASTON, GERALD, A Clinical Evaluation of Diflunisal-RAF, Merck Sharp and
HASDAY, JEFFREY D., IPA Assignment
Agreement-Elizabeth E. Mountcastle, Program of Oncology
Dohme, $44,563
Veterans Administration, MD, $6,852
AISNER, JOSEPH, Participation in
KAPER, J.B., Development of a Live
CALGB,. National Cancer Institute,
Periodontics
Oral Cholera Vaccine, NIAID, $42,934
$297,957
·
.
SOMERMAN, M., Regeneration of the
KARAKASHIAN, GARY,Actiderm Patch GUTIERREZ, P.G. , Free Radical MetaboPeriodontium: An Iri Vitro Study, NIDR,
for Psoriasis _Treatment, E.R. Squibb
lites in Quinone Antitumor Agents, Na$71,902
.
;md Sons, $1,500
tiortal Cancer Institute, $78,789
SUZUKI, J., Bone Grafting in Human
KNODELL, ROBERT, Enprostil TreatHUSSAIN, ARIF, Molecular Mechanisms
Periodontal-Defects, U.S Surgical Corment for Duodenal Ulcer, Syntex, Inc. , ~ of Multidrug Resist./Mammalian Cell,
poration, $18,000
$44,736
· National Cancer Institute, $43,357
KNODELL,
ROBERT,
DoubleBlind
-i-;~
E~LE~RA
~ , PETER W., Studies of MultiPhysiology,
Comparison of Enprostil and Placebo
drug Resistance in Mammalian Cells,
MYSLINSKI, N. , Minority High School
1 Yr. , Syntex, Inc., $38,026
National Cancer Institute, $75,327
Student Research Apprentice Program
LEVINE, M.M., International Collabora- SCHNAPER, NATHAN, MS Contin DosDivision of Research Resources, NIH, '
tion in Infectious Diseases Res., JHU
ing with Five Different Tablet Strengths,
$4,500
School of Hygiene & Public Health,
Purdue Frederick Company, $10,000
........
$5,262
Sq-INAPER, NATHAN, MS Contin Dos- .
LEVINE, M.M., International Collabora- ing Guidelines Study, Purdue Frederick
tion in Infectious Diseases Res., JHU
Company, $10,000
School of Hygiene & Public Health,
WADE, JAMES C., Ciprofloxacin Plus
Clinical Law
$15,240
Azlocillin Versus Imipenem, Miles PharPERCIVAL, ROBERT, The Maryland .
MORRIS,
GLENN,
Pathogenesis
of
v.
maceuticals, $57,487
Aquaculture Project, UM Center for
Vulnificus: Molecular Genetic Studies,
Psychiatry
Estuarine Study, $17,688
NIAID, $97,955
NEEDLEMAN, SAMUEL, VA Merit ReCARPENTER, W.T., CRC: Classification
view-IPA Assignment Agreementand Course of the Schizophrenias,
Vikram Kapil, Veterans Administration
NIMH, $531,185
MD, $20,894
.
_
'
bCARPENTER, W.T., The Efficacy of CarSAUNDERS, ELIJAH, Bopindolol in
amazepine in Psychiatric Outpatients,
Anatomy
.
STERNBERGER, NANCY, Intracellular
Black Hypertensives, A.H. Robins ComNIMH, $84,654
·
·
pany, $46,320 , ·
FLAHERTY, LOIS T., UMAB-Sheppard
Targeting of Anti-Viral Agents in AIDS
VOGEL·, ROBERT, Lovastatin Multicenand Enoch Pratt Hospital Affiliated,
Dem, NIH, $164,827
ter Trial, Clinical Research Internat'I
Sheppard/Enoch Pratt Hospital,
$49,800
.
'
$125,810
_
.
Anesthesiology
WEIR, MATTHEW, Diltiazem SR and
GOLDMAN, HOWARD, Center on OrgaMACKENZIE, C., Development of CAR
HCIZ for Treatment of Hypertension
nization & Financing of Care for the
and MAT, Maryland Industrial Part- Marion Laboratories, Inc., $38,400 '
SMI, JHU School of Medicine, $117,646
nerships, $58,356
LEHMAN, ANTHONY, Caring for the
Chronically
Mentally Ill, MD DepartBiological Chemistry
Neurology
.
ment of Human Resources, $2,700
COLLINS, JOHN -H., Calmodulin-Stimu- - BEVER, CHRISTOPHER, IPA Agree- . TAMMINGA,
C.A. , Haloperidol Kinetics
lated Protein Methylation, University of
menJ -For Brenda Lee Hanna, Veterans in Persistent-Psychosis
Schizophrenia,
Administration, MD, $19,898
Wisconsin, $16,300
NIMH, $120,656 .
LAKOWICZ, J.R., Transient Effects in
BEVER, CHRISTOPHER, Preliminary
WALTRIP, ROYCE w:, Explanatory Style
Fluorescence Quenching, NIH, $79,406
Trial of 3,4-Diaminopyridine, National
and Depression in Schizophrenia, NIH,
SCHNEIDER, MARTIN, Excitation- .
Multiple Sclerosis Society, $18,745
$33,000
DMYTRENKO, GEORGE, Basal Lamina
Contraction Coupling in Cut Muscle
in Regeneration and Reinnervation,
Fibers, NINCDS, $33,228
Radiation Oncology
SCHNEIDER, MARTIN, Calcium ReNIH, $64,800
BALCER-KUBICZEK,, Oncogeriesis from
PRICE, T.R., Mood Disorders in Stroke
lease/Removal in Mammalian Slow-FastLow-Dose Rate X-lrradiation, National
Patients, JHU School of Medicine,
Twitch, National Science Foundation,
Cancer Institute, $100,067
$57,462
..
$38,160
Diagnostic Radiology
Epidemiology/Prev. Medicine
Obstetrics/Gynecology
FRITZ, STEVEN L. , Low Frame Rate
FERENCZ, C., Etiological Risk Factors
BOUGHMAN, J., MARHGN-Data ColPulsed
Fluoroscopy, MIPS, $61,072
of Cardiovascular Malformations,
lection· and Analysis, Mid-Atlantic ReWHITLEY,
NANCY, Tissue DiscriminaNHLBI, $107,359
gion Human Genetic, $5,940
tion
from
Multispectral
Analysis of SE
LIN, FENG-YING, Intergovernmental
CRENSHAW, M.C., Western Center for
MR
Images,
Washington
University,
Personnel Act (IPA)-Dr. Feng-Ying Lin,
Maternal and Infant Care, Baltimore
$6,300
Agency for Int') Development, $91,213
City Health Department, $385,411
MAGAZINER, J., Women, Infant & Children (WIC) Program Evaluation, MD
Dept. Health & Mental Hygiene,
$57,844
SHERWIN, R.W., Risk Factors for Hip,
and Colles Fractures, NIADDK, $194,231

Dental School

School of Law

School of Medicine

Office of Student Affairs
HARRELL, R.L. JR., Minority High
School Student Research Apprentice,
Division of Research Resources, NIH
$6,000
·
'
Pathology
BENNETT, RICHARD, Hormone Administration & Spawning in Striped Bass,
MIPS, $9,748
HSU, I., IPA Assignment Agreement:;_o: NCI/NIH: Ih-Chang Hsu, Ph.D., Na'1:ional Cancer Institute, $36,852 ·
KOCH, T., Effect of Serum Separator
Tubes on Specimens, Terumo Medical
Corporation, $23,000
MERGNER, W., Pathobiological Determinants of Atherosclerosis in Youth,
NHLBI, $53,430
SHAMSUDDIN, A., ACS Regular Clinical
Oncology Fellowship/Institutional,
American Cancer Society, National,
$10,000
SHIN, M.L., Mechanism of Complement
Attack on Nucleated Cells, NIAID,
$27,507
SHIN, M.L., Mechanism of Demyelination in Multiple Sclerosis, NINCDS,
$129,284
Pediatrics

BERMAN, M.A. , Mercy Hospital/UMAB

Pediatrics Faculty Agreement, Mercy
Hospital, $846,600
BERMAN, M.A., Multidisciplinary Services/Multiply-Handicapped Children,
MD Dept. of Health & Mental Hygiene,
$190,030 .
BERMAN, M.A. , Multidisciplinary Services/Multiply-Handicapped Children,
· MD Dept. of Health & Mental Hygiene,
$48,406
DUGAN, HAMMOND, Children & Youth
Project, MD Dept. of Health & Mental
Hygiene, $554,839
GUMBINAS, M. , Comprehensive Child
Neurology Services, MD Dept. of Health
-& Mental Hygiene, $211,573
LENTZ, G.A., Pediatric Orthopedic
Clinic, MD Dept. Health & Mental
Hygiene, $32,860
Pharmacology
EL-FAKAHANY, E., Interaction of Pirenzipine/Brain Muscarinic Receptors,
NINCDS, $48,525
MORETON, EDWARD J, PCP Analogue
Self-Administration: EEG and Behavior,
NIDA, $141,430
Pharmacy Practice and Admin. Science
FEDDER, 0.0., Board for Orthotist Certification, Board Orthotists Certification, $20,000

•

School of Nursing

Dr.

Malone Ac~epts VP Post at AAMC

Graduate Students
Display Fruits of
Research

I

Thomas E. Malone, asso- industry relations and use of aniciate vice chancellor for re- mals in education and research.
"The position is tailor-made for
search at the University of
cialization in Nursing Informatics, BuMaryland Graduate School, me, based upon my long experience ·
nthe laboratories and classreau of Health Profes~ions, $277,900
been
named
Baltimore
has
at
NIH,"
says
Malone.
"I
look
forrooms of the University of MaryHELLER,BARBARA R., Determinants of American Association of Medical
ward to working with the L!niversity
land Graduate School, students
Illness Experience, JHU School of MediSchools (AAMC) vice president for
from a national perspective in my · l
toil anonymously on proJects
cine, $15,028
biomedical research, effective Sept.
new position." Malone'will resign
they may pursue for many years,
Medical/Surgical/Psychiatric
1, 1988. AAMC President Robert G.
from his post at the University of
having little opportunity to share
KLEEMAN, KAREN M., Stress and Men- Petersdorf announced his appointMaryland July 1, 1988.
the fruits of their research.
tal Health: Caregivers of Day Care Elment April 13 at the Council of AcaDr.
Barbara
Hansen,
vice
chanThe 10th Annual Graduate Studers, NIMH, $129,065
demic Societies' spring meeting in
dent Research Day, held April 20 at
cellor for graduate studies and reSan Diego.
the UMBC campus, provided stusearch, praises Malone's m_any
Psychophysiological Nursing
Prior to joining the University
accomplishments during his-twodents a venue to pl'esent the findPRESCOTT, P.A., Patient Intensity for
of Maryland in October 1986, Ma- ·
Nursing Index, Division of Nursing,
year term, citing in particular his
ings of their research projects in a
$28,747
lone spent more than 25 years in
setting much like a national conbrokering of relationships between
administration at the National Insti- faculty and funding agencies, many
ference. More than 120 graduate
tutes of Health. From 1977 to 1986,
of which have begun to bear fruit.
. students from UMAB and UMBC .
he was deputy director of NIH where Malone has also been instrumental
presented projects, ranging from
he provided direct supervision to
in
reshaping
UMBC's
animal
prostudies
of music to the environClinical Pharmacy
,
the Office for Protection from Rement.
•gram and UMAB's radiation safety
ROFFMAN, D., Hydrochloride vs Lactosearch Risk, overseeing a number of program.
Andrew Schoeffield, a graduate
- bionate of Dobutamine in CHF, Eli Lilly
projects dealing with humane use of
Hansen also spoke of Malone's · student in the Dental School, says
Research Labs, $30,610
animals .in research as well as proTOMMASELLO, A.C., Substance Abuse
untiring service on UM committees
tbe research day was an excellent
tection of human subjects.
Counselor Training, MD Dept. Health &
in addition to his role on major naopportunity to present his work.
Mental Hygiene, $7,425
In his new position at AAMC,
"You get caught up in the lab and
tional committees which have
M'alone will direct a broad spectrum spread a positive image of the Uniyour
research, and you lose track of
Dean's Office
of
research-related
program~
and
acversity
of
Maryland'
s
leadership
role.
the
overall
picture," Schoeffield
LAMY, P.P., Minority High School Stutivities
including
formulation
of
resays, adding, "This is a chance to
dent Research Apprentice Program, Di- Dianne Burch focus [the work]."
search policy, research training,
vision of Research Resources, NIH,
technology transfer, university$6,000
The research day also allowed
second-year School of Medicine stuPharmaceutics
""'"
dent Andrea Doering a chance to
YOUNG, DAVID, Noninvasive NMR
·t
·
improve her proJect. "It helps me •
Monitoring of Drugs Containing C-13,
know my data better. If someone
Marion Laboratories, Inc., $23,400
YOUNG, DAVID, Quantitating Receptors doesn't understand, I have to explain
in Animals ,by Mathematical Models,
it." JHU School of Medicine, $50,563
Dr. Barbara Hansen, vice chanfor graduate studies and recellor
Maryland Poison <;:enter
search,
say's the research day gives .
ODERDA, G., Avon-Maryland Poison
students
an idea of what it takes to
Center Service Contract, Avon Products,
present a research project at a naInc., $8,000
ODERDA, G., Richardso~ Vicks-MD
tional conference. "It's an opporPoison Center Service Contract, '
tunity for students, while they're
"Richardson Vicks, Inc., $6,500
still in the course of their research,
to present their research to a
friendly audience, and to get experience in articulating the purposes
and goals of their research and their
conclusions." And, she adds, "It's an
opportunity for the graduate student
to get a taste of the breadth of reCommunity Planning Program
search going on at the two
YOUNG, R.H., OHR, MSW Work Study
campuses."
-Program, MD Department of Human
Resources, $22,154
During the day, _students presented either oral or poster exhibits
to explain· their projects. Faculty ·
judges grade the presentations on
majority are being used primarjly
Merck Foundation has
the quality of the research, content
CLARK, WILLIAM, EMS Manpower Reawarded a $15,000 grant to the for professional applications, the po- and the style in which it was
cruitment, MD Department of Transpor- ·
School of Pharmacy to estabtential exists for these same compresented.
tation, $14,600
lish a six-month pilot project
puters
to
be
used
for
information
The Graduate Student Research
COWLEY, RA., Organization for Com·
b
sharing, intra-professional comDay ·oral presentation winners from
prehensive EMS Children in Maryland,
linking faculty mem ers to
Bureau of Health)Care Delivery,
commurlity pharmacists via CoSy, a munication and to forge a strong
the UMAB campus were:
$346,380
computer conferencing system aliink between pharmacy practiScott DeVine, Marcia Egan, Peggy
DISCHINGER, P., Creation of Accident/
ready in widespread use throughout tioners, educators and professional
Eis, James Galen, Lisa Kratz,
Drug Data Base, MD Department of
the school. Under the direction of
organizations."
Katheryn Scarbrough, Jeffery
Transportation, $30,000
Dr. Alan B. McKay, assistant proMcKay says that an all-day
Streuwing, Ruby Wesley, and
SHANKAR, B., AStudy of Motorcycle
fessor of pharmacy practice and adpractitioner conference on CoSy will Matthew Young.
Accidents in Maryland, MD Department ministrative science, the proiect is
be held early in the summer, with
The UMAB winners in the posof Transportation, $141,942
J
workshops to be given by staff from
SIEGEL, J., Computer-Based Frequency the first of its kind in the nation,
ter display competition were:
Wave Number (Sub-Contract), Northcreating a novel experiment in edu- the Computer Center and the Health Minfatt Chai, Bo Feng, Eric Hall,
eastern University, $12,754
cator-to-'t>ractitioner conferencing
Sciences Center. Conclusion of the
Bradley Jones, Jianging Lan, Nicole
TRIMBLE, MARGARET, Alcohol. Rethat permits professional knowledge program and evaluation is scheduled Paquette and Lin Zheng.
source Center Assessment, MD Departto be shared on an unlimited basis.
for August 30. He adds that another
ment of Transportation, $30,000
Pharmacists taking part are all
conference, similar in scope to the .
Quincey Johnson
spring program, might be held in
preceptor~ in PEP, the school's Professional Experience Program. AcSeptember, which would open the
cording to McKay, they responded
CoSy system .to all pharmacy practi· "enthusiastically" when asked to
tioners in Maryland, not just those
I,
participate.
"In
growing
numbers,
in PEP.
-, '
pharmacists have access to computer systems," he says, "and while the . ·.
Ruth.Walsh
Education, Administration & Health ·
Policy
HELLER,BARBARA R., Graduate Spe-

1
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The Lure of "L.A. Law"

A

pplications to the University
of Maryland Law School are
up over 45 percent from
last year-some 2,600 applications for the 250 places
in the entering class. Nationally, law
school applications are up about 18
percent. Why the sudden surge of
interest in law school? Some wags
attribute it to the popularity of that
ultimate yuppy drama, "L.A. Law."
One cannot discount the lure of
fantasy and narcissism that comes
from watching lawyers on television
who, in the words of a British critic,
spend more time removing their
briefs than preparing their briefs.
There are also fine touches of realism in an otherwise preposterous.
firm of eight partners who play in
the big leagues of corporate finance,
litigation, tax, family law and criminal defense. We all sense the authenticity of the rush to please rich
' clients, the cost-cutting tantrums of
Douglas Brackman (a universal figure in law firms), the interplay between secretaries and lawyers, the
little things like telephone· systems
that don't work, and big things like
dealing with clients lawyers find
distasteful.
The fascination of would-be
lawyers with this soap opera may
run deeper, however, because the
show offers some interesting jurisprudential lessons for both lawyers
and the American public.
In the second episode of "L.A.
Law," the avuncular managing part"

ner, Leland McKenzie, talks to his
matinee idol junior partner, Michael
Kusak. Kusak has recently leaked information which led to the incarceration1of an utterly despicable
client. McKenzie's comment is, "I
might argue your ethics, but I admire your conscience." Of course
what McKenzie means by "ethics"
is not what ordinary people rhean
when they think of ethics. McKenzie
I

Michael J. Kelly
. was talking about "legal ethics"
which is compliance with rulesrules of lawyer conduct that forbid
betraying clients by secretly dropping hints to the police.
'
This exchange between
McKenzie and Kusak illustrates an
age-old tension in the law. The contradiction between two types of law
persistently crops up in popular accounts of the legal profession: law as
technical ,and artificial rules, and
law as the expression of larger com, munity values. Some lawyers are
heroic because they break the technical rules to achieve a higher or
truer rule of law. Kuzak and his livein, the prosecutor Grace Van 'Owen,
and bis minority protege, Sifuentes,
are consistently portrayed in this
heroic anti-law tradition. They care
about just results, fair settlements,
the right outcome.

The American public wants its
lawyers to be heroic until they come
in contact with the law, when suddenly they demand a lawyer who will
help, who will manipulate the rules
and find the loopholes to protect
their -interests and autonomy. Lawyers irritate us, in part, because they
remind us that our culture falls
somewhere between the conflicting
ideals of community and individual
~ tonomy.
·
"L.A. Law" challenges us to
confront the fact that ethics is a
matter of one's identity and character, not just compliance with a profession's codes. And presenting to
the public the implicit idea that it is
important to choose the character of
one's lawyer runs counter to what
the modern profession seeks to
create and convey to the public: a
relatively uniform ethical outlook
among licensed practitioners.
I am skeptical that "L.A. Law"
has much to do with the rush to law
school. But the show does reflect
some of the reasons why the law is
so interesting and demanding. Lawyers are unlikely to be more loved as
a result of "L.A. Law," but there is a
chance the public will bet~er appreciate their fellowship with lawyers.
And who knows, maybe some people
are moved by the show to make the
. fateful decision to join 'em rather
thap fight 'em.

Michael]. Kelly teaches professional responsibility and is the dean
of the School of Law.
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Baltimore Mayor Kurt Schmoke Will
Address Commencement -·
CEREMONY SET FOR MAY 20
AT BALTIMORE ARENA
cently-elected Baltimore _
ayor -Kurt Schmoke, who
ill deliver this year's comencement address Friday,
ay 20, has a special con-nection to the campus. His wife,
Patricia, graduatep from our School
of Medicine in 1978.
Schmoke has stated that education is one of his administration's
top priorities. His personal history
attests to a love
of education and
learning. Anative of the city ·
he serves, he at7
tended its public
schools and
graduated in
1967 with honors from Baltimore City College, a
high school known nationally for
the quality of its programs. Four
years later, he received his bachelor's
degree from Yale University, was
named a Rhodes Scholar, studied at
Oxford University and, in 1976, received his law degree from the -Harvard University School of ,Law.
Admitted to the Maryland Bar
in 1976, Schmoke joined the Baltimore flim df Piper and Marbury,
but soon afterward, was tapped by
President Jimmy Carter fo serve in
Washington as assistant director of
the White House Domestic Policy
staff. He returned to Baltimore as
assistant United States Attorney, later rejoining Piper and-Marbury.
His political career had its start
in 1982, when he campaigned for
and was elected to the office of
St<).te's Attorney for Baltimore City.
During his first term he created
units to deal with narcotics, domestic violence and child abuse. In addition to his official duties, Schmoke
served in organizations designed to
improve the operation of the criminal justice system.
During his second term as
State's Attorney, Schmoke launched
his mayoralty campaign on a
platform of concerned activism
strengthened by an understanding of
what was needed to propel an established old city into a bold new era.
Mayor Schmoke has received
honorary degrees from Western
Maryland College and the University
of Baltimore. On May 20, he will add
to that list an honorary doctor of
laws degree from the University of
Maryland.
In addition to honoring Mayor.
- Schmoke, Dr. Ada Sue Hinshaw director of the National Center for ·
Nursing Research at the National Institutes of Health, will receive an
honorary doctor of science degree.
Having devoted many years to
her own research in instrument development and testing as well as

clinical nursing arid nursing administration, Hinshaw now leads the
two-year-old center.
.
Hinshaw's arrival at the center
follows 12 years at the University of
Arizona where she held concutrent
positions as director of research for
the College of N_µrsing and director
o_f nursing research at the University
Medical Center. It was at the University of Arizona that Hinshaw obtained master's and doctoral degrees
in sociology. She also holds a second
master's degree in nursing from Yale ·
University.
Hinshaw was given the Nurse
Scientist of the Year award in 1985
.
I
by the Council of Nurse Researchers, American Nurses Association,
and in 1987 Sigma Theta Tau Interces of the American dream,
national awarded her the Elizabeth
rapped in parchment paper
McWilliams Miller Award for Excel- _
·
iplomas, are handed to stulence in Research.
.
ents at graauation time. At
Besides honoring such dis-:. ·
the University of Maryland at
tinguished guests, commencement
is a time to pay tribute to an indiBaltimore, one very special dream
belongs to Shawn Robinson and
vidual who has contributed significantly to the life of the institution.
Allison Lawrence.
This year's honoree designated to
Between harried jaunts .to the
library and late nights of study, the
serve as university marshal is Dr.
two students found time to excel in
Martin Helrich, retired professor
academics and fall in love.
and chairman of the department of
Robinson, 27,-of Baltimore will
anesthesiology, School of Medicine.
Helrich began with a small de- _ graduate from the School of Medipartment faculty and four doctors in cine and Lawrence, 23, of Silver
training in-1956 and built it into a
Spring will graduate from the
School of Law. Both will receive
faculty of two dozen and more than
their diplomas on May 20, three
20 residents.
days before they celebrate their first
Since his retirement last year,
Helrich has become executive direc- wedding anniversary.
The couple is in an enviable
tor of the Foundation for Anesthesia
po~ition. They are embarking on reEducation and ~esearch, a group
spected, high-paying professional cathat works to support research by
reers, and have a loving relationship.
young investigators in the field.
The fruits of their hard work are
The New York native is a, Phi
Beta Kappa graduate of Dickinson
many and they plan to share them
College, earning his medical degree with others.
"My view is to work hard at
from the Unive·rsity of Pennsylvania
whatever I do," says Lawrence, who
School of Medicine. Helrich joined
the faculty of the University of Penn- will work in the litigation department of Piper and Marbury, a pressylvania in 1953 after a stint in the
tigious Baltimore law firm, abut also
milita ry and as a researcher at the
take on pro bono cases and work
National Heart Institute.
_ Helrich was also professor in
hard iri the community."
The same type of response
the department of pharmacology ,
and experimental therapeutics. Last comes from Robinson, who will
start his medical residency in inter-·
year, several hundred present and
former colleagues honored I-ielrich · nal medicine at University of Maryby establishing the $1 million enland Hospital upon graduation. He
dowment of the Martin Helrich
plans to specialize in cardiology.
Chair in Anesthesiology at the med- "Going into this profession, you
ical school, funded by former faculty want to give of yourself," Robinson
and friends .
_
says, "develop relationships with
Roger Levine, president of the
people. It should be an altruistic
senior class, School of Medicine, will drive that brings people to
offer remarks on behalf of the gradu- medicine."
ating class of 1988.
Robinson is a graduate of
All members of the campus
McDonogh High School in Baltimore, and Brown University in
community are encouraged to attend the exercises which begin
Providence, R.1., where he received
promptly at 3 p.m., at the Baltimore - a degree in biochemistry. Lawrence
Arena. No tickets are required.
graduated from Springbrook High
School in Montgomery <;ounty

~
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Coupled With Commencement
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and then Swarthmore College in
Swarthmore, Pa., where she earned
a degree in psychology.
· Lawrence says in her senior
year of college she was introduced to Robinson by her brother who was a
classmate of Robinson's at Brown.
After 2½ weeks she knew they
would eventually wed. When asked
why she chose to attend the UM
School of Law, Lawrence says:
"Shawn," flashing a broad smile
and giggling, "and the reasonable
tuition."
Robinson says his wife's help to
him is immeasurable. "It's really
supportive to have someone so close
to under-stand . . . and go through
stressful times. We both understand
the rigors of the profession." Lawrence agrees. "I think it [the marriage] has worked out fine . I
recommend it."
Robinson distinguished himself
at the medical school through his
research efforts. He was named a
1987 Commonwealth Fund Medical
Fellow, a national a),Vard for minority medical students. After his second year, Robinson was awarded an
American Heart Association Fellowship. During commencemen~ exercises, Robinson will win the
Excellence in Research award, having placed first and third in two
medical student research competitions. Besides his school work,
Robinson is proud of two intramural
basketball championship teams he
played on.
Lawrence applauds her husband's academic accomplishments.
She says she participated in few ex_tracurricular activities except planning a wedding during school,
which was difficult. However, Lawrence did serve as an intern in the
legal department of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, an experience that
she says was invaluable.
Quincey Johnson
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An End to Traveler's Disease
ests performed at the University of Maryland Center for
Vaccine Development have
shown a new drug to beeffective i'n preventing traveler's
diarrhea, it was reported in the May
12 issue of The New England Journal of Medicine.
Dr. Carol Tacket, assistant professor of medicine at the School of
Medicine, says the vaccine center
collaborated with Nestec Ltd.,
Lausanne, Switzerland, to perform
· tests of a powder that contained the
antibodies that fight Escherichia coli
(E. coli), a common cause of traveler's diarrhea. Thirty to 70 percent
0f the cases of traveler's diarrhea are
associated with E. coli infections. Tacket says the vaccine center
was selected to perform the study
because of its extensive experience
vaccine testing volunteers.
"We think this is important because it is a pr~ctical type of mate- rial for travelers to take to protect

them from E.coli," Tacket says. .
There are two other medicines that
are effective in preventing·traveler's
diarrhea, but they have side effects.
The center tested freeze-dried
milk immunoglobulins (antibodies)
obtained from cows that were immunized against E. coli. The antibodies were secreted into the milk.
Tacket says the rationale for the
study with human subjects was
based on the observation that huinan breast milk containing antibodies protects infants against
diarrhea.
Researchers gave the milk immunoglobulins with the anti-E. coli
to 10 volunteers who were then ·
given the virus. Another 10 volunteers (a control group) were given
milk immunoglobulin without the
anti E. coli activity. Nine of the 10 in
the control group developed traveler's diarrhea, while none of the
volunteers given the E. coli antibody
became ill.

Laurels
Dean Hechenberger .
Named 1990 President

of Phi Kappa Phi, national academic
honor society, for her undergraduate
non:laboratory project, a periodontal case presentation developed in
private practice. Fellona is a registered dentaLbygienisUn Anne
Arundel County.
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Informatics Experts Head for Ireland
A four-member delegation will represent UMAB at the third international " Nursing
and Computers" symposium in Dublin, Ireland, June 20 to 23. Dr. Edward N. Brandt,
Jr., chancellor, will chair a plenary session; Dr. Marion J. Ball, associate vicechancellor for information resou-rces, will co-chair the closing plenary session and a
workshop on computer-based education ; Dr. Barbara Heller, professor and chairperson , departmenf of education, administration and health p0licy in the School of
Nursing, will speak on education for specializ9tion in nursing i~formatics; and Dr. .
Kristen H. Kjerulff, assistant professor, centl;lr for nursing and health services research,
.will speak on measuring the impacts of a hospital information system on the nursing
process. Pictured left to right: Kjerulff, Brandt, Heller, Ball.
·

Nursing Informatics Program Offers Career
Opportunities
.
·

aster's degree candidates
in nursing at UMAB can
discover new post-graduate ~areer opportunities
T. Sue Gladhill, assistant to the
.
as a result of a unique
chancellor for legislative matters,
School of Nursing initiative: a prowas elected secretary of the Maryfessional educational track in nursland Governmental Relations
ing informatics.
Association.
According to an announcement
by Dean Nan Hechenberger, the
Dr. John Hasler, associate dean for
school's fall curriculum includes a ·
clinical and hospital affairs-at the
graduate program that will prepare
Dental School, has been elected,.to
nurses for leadership P,Ositions in
a five-year term on the Council on
hospitals, industry and other health
Dental 'Education of the American
care organizations that use com'Association of Dental Schools. He ·is
puter-based information systems.
the immediate past chairman, Coun- Partial funding has been provided by
cil of Sections, and has fust coma three-year grant of $741,169 from
pleted a three-year term on the
the Division of Nursing, Department
MOS Joint Commission of National of Health and Human Services,
Dental Examiners.
Health Resources & Services Administration of the U.S. Public Health
Michelle Fellona, a bachelor of sciDr. Barbara Heller, School of NursService. Heading the project will be
ence degree candidate in the Dental
ing professor and chairperson,
Dr. Barbara R. Heller, chairman and
School's department of dental
department of education, adminisprofessor, department of education,
hygiene, has received a cash award
tration and health policy, presented
administration and health policy,
of $200 from the Maryland chapter
a paper on "A ·Pilot Training Prowith the assistance of Carol
gram for the Treatment of the InRomano, director of nursing inforcontinent Elderly" at the Third
mation systems and quality as- ,,
National Conference on Clinical Resurance, NIH, and Dr. Marion J.
search Applications in Nursing at
Ball, UMAB's associate vice chancelthe University of Arizona in Tucson
lor for information resources
March 25.
management.
·
Dr. Heller notes that the School
M. Elaine Parker, assistant professor , of Nursing proposed the developis published biweek\y for the University of
of dental hygiene in the Dental
c
Maryland at Baltimore by the office of inSchool, has been elected vice-chair
ment of a program for nursing in1orstitutional advancement, 511 W. Lombard
of the Educational Research/
St., Baltimore, MD 21201. 328-7820.
Development and Curriculum SecEditor: Dianne Burch
tion
of the American Association of
Assistant Editor: Jennifer Sheets
Dental
Schools. T.his is the largest ·
Production and Graphics: Kelly G. Parisi
Contributors: Ginny Cook, Quincey Johnson , section of the MOS and is responsible for much of the association's an.
:. ·
· Ruth Walsh
Production Manager: Judie Schwartz
nual meeting. Parker's term is for ·
Calendar, Classifieds, telecommunications
four years.

Dr. Nan Hechenberger, dean of the
School of Nursing, has been named
president-elect of the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing.
She will begin serving the two-year
presidential term in March 1990.
Currently a member of the
MCN board of directors, Hechenberger has served on the association's finance committee and the
committee on continuing education
for deans, and was a member of the
task force on Medicare reimbursement for nursing education. Addi. tionally, she is a member of the.
· board of directors of the National
League for Nursing and serves on
the NLN's long-range planning
committee.

\iulCE

operator: Patricia Pegues
Story ideas, suggestions, opinion pieces and
letters are welcomed. Please note that submissions for the calendar and classified sections
are due,_ in writing, no later than two weeks
before the date of publication.

mation systems specialists (NIS) in
1986 following an extensive needs
assessment study that included a review of the literature, inspection and analysis of job descriptions, a report
on the market potential for graduates, responses to a letter to the editor and questionnaire published in
Computers In Nursing magazine
and letters of endorsement from a
wide Fange of nursing professionals.
In addition, an internationally b~sed
advisory committee comprised of
nursing informatics experts was established to evaluate the content of
graduate level study in the field.
Heller says that NIS graduates
will be prepared to analyze nursing
information requirements, design
system alternatives, manage information tecfmology, identify and implement user training strategies and
evaluate the effectiveness of clinical
and/or mangagement information
systems in patient care. "The program is the first of its kind in the
world," she says. "It obviously will
answer a need throughout health
care systems everywhere for graduate nurses skilled in state-of-the-art
informatics technfques."
For information, interested persons may call x7785 or x8350.

Ruth Walsh
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Dental School Gets $1.4 Million Grant to Study
Gum Disease
·
University of Maryland
Dental-School research on
periodontal (gum) disease will
advance because of a $1.4 million federal grant, one of the .
.
largest dental research grants
awarded in the country.
The National Institutes of
Health is funding the three-year
project to track the incidence of
periodontic diseases, which attack
the bones around the teeth. Because
these bones are eaten away, dentists
are often unable to fit the patient
with artificial teeth.
·
Dr. Jon Suzuki, professor of
periodontics and microbiology in .
the Dental School, and Dr. Joann _
Boughman, associate professor of
genetics in the School of Medicine,
are heading the project to study how
periodontal diseases are inherited
among family members. "IfJOU find
an indi~idual with one of these disorders, their siblings and offspring
are at.extreme risk of developing the
problem," Boughman says.
Suzuki says his research on genetic predisposition indicates that
gum disease, especially in \YOurrg
people, may be linked to a defect in
white CfllS which fight infection.

V

Boughman says research also shows ·
that a bacteria not usually found in
the mouth could have some relation
to periodontal disease.
Tlie team is assembling data on
Juveni-le Periodontitis and Rapidly
Progressive Periodontitis. Dental
Clinics of North America, a prominent dental education textbook, contains data already collected by the
University of Maryland in.its recent
edition.
Suzuki says periodontitis is a
major public health problem in the
world and, while not life threaten·ing, can lead to a permanent loss of
teeth and other serious health
conditions.
Working with Suzuki and
Boughman will be Dr. Sudha Agarwal, research
assistant
professor in
I
.
the Dental School, and dental hy- .
gienists Patty Myrick, Susan Goodman and Ruth Wooten.
The ultimate goal of the re- .
search project, says Boughman, is to
determine the causes of the disease ,
so that preventive measures can be
taken.

Quincey Johnson

The Environmental Symposium in Review

ollection of articles entied "The National Enronmental Symposium on
e Chesapeake Bay" has
en published-in the
spring issue of the Maryland Law
Review and is available for $6 a copy
from the review office, x7414.
· The all-day symposium, cosponsored last fall by the School of
the Law and the Maryland Law Review, attracted a statewide audience
of environmentalists, writers, lawyers and public activists concerned
with the bay's future. Presentations
published in the law review collection are: "Ending the War: A Strategy to Save America's Coastal Zone"
by Oliver A. Houck, Tulane University law professor and former general counsel to the National Wildlife
Federation; "Protection of the
Chesapeake Bay: Environmentally
Legal, Eminently Uninhabitable?"
by om Horton, environmental reporter, The Baltimore Sun; "Resto~
ration of the Chesapeake Bay: a
Multi-State Institutional Challenge"
by James T.B. Tripp, counsel, Environmental Defense Fund, and
· Michael Oppenheimer, senior scien-

,

j

tist, EDF; "Reducing _Bay Nutrients:
An Economic Perspective" by Alan J.
Krupnick, fellow, Resources for the
Future; and "Coastal Seas Governance" by Ian Morris, dir,ector, Center for Environmental and Estuarine
Studies, Univers.ity o£.1'1aryland, and
Wayne H. Bell,, CEES assistant to
the director for. special pr9jects. ·
· Also included are ifltroductory ,
remarks on "Protecting Coastal and
Estuarine Resources" by symposium
coordinator Robert Percival, UM assistant professor of law and former ·
senior EDF litigator.
A second Chesapeake environmental symposium, focusing on the
Critical Area Act and presented in
cooperation with the School of Public Affairs, UMCP, has b~en-planned
for June 24. Details will be announced in an upcoming issue of
The Voice.

• "UMAB is Baltimore's Re-search University" was the headline on an opinion piece authored
by Dr. Edward N. Brandt which
appeared in the March 30 issue of
The Evening Sun.
• The Sun s medical reporter, Jonathan Bor, wrote a
front page profile (March 23) of
the caring volunteers who are
among the first to receive an
AIDS vaccine undergoing clinical
trials at the School of Medicine's
Center for Vaccine Development.
The positive story of the motherand-son volunteers was picked up
by Associated Press and carried
widely throughout the region.
The school is one of only six in
the country conducting the firstphase tests on low-risk patients.
• Susan White-Bowden of
Channel 2 news conducted a live
on-air interview with IO-year-old
star Shakissha, at the campus
premiere of "Shakissha and
Friends" April l3. The half-hour
video produced by the award-winning documentary team from the
department of physical therapy,
School of Medicine, aired on
Maryland Public Television April
14 and was shown on PBS nationwide during the month of April.
The Sun TV critic. Bill Carter said
" in his review April 14: "William
Whiteford and Susan Hadary
Cohen have distinguished themselves as unusual filmmakers in
their series on .children with
physical disabilities."
• It has been more than a
year since Dr. Ralph Shangraw of
the School of Pharmacy released
results of his study concerning
the effective·ness of calcium supplements. The story continues to
draw national media attention,
appearing in such popular magazines as April Cosmopolitan, May
Consumer Reports and Glamour.
Cable News Network was in town
in March to film a segment about
Shangraw's study. WNE-TY, ·
Boston and MedStar, a TV production company specializing in
medical news, also covered the
calcium story.
• When Geraldo Rivera devoted a show last month to the

topic of transracial adoption, pro
and con, the producers contacted
Dr. Howard Altstein, professor in
the S.chool of Social Work and
Community Planning and author
of a book on the subject, to appear and offer his views. His
study, which spans 10 years,
shows no detrimental effects
among children adopted
trans racially.
• More than 550 physicians
from Australia, Europe, England
and Africa gathered in Baltimore
in April to discuss hypertension
in blacks. Hypertension is a problem which afflicts twice as many
blacks as whites. Dr. Elijah Saunders, clinical director of the hypertension division, School of
Medicine and president of the InternatiQnal Society for Hypertension in Blacks, was interviewed at
· a kick-off news conference April
· 21 by Channels 2, 11 and 13, The
Sun and The Evening Sun, as
well as numerous radio stations.
• Glamours education columnist Grace Hechinger inter::
viewed Dr. Dean Leavitt, acting·
dean of the School of Pharmacy,
for the April issue. Her findings:
pharmacy is an excellent career
choice, particularly for women.
,. • And in a special "Career
Choices '88" section of The Sun,
April 24, an article on physical
therapy led with: "Every year, prospective employers from around
the country call the University of
Maryland at Baltimore to request
a list of its physical therapy department seniors."
• The same Career Choices
'88 section profiled Dr. David
Nagey, director of the division of
maternal-fetal medicine, department of obstetrics and gynecol~
ogy. Both an engineer and a
physician, Nagey has combined
the two backgrounds to work on a
mathematical model of the fetal
heart rate's response to labor.
• An article in this month's
issue of Warfields on Dental
. School Dean Errol Reese credits
his leadership style in keeping the
world's first dental school in the
forefront.

Recent Promotions
The university and the office of ·
personnel congratulate the following employees on their recent
promotions:
Val~rie A. Adair, nurse clinician,
nursing, MIEMSS
Marianne Byte/for, nurse clinician, nursing, UMMS · ·
Randy C. Green, nurse clinician,
nursing, UMMS

Jeana M. Marguardt, nurse clinican, nursing, UMMS
Ava J. Seward, admitting clerk,
obstetrics and gynecology, School
of Medicine
Sandy E. Stein, audio visual technician, pediatrics, School of
Medicine
Barbara A. Trimp, anesthesia technician, MIEMSS ·
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TUESDAY• 17

The Wall ofHonor

Seminar: Dental School, "Ion Transport
Events Leading to Salivary Fluid
Secretion," Bruce Baum, M.D., rm.
4-D-12, 1 p.m.

WEDNESDAY• 18
Health Law Series
4:30 p.m.
Brune Room
School of Law
Reception to follow
"AIDS Policy and Law in Maryiand:
Where Have We Been and Where Are We
Going?" is the topic of discussion by
Jana Carey, Esq., partner in the Baltimore firm of Venable, Baetjer &
Howard; Ruth Finkelstein, staff, Governor's Advisory Council .on AIDS and
Wendy SchiJler, Esq., attorney, patient
services, Health Education and Resource Organization (HERO). To reserve
a seat, please call Lisa Bell, x2070.
Grand Rounds: School ofMedicine,
"Hypercalciuria-A Newly Recognized
Problem in Pediatrics," Roberto)adorkovsky, ·M.D., Davidge Hall, noon.

THURSDAY .19

Actor Eric Roberts portrays Jan Scruggs.

a

"To Heal Nation," an NBC-TV movie
based on a book of the same title by
UMAB law student Jan Scruggs, will be
shown on Channel 2 in Baltimore at 9
p.m., Sunday, May 29. The movie details
the efforts of Vietnam vet Scruggs,
played by Eric Roberts, to establish a
memorial in Washington to the war's
58,000 dead.
With the help of powerful political

ecrets of Success

leaders and encouragement from veterans groups and private citizens, the
memorial-engraved with the names of
all the dead-was finally built. Ceremonies marking its fifth anniversary
were held last November.
,
Scruggs will complete his first year
as a student at the School of Law a few
days before the broadcast.

Dental School's J. Ben Robinson
Memorial Lecture
2 p.m.
Medical School Teaching Facility
Dr. Jose E. Medina, professor of clinical
dentistry at the University of Florida
College of Dentistry and a 1948 graduate
of the UM Dental School, discusses
"Achievement of Professional Success."
Conferences: Medical, "Two Types of
Aggression in Conduct Disorders",
Joseph Noshbitz, M.D., 11:30 a.m. to
1 p.m., second floor auditorium of The
Walter P. Carter Center.
Grand Roun.ds: Medical, "The Ilizarov
Procedure," Prof. Ilizarov, 7:30 a.m.,
UMMS, rm. NGW57.
Seminar: Medical, To be announced,
Wesley Gray, HHH, rm. 2-F-05,
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Computer-Classes
IRMD is providing tbe following
computer classes. Contact June
Huff, x6143, to register. The cost per
person is $75, payable in advance by
IDT. Classes will be given in the
Dental School's TAL Center and will
last from-9 a.m. to 4 p.m,
Introduction to Lotus June 2, 1988
,
June 7, 1988
Intermediate Lotus June 22, 1988

Advanced and
Macro Lotus

June 28, 1988
If you are interested in other
computer classes, please call Ken .
-Loving, x6143.

More Computer Classes
_The Academic Computing/Health Informatics department is teaching
the following computing ·courses,
free of charge, this summer. These
courses are open to all faculty, staff
and students of the UMAB community. To register for any of the
courses, or for further information,
· call x2383 or stop by Room 377A,
Howard Hall.

CMS Class
June 7
10 a.m. to noon
TAL Center
This course teaches the introductory skills needed for computing

on the IBM 4341 mainframe computer. These skills include signing on
and off the machine and obtaining introductory editor skills for creating
programs and/or documents.

Mainframe Mini-Classe's
(Knowledge of CMS and Xeditor
Mandatory),
·
SPSSX

FRIDAY. 20

June 14
9:30 a.m. to noon
TAL Center
June 16
9:30 a.m. to noon
TAL Center
This course teaches the basics of
writing and executing a SPSS-X program. In addition to fue basic programming syntax and structure, the
course teaches initial file data construction and the syntax and use of
commonly employed data transformation statements.

pring Fling
Plaza Playtime
Featuring Mike White
Noon to 1:30 p.m.
University Plaza
Vocalist Mike White entertains the outdoor crowd during this lunchtime escape. Pit beef sandwiches, snacks and
sodas available for sale.
Commencement
3 p.m.
_Baltimore Arena
See story, page 2 for more informatjon~
Grand Rounds: School of~edicine, To
be announced, UMMS, rm. NBW74,
1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.

SAS
June 21
9:30 a.m. to noon
TAL Center .
June 23 9:30 a,m. to noon
TAL Center
This course teaches the basis of
writing and executing an SAS program. The course also teaches the
syntax and use of commonly used
data transformation statements.
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Grand Rounds: Medical, To be announced, J. Alex Haller, M.D., Davidge· .
Half, Chemical Auditorium, refresh- ·
rrients at 8:30 a.m., ptesentation from'
9 a.m. to 10 a.m.
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Breakfast on
Commencement Day Open House
·8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
"
Baltimore Student Union
Graduating students and their families,
as well as the faculty, staff and students
of the UMAB tommunity are invited to
take part in the office of student ser-

Graduating students have plenty of precommencement activities to look forward
to at UMAB. The following is a list of
activities in each of the schools:

Dental School
Wednesday, May 18
_
OKU Convocation and Banquet
6:30 p.m.
Belvedere Hotel

1

Thursday, May 19
Announcement and National Boara
Certificate Distribution
Noon to 1 p.m.
Lobby
.Dental School
Friday, May 20
Honors Convocation
9:30 a.m.
War Memorial Building

Law School
Thursday, May 19
Reception for Graduates and Guests
5:30 to 7 p.m.
Westminster Hall
Friday, May 20
Precommencement Exercises
11:30 a.m.
Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

Medical School
Friday, May 20
Continental Breakfast
7:30 to 8:30 a.m.
Meyerhoff Symphony Hall ·

Hooding Ceremony
8:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Meyerhoff Symphony Hall
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MONDAY . -23

Classified

ee'd Off

For Sale

UMAB 's Best Ball Golf Tournament
9a.m.
Sparrows Point Country Club
All interested UMAB/UMMS employees,
students and friends are invited to tee
' off for UMAB's third annual golf tournament. The cost is $35 and includes ·
greens fees, carts, lunch and team
prizes. Call x3827 for more information.
Seminar: School ofMedicine, "Antihypertensive Therapy and Lipids," James
Howard, M.D., HH rm. 557, 5 p.m.

Computer Printer, almost new Panasonic
KX-Pl091. 120 cps & NLQ. Parallel interface
included. $198. 799-7218 after 6 p.m,
Townhouse, Barre Village, 3 level, 3BR,
· 2BR, walk to U of MD. and inner harbor. Call
for appt. 301-435-3810. $68,000.
Camera tripod, Excellent, sturdy. $25.00.
Call x3803 or 664-3908.
Kodak, Carousel projector zoom lens. Like
new. $25.00. Call x3803 or 664-3908. ·
VCR, Akai (Mitsubishi), 4-event, 14-day programmable. Two head. New $399, will sell
·for $75.00, needs minor repair. Call x3803 or
664-3908.
Townhouse, 2BR, new kitchen, carpet, roof
TUESDAY. 24
and bathroom. 10 min. from UMAB,
$35,000. Call 366-0441.
Stereo, AM/FM receiver 100 W/channel
nearly new $250.00; stereo cassette-receiver
The Auxiliary of University of Maryland
AM/FM, W/2 speakers, small system in excelHospital sponsors its Gift Shop Rotunda lent condition, $100.00; Desk (wood grain)
Sale, Tuesday, May 24, from 10 a.m. to
w/file drawer & side drawers $50.00; Com4 p.m. in the South Hospital Rotunda.
puter, laptop TRS-80, model 100 w/cassette
A potpourri of merchandise including
recorder, software, manuals and books,
jewelry, gift items, toys and seasonal se- $250.00; Calculators, programmable TI-95
lections will be sold at half the normal
Texas Inst~ w/manuals $80.00; Sharp programmable w/Basic and manual $40.00. Call
retail price. All UMAB/UMMS staff, stuHolly x7227.
,..._ .
.
dents and faculty are invited to browse
Moving Sale, 3BR dressers, two with mirand buy.
rors (optional). Doctor's office love seat and
Grand Rounds: Medical, Drs. Nirankari/ two chairs. Miscellaneous items. Queen size
Blasini, UMMS, 1 p.m.-2:15 p.m.
bed and two twin beds. Best offers. Jill Buffo,
MIEMSS, 922-0707.
. House, 4BR, 3 bath renovated house and 2
WEDNESDAY• 25
bldg. lots, l½ blks. west of UMAB. Gas heat,
Grand Rounds: School ofMedicine,
fenced yard, working FP. Ideal for students;.
"Impact of the Changing Family on faculty, staff. 685-75-12.
Car, Mustang LX-85, _5.0 litre, auto w/overChildren," Howard Dubowitz, M.D.,
drive, air, power locks & windows, AM/FM
Davidge Hall, noon.
·
cass., $7,250.oo·. Call 671-9594 after 6 p.m.

Townhouse, Parkville area, 3 BR, 'l½ baths,
refrig. washer/dryer. Fenced back yard &
deck. No pets. Avail. July 1st. $625 mo. Call
668-6351 or 832-1742 and ask for Rick.
Apt., 1 BR, newly rehab. utilities inc.,
$300.00 month., Efficiency apts., utilities
inc., $275.00 month, located in the Union
Square Area. Call after 6 p.m. 789-5326.
Townhouse, Loch Raven/Perring Pkwy3 BR,,2-baths, w/w carpet, fenced-in back
yard, off street parking, club basement.
Avail. May 1/May 15th. $590 month. Call
879-2012 or 252-7445.
·

Miscellaneous

Roommate, M/F to share large 3 BR, 2½ BA,
townhous,e w/2 others. Available June 1, ·
250/mo. + utilities. Call Dennis x3685 or
327-3578.
Wanted, Summer child care in my Lutherville home. Excellent salary. Monday.thru
Friday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m., x5181.
Roommate, M/F to share 3 BR, l½ Bath, CA,
W/D, DWI tennis courts, swimming pool, ten
miles from UMAB expressways or Ritchie
Hwy./Rt.2. Near MTA bus line. $165/month
+ 1h electric & local phone. Phone Randy
x3390 or Mike 760-3789.
Piano, Moving, rriust sell, chickering console black/bench. exc. condit. $3,200 or best
offer, 8 yrs. old. Call Leslie x7082.
Skis, K2 SLOLOM 77's 200cm. with M36
twin cam bindings. Exe. Condit. Used some
one season $250 or best offer. Call Leslie
x7082.
Kings Dominion, CC Jams 2nd annual trip
to Kings Dominion, June 25, 1988, for
tickets or further info, contact Cyndy x720o.·
Wanted, Male roommate to share apt. in .
Ridgely's Delight, 1 block from UMAB. Nonsmoker,
CAC, D/W, ·avail. June 1, 195/mo. +
THURSDAY. 26
·util. Call Ken or Jeff 455-1477.
For Rent
Wanted, Non-smoker to share townhouse,
Tribute t~ Dr. David Student
pool, den w/ fireplace, W/D, 2 BR and bath of
Condo, 2 BR, in Cross Keys. Three pools,
10:30 a.m. to 11:25 a.m.
own;
$275 + ½ util, minutes from metro.
available
immediately.
Call
Bob
327-7225.
Auditorium
833-3672.
_
Apt., large 1 or-2 BR, from $400 ·a month,
Second floor
Housemates
needed{
4
BR
townhouse within
furnished
or
unfurnished,
monthly
lease
Walter P. Carter Center
walking distance of UMAB, AC, W/W carpetavailable. Call 366-6668.
_
In honor of the late Dr. David Student,
ing, ample street parking. Avail. June 1. two
Cottage, The Outer Banks (Kill Devil Hills),
the Walter P. Carter Center and the demales preferred. Call Angela x2940 or
N.C. (6 hrs. from UMAB) faces Kitty Hawk
partment of psychiatry, School of Medi- Bay, safe play area for small children, 3/4 mi.
625-1330.
Postdoctoral Research Associate, Position
cine, present a special ceremony during from ocean, 3 BR, 2 BA, CAC, WD, DW,
available in Biochemistry Dept., University
which several of Student's friends and
$435/wk. Avail. June 5- Aug. 8. Call (800)
of Maryland Dental School. Ph.D. in Biocolleagues will present their memories
334-6436, Cottage 179, non-smokers, please.
chemistry required with interest in molecuHouse, Mt. Washington, single fam., 3 BR,
and thoughts about him, his work and
his contributions. Th~ tribute will con- l½ BA, nice yard, in-ground pool. Prof. cou- lar biology. Experience in one of the
clude with the dedication .of the seventh . pie only. Pets o.k. Avail. July 1 through April, following areas desirable: Protein biochemistry, especially membrane receptors; en1991. Year lease and 1 mo. sec. dep. $850 mo.
floor conference room to Student.
zymology and molecular biology. Salary
Call Chris x5328.
For further information, call Dr.
commensurate with experience. Submit curHouse, Block from UMMS. Seton Hill- 628
Spyros Monopolis,. x2228 or x3522.
riculum vitae with three references to: Prof.
N. Jasper, 3 BR, l½ BA, LR, DR, kitchen,
Conference:-School ofMedicine, Case
Y.F. Chang, 666 W. Baltimore Street, Balfinished basement, court yard w/deck, W/D,
Conference, To be announced, Walter P. DW, refrig/freezer. $900 a month + utilities
timore, MD. 21201.
Carter Center, 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
and heat. Security deposit and references. _ Computer, sales, service and repairs. Specializing in XT & AT Turbo clones. East
Call 301-383-9280. Available May 1, 1988. ·
Balto. 301-675-5155, ask for Tim.
.
Home,
3
BR,
master
suite,
AC,
appliances,
FRIDAY
Roommate, to share 2 BR mobile home near
great schools/neighborhood. 2- 3 year lease,
Columbia. 20 mins. from University. Fur$1,150 mo. Call 465-3306.
nished room w/full house privileges W/D, air
Apt., Fells Point, 15 min. from campus,
con. ride to University also available. $300 +
4 rms. & bath, fully furnished. $325 per
112 utilities. Ext. 5813 or evenings 799-4009.
Plaza Playtime
1
month + electric. Call evenings 488°2365.
Featuring John Walsh
Rowhouse, 2- 3 BR, just remodeled, within
Noon to l:-30 p.m. i
walking distanc~ to UMAB. Eat-in kitchen,
University Plaza
dining room, living room, finished base- ·
'
ment, refrig: washe·r/dryer arid w/w carpet.
Music lovers and outdoor fanatics will
$395. month. Call Pat x5328.
find their interests well met at this ·

alfPrice Sale

the HoU5e
vices' salute to graduates. A continental
breakfast is served in the lobby of the
student union from 8 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Beginning at 11 a.m., the festivities
·
move outdoors with a barbecue, featuring the music of a jazz ensemble. Breakfast is on the house, but lunch costs a
nominal fee.

Nursing School
'fuesday, May 17
Senior Banquet
Noon
University Club
Thursday, May 19
Pinning Ceremony
8p.m.
Meyerhoff Symphony Hall
Friday, May 20
Honors ·Convocation
9:30 a.m.
MSTF Auditorium

Pharmacy School
Thursday, May 19
Alumni Association Graduation Banquet
6p.m.
Martin's Eudowood
Friday, May 20
Hooding Ceremony
10:30 a.m.
·
University Center Ballroom
UMBC

a27

n in the .Sun

School of Social Work and
Community P.lanning
Friday, May 20 ·
Brunch '
10 to 11:30 a.m.
First and second floors and courtyard
School of Social Work an'd Community
_Planning

noontime gathering in the plaza. Pit
beef barbecue sandwiches, snacks and
sodas are for sale, but brown baggers
are also welcome.
·Seminai:s: School ofMedicine, "The
Diabetes Control and Complications
Trial," Phillip Levin, M.D., BRB, rm. ,
13-042, noon to ,1 P:~· · ·
·

Hooding Ceremony
Noon
MSTF Auditorium ·
,
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Family Education
The Speech-Communication Disorders Program of MIEMSS offers
an education group for famili'es
of the he~d injured. The group
meets every Wednesday at
5:30 p.m. in the Butler Conference Room, second floor,
MIEMSS. For more information,
cpntact Bernard Miceli at x2419.
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Director in the Field
. Burton H. Kaplan, a
uch-decorated former
my flight surgeon and inntor of anti-shock equip._.-inent widely used in the
treatment of accident victims, has
been appointed director of field op- ·
erations for the Maryland Erner- gency Medical Services (EMS)
System.
Since 1983, Kaplan has served
as MIEMSS director of physician education. His assignment in this role
·has included oversight of continuing
education of MIEMSS staff, training
of medical residents and orientation
of visiting physicians.
A native of Newburgh, N.Y.,
Kaplan graduated from Temple Uni~
versity in 1956 and received his
degree in medicine from Zurich University in 1962. He later entered military service and, before retiring in -

~~

11111111 .

1977- with the rank of colonel,
served in Vietnam and held commands which included the 326th
Medical Battalion of the 101st Airborne Division and the 93rd Medical
Detachment. Among his decorations
are the Bronze Star with Valor Device for Heroism, the Air Medal with
five oak leaf clusters and the Legion
of Merit.
. While in service, Dr. Kaplan
develop.ed the Military Anti-Shock
Trousers (MAST), an inflatable plastic garment used in pre-hospital
emergency medical treatment.
Placed on the patient, the device is
inflated, creating uniform extei:nal
pressure to reduce internal bleeding,
to immobilize possible fractures of
leg or lower torso bones and to combat the danger of shock by enhancing blood circulation to upper-body
vital systems.

Richard Rob's Three Decades
of Dedication
0

0

<,l
0

1

V)

Left to right: Officers Kennedy, Lloyd and Manning.

Force-ful Recognition·

U

B's campus police force
corned three new ofers at a recognition cereny, May 3. Having
· ently completed 14 weeks
at Western Maryland Training Academy, police officers Reginald Kennedy, John Lloyd and James
Manning were officially sworn-in at '
the ceremony.
"I am impressed by the caliber
of officers joining the force and the
variety of their backgrounds," said
Chartes W. Tandy, vice chancellor
for administration. Kennedy, a Baltimore native, has the distinction of
being a licensed Baptist minister for
the past nine years. Lloyd was formerly a security guard at Columbia
Mall and Manning comes to UMAB
following his 1987 retirement from
20 years of military service.
· Tandy was also pleased to note
that recent statistics show crimes
are down 15 percent and arrests are
up 8 percent on campus. Jo~n Col-

!ins, chief of the campus police
force, commended the work of his
officers, but also noted that "without
the cooperation and assistance of
the community, we're not as
effective."
Providing that community assistance.are two women from the
UMAB community who received citizen awards in recognition of their
help in apprehending criminals. Jacqueline Lee, a Law School student
living in Pascault Row, helped
campus police in the arrest, last December, of a man responsible for
several burglaries in the Pascault
Row complex. Dr. Linda. Wright,
assistant professor of pediatrics,
School of Medicine, was cited for
helping to apprehend criminal at'
University of Maryland Hospital.
Betty Miller, a secretary with
campus police, was also given a citation award for her assistance in
completing the police manual.
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tion of Richard Roh's
educating residents and medical students," says Dr. Eugene Albrecht, dime elicits such deriptions from others as
rector of the department's division
fable, unassuming,
of perinatal research. Roh notes that
rdworking and nomahy of the former residents, who
nonsense. He's the kind of employee are now directors of ob-gyn departothers love to have around the office ments at area hospitals, still remain
and UMAB loves having on campus.
in contact with him on a regular
And earlier this month the campus
basis.
Some of those former residents
let him know how much he's appre- •
dated by naming him employee of
have even joined him in one of his
favorite pastimes, fishing._The Bel
the month.
Roh is a laboratory scientist III Air resident also enjoys gardening
in the department of obstetrics and
and landscaping.
Although Roh is very happy in
.gynecology at the School of Medicine; the same department where he his job-"I like the variety and I've
began his UMAB career 29 years ago. gotten to know a lot of folks on
campus,"-he admits that he hopes
"Only Howard Hall and the hospital
were here when I first came," says
to retire in another year or so and
Roh of the medical school's facilities. head for Georgia. "I'd like to build a
house down there and do some fish- Bressler Research Building and the
Medical School Teaching Facility
ing." After almost three decades of
university service he's much deservwere years from arriving at that
fog of the opportunity to take a ·
. point.
break from the working world.
Today, Roh works on the 11th
For now, the former Navy floor of Bressler where his lab scienmedic is happy, to continue in his
. tist title. belies the variety of other
career where, according to Albrecht,
duties he performs. In addition to
his contributions have had a positive ·
-his laboratory testing and assays of
impact on the resejirch and service
specimens, Roh is also responsible
objectives of this institution for
for procurement, maintenance of
three decades.
the laboratory and instrument reIn honor of being named empair. "Dick has always been thoughtployee of the month, Chancellor Edful and conscientious in preparing
ward N. Brandt, Jr. presented Roh
his requisitions and any follow-up
with a commemorative plaque and a
that may. be required," says Ray
Heffernan of purchasing. "One
$50 savings bond.
phone call to Dick is all that is necJennifer Sheets
essary to have·him spring into action and resolve any potential
problems."
Over the years, Roh has been
"extremely helpful in assisting and
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25 Years

Rewards of Tirrte
UMAB/UMMS EMPLOYEES
HONORED FOR 1,760 YEARS
OF SERVICE

W

hat a difference a century makes. Compared
. to the employees who
worked for Zachary
Geiger in 1872, UMAB/
UMMS employees have got it made.
Some 116 years ago, Geiger,
sole proprietor of the Mount Cory
Carriage and Wagon Works, posted
outside his business employ.ee rules
which, by today's standards, were
way off the mark. As. 78 UMAB and
UMMS employees awaited the presentation of their employee service
awards, May 2, Fred Bank, director
of. personnel, shared with them an
excerpt from Geiger's list of rules.
Accorcijng to Geiger:
1. Office employees will daily
sweep the floors and dust the
furniture.
2. Each clerk will bring in a
bucket of water and scuttle of coal
for the day's business.
-3. Clerks will each day fill
lamps, clean chimneys and wash the
windows once a week.
· 4. Men employees will be given
an evening off each week for court-

Jennie L. Adams, Nurse Clinician;

ing pur!')oses or two evenings a week
if they regularly go to church.
5. The employee who has performed his labors faithfully and .
without fault for a period of five
years in my service and who has
been thrifty and attentive to his religious duties, and is looked upon by
-his fellow man as a substantial and
law abiding citizen, will be given an
increase of five cents per day in his
pay, providing a just re.turn in
profits from the business permits it.
Aside froin a few men who
might enjoy a night off "for courting
purposes;" the employees, with a
collective 1,760 years of service, preferred to stick with the current rules
of employment.
·
Although UMAB chancellor Dr.
-Edward Brandt said he was partially
in favor of restoring the 1872 rules
(in order to get his windows
cleaned), he was not without-praise ~
for the hard work UMAB's employees
do. "Here at UMAB, we do a lot of
good," said Brandt, "and that .
wouldn't be possible without em.ployees like you."
"We don't say thank you
enough," noted Dr. Morton Rapo- ·
port, president and chief executive
offic.er, UMMS. "This is one small

Nursing Services, UMMS

Marion Beckwith, Nurse Clinician,
Nursing Services, UMMS

Dorothy Degourville, Food Services
Assistant, Food and Nutrition
Services, UMMS
Fannie Edwards, Laboratory
Technician, Clinical Pathology,
UMMS

Jean Greenwood, _Nursing Assistant,
~ . Nursing Services, UMMS
Dorothrea Hamlett, Nursing
.,,
Assistant, Nursing Services,
UMMS
way to express our appreciation."
Marian
Hgmlin, Housekeeper,
Awards were presented to emOperational
Maintenance, ,.
ployees with 20, 25 and 30 years of
Facilities
Management
service. Jane L. Armacost, an acAlbert Jones, Jr., Food and Nutrition
countant with UMMS' finance and
Services, UMMS
systems department, topped the list
Loretta
Jones, Medical Records
with 35 years of service. "I had just
Assistant,
Medical.Records, UMMS
graduated from business school
Helena
0.
Kulnich,
Medical
when I started working here," says
Technologist,
Clinical
Pathology,
Armacost. "I had no idea I'd be here
UMMS
35 years later."
Odessa M. Lee, Nursing Assistant,
Each employee was presented
Nursing Services, UMMS
with a commemorative plaque and a
Lottie
M. Scott, Custom Sewer,
UMAB service pin. After offering his
Materials
Management, UMMS .
congratulations again, Brandt reMary
Shearin,
Nursing Assistant,
minded the honorees to put on their
Nursing
Services,
UMMS
pins. "I want to see those pins when
Thomas
L.
Stephens,
Clinical Lab
I'm walking around campus."
Supervisor, Clinical Pathology,
UMMS
Jennifer Sheets
Gloria A. Stewart, Food Services
Assistant, Food and Nutrition ·

i

Services, UMMS

-

Ronald W. Grochowski, Licensed'
- -20Years
Practical Nurse, Department of
Dorothy Austin, Service Worker
Medicine,
School of Medicine
Supervisor, Environmental
John
R.
·
Hammond,
Store'ke~per, ·
Services, UMMS
Procurement
and
Supply
_
, Neddie P. Barnes, Collection Agent, .
Carol
A.
Harman,
Typist
Clerk,
Food
Finance and Systems, UMMS
and Nutrition Services, UMMS
Sadie B. Bennett, Medical Supply
Lorraine
C. Hedrick, Medical
Aide, Materials Management,
Technologist,
Clinical Pathology
UMMS
UMMS
'
Marie C. Bridle, Secretary, Office of
Ruffin
Hill,
Storekeeper,
Operations
Institutional Advancement
and Maintenance, Facilities
· Mollie Burman, (Retired), OperaManagement
tions and Maintenance, ·Facilities
Irene B. Hopkins, Laboratory
Management
Scientist, Pediatrics, ·School of
Bernard Butler, Housekeeper,
Medicine
Environmental Services, UMMS
·
Corina
A. Jarava, Medical TechnoloGwendolyn Callahan, Nurse
·
gist,
Clinical
Pathology, UMMS
Training Specialist, Nursing
Elizabeth
Jones,
Housekeeper,
Services, UMMS
Environmental
Services, UMMS
Amy G..Carter, Unit Clerk,
Mable B. Johnson, Housekeeper, OpM.I.E.M.S.S., UMMS
erations and Maintenance,
Barbara J. Cimino, Administrative
Facilities Management
.
Aide, Dental School
Frank
C.
Kimmarle,
Maintenance
·
Helen Clark, Dietary Aide, Food and
Chief,
Facilities
Management,
Nutrition Services, UMMS
UMMS
Joan C. Davis, Cook, Food and
Joyce
L. Koehler!, Nurse Clinician,
Nutrition Servfces, UMMS
Community Pediatrics Center,
Mary R. Disabatino, Office SecreSchool of Medicine
tary, Physical Therapy, Medical·
Judith
A. Krouse, Public Affairs
School
Officer,
M.I.E.M.S.S., UMMS
Elizabeth Dougherty, Laboratory
Delores
Langley,
Office Supervisor,
Quality Assurance Coordinator,
Department
of
Medicine,
School
Clinical ·Pathology, UMMS
of
M
edicine
Frank R. Elliott Jr., Medical
Otto W. Macha, Admitting Clerk,
Photography Supervisor, Denta1
Ambulatory Services, UMMS
School
Dorothy
Manker, Housekeeper,
Jacob M. Ennals, Housekeeper,,
Operations
and Maintenance,
Environmental Services, UMMS
Facilities
Management
Minnie Gorham, Medical Supply
Brenda J. Manokey, Laboratory
Aide, Materials Management,
Scientist, Surgery, School of
UMMS
,
Medicine
Mary E. Graham, Account Clerk,
Isaac
McNeill
Housekeeper,
1
Financial Affairs, Comptroller's
Operations and Maintenance,
Office
- Facilities Management
Willie Montgomery, Nursing Assistant, Nursing Services, UMMS

.
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Austin Veale,. Supervisor, Autopsy
Services, School of Medicine
Dorothy M. Walker, Nursing
UMMS
Marion H. Nutter Jr., Housekeeper, , .Assistant, Nursil)g Services,
UMMS
Operations and Maintenance, .
/ Facilities Management .
30.Years
Carolyn L. Oster, Administrative
Mamie
Lee Cimino, Office SecreAide, Office of Personnel
tary,
Dental School
Earl Powell, Heating, Ventilation,
Roberta
V. Crawley, Typist Clerk,
and Air Conditioning Mechanic,
Radiology, UMMS
Diagnostic
Operations and Maintenance '
Leroy
Daniels,
(Retired), Nursing
Facilities Management
.
Services,
UMMS
Sylvia E. Price, ·Office Secretary,
Henry J. Exum; Cytotechnologist,
· Surgery, School of Medicine
Clinical Pathology, UMMS
Constance L. Richards, Office
Rudolph
Holley, Security Officer,
· Secreta~y, School of Pharmacy
Public
Safety, Facilities
Elmer Roberts, Laboratory Scientist,
Management
Department of Medicine, School
Frances L. Hudson, (Retired),
of Medicine
Patient Transportation, UMMS
Rosemarie T. Seipp, (Retired),
Doris
Lynch, Psychiatric Aide, NursDepartment of Pediatrics, School
ing
Services, UMMS
·of Medicine ·
Arthur
Reed, (Retired), Psychiatry,
Gladys M. Sharp(!, Admitting Clerk,
UMMS
. Surgery, UMMS
Frances L. Sims, Office Secretary,
,Ruth -£. Silberzahn, Telephone
Family Medicine, School of
Operator, Community Pediatrics
Medicine
Center, School of Medicine
Ida Smith, Nursing Assistant,
35 Years
Nursing Services, UMMS ·
Jane L. Armacost, Accountant,
June A. Smith, Housekeeper,
Finance and Systems, UMMS
Environmental Services, UMMS
Helen Chlewicki-Spiker, Office
Secretary, Cancer Center, UMMS
George R Suit, 111, University Police
Office, Public Safety, Facilities
Management
Alexander M. Turner, Medical Supply Aide, Materials Management,
UMMS
'
- Pea1J C. Walsh, Pharmacist Super-~
· · v1s~r, Pharmacy Services, UMMS
Deloris V. Williams, Administrative
Specialist, Dental School
'\
Elaine H. Wilmore, Medical Supply
Aide,, Materials Management
UMMS
'
Geraldine J. Moore, Admitting
Clerk, Ambulatory Services,

'
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High Spirits And Low
Blood Pressures
SOME BALTIMORE
TEENAGERS LEARN ABOUT
NURSING CAREERS

Q
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ut of their parochial
school uniforms and into
casual -clothes and
sneakers, 30 academically
strong, highly motivated
from two Baltimore junior
s
high schools, Madonna and Our
Lady of Victory, came to day camp at
the School of Nursing, May 2, the
first day of National Nurse's Week.
Labeled the "Career Connection,"
the pilot project, an idea of the
school's assistant director of admissions Marjorie Fass, gave the youngsters a concentrated, fast-moving
look at a montage of nursing connections: everything from Shock
Trauma to the hyperbaric chamber
to Child Life and computer centers.
In the psychophysiological lab,
a young laid-back volunteer, wired to
a computer by nursing researchers,
expressed no sun~rise that his blood
pressure stayed low even as he answered questions about playing
goalie for his school soccer tearri:
A personal health assessment
set the pace for the campers as they
ran around the gym atop the Pratt
Street Garage, then compared their
pulse rates with earlier readings ·
taken while sitting still. Snack time
and lunchtime were popular timesout and an informal talk on good ·

the School of Nursing and UMMS
nutrition, with take-home informaare "very gratified" with the stution sheets, provided the students
dents' assessment sheets, many of
with food for thought.
Especially popular features were which urged that the event be held
again next year. "The overwhelming
hands-on demonstrations of intravenous equipment and the Heimlich number of students said they found
the experience fun, educational, inManeuver, complete with dramatic
pretend chokings and good-humored teresting or inspiring," Fass notes.
"One said that nursing will be 'part
but dead serious efforts to perform
of my future. ' A boy wrote that it
the procedure correctly. The_day
show,ed
nursing 'wasn't just women
ended at Davidge Hall's Chemical \
in white uniforms,' and one of my
Hall, with goodbyes from camp
favorite evaluations said: 'It opened
counselors and Chancellor Braridt,
my eyes and showed that nurses do
and certificates an<l gift T-shirts lamore than just give needles. ' "
beled "Nurses Make A Difference at
the University of Maryland School of
Ruth Walsh
Nursing and Medical System."
Fass and her colleagues from
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VOICE
Celebrating Excellence: ·
Health Sciences Library
Turns 175

U

nlike people, institutions
relish old age. And so it is
with great pride that the
Health Sciences Library celebrates the 175th anniversary of its birth at UMAB.
"We're not just celebrating the
library, we're celebrating the history
of the campus," says Cyril Feng, director of the Health Sciences Library. "Our existence has always
been to serve the schools as new
ones come on and update our responsibilities," he adds. In recognition of the campus' development
throughout the HSL's existence,
several programs have been planned.
The kick-off for the three-part
celebration (past, present and future) takes place Tuesday, June 7
with an open house. Beginning at
1:30 p.m., the opening ceremony
features remarks by Chancellor
Edward N. Brandt, Jr., and a ribboncutting ceremony to introduce
HSL's new Current Contents® data
base.
Current Contents is the HSL's
newest addition and they are happy
to announce its birth. Beginning
June 1, HSL patrons will have access
to this new, locally mounted bibliographic data base which is an online
version of the popular ISi Current
Contents publication service. Used
by scientists and practitioners to
keep up with the latest literature in
their fields, the service reproduces
the tables of contents of scientific
journals. Users will be able to search
multiple concepts or scan specific .
journals in a fraction of the time
currently necessary to manually
search issues of Current Contents.

Unlike its fellow bibliographic
data base, MaryMED, which is up:
dated monthly, the Current Contents data base will be updated on a
weekly basis thus assuring the currency of information. The ribbon
cutting ceremony will be Current
Contents' official introduction to the
~~B community and the library
mv1tes members of the community
to stop in and meet the newest
member of its HSL data base family.
An open house and reception,
from 2 to 4 p.m., follows the ribbon
cutting ceremony. Refreshments and
music, by the Mt. Vernon Chamber
Ensemble, are featured. At 4 p.m., .
all are invited to attend the Chancellor's Colloquium in the Historical
Room. Karen Kleeman, associate
professor, School of Nursing, will
discuss, "Middle-aged Kin Keepers:
Stress in Family Caregivers."
The first celebratory program
(of a series of three) is "The Road to
Excellence," which will tout the
milestones in the development of
UMAB. On Thursday, June 9, from 3
to 5 p.m., in Davidge Hall, speakers
from each of the six professional
schools will identify the major
milestones in the development of
their schools and the impact of
these developments on the campus
'
the profession and the greater
"community of caregivers." Featured
speakers include, Dr. Theodore
Woodward, professor of medicine
emeritus; School of Medicine;
Doreen Rosenthal, assistant dean,
HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY ·
School of Law; Gardener P.H. Foley, . PLAYS HOST JUNE 7
professor emeritus, Dental School;
Dr. Dean Leavitt, acting dean,
t is a myth that most families put
School of Pharmacy; General Connie
their frail elderly relatives in inSlewitzke, director of development,
stitutions. Most families care for
School of Nursing; and Dr. Ruth
them in their own homes, and
Young, dean, School of Social Work
almost always at hjgh personal
and-Community Planning. Dr. Albin
cost."
0. Kuhn, executive vice president
So says Dr. Karen Kleeman, asemeritus, University of Maryland,
sociate
professor in the School of
will provide an historical overview
Nursing'
s graduate program and
and moderate a discussion. A recepprincipal investigator for a threetion immediately follows the
year ~tudy of daughters and daughprogram.
There is no registration charge ters-m-law who are caregivers in
families with frail elders living in
for "The Road to Excellence," but
the home. The research has been
pre-registration is encouraged. To
funded
with a grant of $254 000
register, contact Madeline Hamfrom
the
National Institute ~f Menmond at x7996.
tal Health. Kleeman will discuss
Jennifer Sheets the study at the Chancellor's Colloquium June 7, at 4 p.m. in the Historical Room, Health Sciences
Library; her talk is entitled "Middleaged Kin Keepers: Stress in Family
Caregivers."
· Kleeman and her colleague, Dr.
State
. . Department of Education, Di- Beverly
Baldwin, also a School of
v1s10n of Library Development and
Nu_rsing asso~iate professor, recently
Services.
Six individual staff members ei- finished collecting data on their
project and plan t6 analyze the rether authored or co-authored five
sults
over the summer. In the meanpapers presented at the Medical Li'time,
says Kleeman, the colloquium
brary Association annual meeting in
provides
an opportunity to share
May. This is national recognition of
the innovation and research done by findings that "dispel myths" and
highlight the chronic nature of
the HSL staff. These individuals instress
in homes where elderly relaclude: Gary Freiburger, assistant
tives
are
cared for by what she
direct?r, systems; Mary J. Tooey,
calls
"women
of the sandwich
head, mformation management edugeneration."
cation department; Margie Simon,
"Middle-aged women-and the
head, reference department; Phyl
data show that 70 percent of free
Lansing, reference librarian; Inga
Moten, reference librarian; and Beverly Wester, systems and automation
librarian.

_ _ _ __ Library Laurels_ _ __ __
Frieda Weise, deputy director of
the Health Sciences Library, was
recently elected to the board of directors of the Medical Library Association. Her term of office runs from
198~- .199~. The Medical Library Association 1s the national association
of approximately 5,000 individuals
and institutions in the health science library field.
Dianna Cunningham, assistant
director, 'J)ublic services of HSL, received a Special Recognition Award
. from the Maryland Library Association, May 5, for her "work in developing MILNET and in improving
the state bibliographic data base"
when she held the position of network coordinator with the.Maryland

Middle-Aged Kin Keepers

I

homecare providers are womenevidence high levels of depression,
resentment, and guilt about their
situation. They're caught in the
middle between caring for their families, which often include teen-aged
children, and their frail elderly relatives, all in the same house. Even
though the elderly attend day care
the primary responsibility for thei~
ongoing welfare rests on daughters
or daughters-in-law," says Kleeman.
Kleeman and Baldwin did their
research among 80 caregivers in
M~ntgomery 'County, Maryland, and
Fairfax County, Virginia; they hope
eventually to publish the data and
disseminate it in standard format
among daycare centers throughout
the United States. Kleeman has
alre~dy l~ctured on the preliminary
findmgs m many parts of the United
States, Korea and the People's
Republic of China.
A Ph.D. graduate of UMCP in
health education, family therapy and
stress management, Kleeman joined
the UMAB faculty in 1977. She is the
author of a number of publications
on anxiety and depression in families arid among students. She also
maintains a private practice in individual and family psychotherapy and
stress management. Her June 7 presentation is open to all on campus
and is part of an afternoon open
house in celebration of the 175th
anniversary of the Health Sciences
Library.

Ruth Walsh

I
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More than Higher Ed Reform
'88 LEGISLATIVE GAINS
FOR CAMPUS ABUNDANT

s

communications facilities located at
UMBC and an additional $1.3 million for our campus needs.
By the close of the legislative
session, the Dental School was $7.5
million richer. Without the funds to
renovate the dental clinics, the
school was in jeopardy of losing its
accreditation according to Dean
Errol Reese. "That was my personal
cause this year," says Gladhill.
The state also will be providing
$430,000 to construct a bridge between the VA Medical Center and
UMMS. This is the state's match to
federal dollars for the project.
While construction funds for the
new R A. Cowley Shock Trauma
Center were provided in past years,
$11.2 million in equipment funds
this session assure that the facility
will be equipped when it opens late
1988.
The General Assembly provided
$5 million in operating funds to tinance a voluntary incentive program to encourage employees to
transfer from the university personnel system to the UMMS corporation. Those employees who choose
to transfer this June may stay in the
state retirement system. There is no
guarantee that the benefit will be
available to employees in the future
says Gladhill.

were it not for the involvement of
people from this campus," says
Gladhill.

Higher Education Refor·m

ue Gladhill knows about paThe extensive bill passed the General
perwork. Her purview, the
Assembly and was signed into law by
office of legislative matters,
Governor William Donald Schaefer .
-keeps tabs on all bills before
May 17. "I expect it to be quite a
the General Assembly each
dog-eared document by the end of
session. This year, a total of 2,444
the summer," says Gladhill, finbills were introduced, a low number
gering a copy of the final bill.
according to Gladhill. Last year,
She points out that over the
there were 2,700 and the year belast decade, tremendous confusion
fore, 3,100.
has existed between the roles of the
Gladhill points out that there
State Board for Higher Education
was a significant increase in the
and the UM Board of Regents. This
number of bills which had some imnew structure makes a distinction
pact on the university or interest to
between governance and coordiUMAB. "Our office tracked 449 bills.
nation, she explains. The present
That means I read all of them and
system has been fraught with
many people on campus did likeduplication, lack of coordination,
wise. We actually testified on 71 of
long delays and confusion involving
them," she notes.
decisions regarding institutional
"It was a good budget year for
missions. The SBHE had the authe university and particularly our
thority to change our mission notes
campus," says Gladhill, adding that
Gladhill, but had no accountability
is was the largest budget ever enfor the consequences.
acted by the General Assembly.
The new governance structure,
For university employees, the
for the first time, established a charbudget increase means a four perter for higher education in the state
cent cost of living raise effective July
of Maryland. The bill defines in
1 apd an average merit increase of
broad terms the role of the coordi3.6 percent for faculty and associate
nating board, the Maryland Higher
staff. UMAB gained 265 new posiEducation Commission, and defines
tions on campus which Gladhill
the role of the governing board, the
notes is a significant enhancement.
new 17-member Board of Regents of
Other enhancements realized
the University of Maryland System.
during this year's General Assembly
"This is the strongest commit.1r1t was a ~ood budget.
include $250,000 for the Clinical
ment
that we ever had for enhanceyear for t e university
Law Office of the School of Law to
ment of funding for public higher
and particularly our
provide additional services to the ineducation in the state," says
digent. The University of Baltimore
campus. 11
Gladhill. Effective with the fiscal '90
will receive a similar increase. For
budget, the UM System will receive
facilities renewal projects on campus,
an increase of $(57.9 million over the
$1.5 million will be added to the
Gladhill notes that a great deal fiscal year 1989 budget. UMAB's
kitty. Plus, the School of Medicine
of time was spent on issues related
share is approximately $8 million.
received $2 million.
to AIDS. "We killed a lot of bills and Future funding will be based on
To help increase the number of
the three bills we wanted to see
guidelines developed by the new
minorities entering professional and ·passed did indeed pass," says
commission.
graduate schools, $77,000 in desegGladhill.
"Interestingly, UMAB is the .
regation funds will be available for
One bill which passed provides only campus within the state system
scholarship aid.
that if a firefighter, emergency med- which has no guideline. They don't
For communications and trainical technician, rescue squadsman
have guideline funding for us being for MIEMSS emergency medical
or law enforcement officer, while
cause we are unique. There aren't
services field operations, $460,000
treating, transporting or acting in
other campuses which have the
was added.
the performance of their duty,
same configuration of professional
"I'm really proud of the capital
comes into contact with a person
schools that we have," explains
budget," bea!Jls Gladhill. The
who subsequently is taken to a med- Gladhill.
emergency medical services field op- ical facility and diagnosed as having
Because we have no peer inerations garnered $692,000 for its
the AIDS virus, notification must
stitution as a campus, each UMAB
occur.
school will identify a peer instituTwo other AIDS-related bills
tion for comparision. "So we will be
passed into law deal with sperm do- comparing apples and apples, we
nors and reporting. Any institution
hope," says Gladhill.
that processes semen, blood or
The new legislation appears to
tissue must test all potential donors, give more authority to the campus
after obtaining written consent, for
presidents than they presently enjoy
the presence of HIV antibodies. The says Gladhill. She adds that any new
is published biweekly for the University of
other bill requires the director of a
authority which the presidents reMaryland at Baltimore by the office of inmedical
laboratory
to
file
with
the
ceive will still be within the
stitutional advancement, 511 W. Lombard
Department
of
Health
and
Mental
guidelines established by the Board
St., Baltimore, MD 21201. 328-7820.
Hygiene a monthly report containof
Regents.
Editor: Dianne Burch
ing the number of serum samples
Gladhill explains that just beAssistant Editor: Jennifer Sheets
tested for AIDS, the number of posi- cause the bill passed, doesn't mean
Graphics: Kelly G. Parisi
tive test results and a breakdown of that higher education reform is
Contributors: Ginny Cook, Quincey Johnson,
results by demographic statistics.
Ruth Walsh
finished. Refinements will be made
Production Manager: Judie Schwartz
Both bills assure anonymity.
over the course of the next year by ·
Calendar, Classifieds, telecommunications .
Other than the budget, Gladhill all parties involved- the new comoperator: Anthony Winder
says she spent more time on animal mission, presidents, regents and the
Story ideas, suggestions, opinion pieces and
testing issues than any other single · General Assembly.
letters are welcomed. Please note that submisissue and successfully defeated those
The new Board of Regents will
sions for the calendar and classified sections
bills.
"There is no question that the number 17 instead of the current 15.
are due, in writing, no later than two weeks
bills would not have been defeated
The students will have only one repbefore the date of publication.
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resentative instead of the two under
the present system: One member, ex
officio, will continue to be the Secretary of Agriculture. No names
have been revealed to date. "Our
best guess is if three [of the present
board] are maintained, it will be a
lot," says Gladhill. The new board
will be named by the governor before July 1.
Effective July 1, 1988, existing
staff of the State Board for Higher
Education become staff for the new
Maryland Higher Education Commission. Similarly, staff of the Board
of Trustees of the State Universities
and Colleges (BTSUC) become University of Maryland System staff.
Both current boards will develop

.,.,, expect it [the bill} to be
quite a dog-eared
document by the end of
the summer..,.,
transition plans, which must be
submitted to the Legislative Policy Committee and the governor by
Jan. 1, 1989.
Language in the original bill
called for establishing and enhancing a major research university in
the Baltimore region. In the final
bill, the language was revised to
state: "The University of Maryland
System shall maintain and enhance
a coordinated higher education center for research and professional
studies in the Baltimore area."
While there was much written
and debated about mergers over
the course of the past few months,
Gladhill notes that any merger discussions were not appropriate until
the structure was defined. "Let the
new board decide what needs to be
merged," says Gladhill.
Like merger talks, the higher
education reform bill leaves many
unanswered questions. To begin
grappling with the countless aspects
of the changeover, task forces have
been appointed by President John S.
Toll (see related story on page 7) to
deal with issues such as accountability, mission, graduate education
and research, professional studies,
alumni and development, faculty
and student matters, peer institutions, and funding guidelines.
Heading the transition effort is
Dr. Jean Spencer, acting vice president for policy and planning at UM
central administration. Previously,
Spencer served as executive director of the Board of Trustees of the
State Universities and Colleges of
Maryland.

Dianne Burch
Editor's Note: The VOICE will con- ·
tinue to offer updates on issues involving the higher education reform
bill and its effect on the UMAB
campus. If you have particular questions or issues you would like to see
addressed, please drop me a note or
call x7336.

'
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Making the Grnde ·

UMMS Asks Employees
to Make Their Move

UMAB'S SECRETARIES
GET UPGRADED
cretaries week may have already taken place in April ,
ut UMAB's appreciation for
hese hard workers continues
ear round. That appreciation
is particularly evident in some recent changes put forth by the office
of personnel.
Effective July 1, 1988, the office
of personnel will implement a onegrade upward adjustment to all secretarial classifications. But noting
that "this is not enough of an adjustment to recognize the value of
our secretarial employees," Fred
Bank, director of personnel, recently
announced that effective April 20,
"the university has revised its secretarial job series to provide greater
career growth through the reclassification process as well as increased promotional opportunities."
Bank also indicated that one of
the objectives of the reclassifications
is to relieve UMAB's recruitment and
retention problem. Although the
problem is mainly due to the limited
supply of qualified applicants, there
was some concern about being more
competitive in the marketplace.
Bank stresses that reclassifications should not be considered
automatic. Employees must meet
specific criteria for each of the secretarial positions.
In addition to raising the salary
levels, "we have structured the program so as to recognize and reward
quality performance," he adds.
Jennifer Sheets

VOLUNTARY INCENTIVE
PROGRAM WRAPS UP JUNE 3

The Great Eight
DENTAL SCHOOL TEAM .
CAPTURES GROUP AWARD
ey've spent 124 years working
in the Dental School. No wonder this eight-member team
works so well together. And,
no wonder they were named as
recipients of the employee group
recognition award.
Chancellor Edward N. Brandt,
Jr. personally congratulated Nancy
Steele, Barbara Cimino, Betty
O'Donnell, Myra Land, Lillian Slade,
Antoinette Saunders, Anne Timchula and Lois Miller, all of whom
compose the award winning group
from the Dental School's office of .
the dean/office of academic affairs.
With a cumulative 124 years .among
them, that amounts to an average of
15.5 years of service per employee.
"This is a tremendous group
who really work together," says Dr.
Warren Morganstein, senior associate dean. Dr. Ernest Moreland, associate dean for academic and student
affairs, adds,''They're very supportive." Although the office actually
consists of two separate departments, Morganstein notes that the
group's ability to work hand in hand
makes them a good symbol of the
group recognition award.
"This office is the clearinghouse
for ti:le school," says Morganstein,
"so they really run the school." The
two departments handle registration, verify enrollment for student
loans, process the school's student
handbook, class schedules and academic calendar, schedule student appointments, order supplies and
manage the general running of the
office. And that's justto name a few
of their many responsibilities.
"We're a service group for students," says Lois Miller, office secretary II. As Toni Saunders, another

I

e University of Maryland
Medical
System is finishing up
]
ts major push for UMMS emloyees to transfer to the corporate system. The dual personnel system has caused financial
and managerial problems over the
past four years since UMMS became
a private, non-profit corporation.
Those employees who volunteer
to transfer by Friday, June 3, 1988
will be assured of special incentives
to sweeten the move. To begin, the
employee receives a guaranteed cash
bonus of 20 percent of 1987 base salary, up to $6,000. The minimum
cash bonus for full-time employees
is $3,000. Bonuses for part-time
employees will be pro-rated. Most of
the bonus (75 percent) will be paid
this July, with the balance in January 1989.
.
More. than 100 university emoffice secretary II concurs, "We have ployees moved to the corporation
a lot of students coming through
before the voluntary incentive prohere."
gram (VIP) was developed. Those
But an office which could get
employees will also receive the
hectic remains calm amidst the
transfer bonus.
steady stream of student problems
Employees who transfer now
and confusion. All the women in the may continue participation in the
group attribute that to teamwork.
state pension and retirement plans.
Even when the team is minus a
They also have the ability to mainplayer, "we fill in·for each other,"
tain their seniority accrued in the
says Miller. "I think that's why this
state/university system, including
office is so successful."
current salary level. Leave balances
According to Morganstein and
also transfer to the corporation.
Moreland, consistently, students,
The UMMS corporation offers
faculty, staff, individuals from other fully paid dental insurance, life inUMAB schools as well as visitors to
surance, plus short-term and longthe campus have praised these indi- term disability insurance for fullviduals for their ability to function
time employees. Benefits also
effectively as a unit. They note the
include a choice of several health
group's enthusiasm in providing as- insurance plans, including a new
sistance, "esprit de corps" and rehigh-option plan and two HMOs.
spect that is fostered between
As of May 24, 331 (18 percent)
members of the team.
of the university employees re"Whenever you.have a team
sponded to the VIP. Of that group
here as long as they have been, they 312 (94 percent) elected to transfer
become like a family," says Dr. Errol to the corporation, according to
Reese, -Dental School dean. "And
Joan Shnipper, director of public afthis is a very nice family," he adds.
fairs. She adds that those UMMS
The quarterly group employee
employees who have not yet made
recognition award is presented to a
the decision and want more inforgroup who provides a consistently
mation may call the VIP hotline,
high level of performance, demonxUMMS.
.
strates a commitment to quality service to the campus and communitY.
and serves as a positive role model
to others. Moreland, Morganstein
and Reese all claim their office octet
"threatened" them in to nominating
the group for the award, but truth
be told, the trio think their eight
rate a 10.
Jennife r Sheets
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The BBC at UMAB

he Baltimore Bicycling Club,
an 1,800 member organization, extends an invitation to
UMAB cyclists to join one of
the country's largest bike
clubs. Formed in 1968, the BBC is
committed to encouraging and facilitating all types of recreational riding, promoting bicyle safety and
sharing the fellowship of those who .
enjoy bicycling.
Whether you ride a three-speed,
10-speed or a bike with training

wheels, your participation is more
than welcome. The BBC offers a variety of weekend rides for adults
which are geared for both beginning
and advanced cyders. Experienced
leaders provide maps, and resUsnack
stops are planned.
Interested adult riders (18 and
over) are invited to call (301)-4840306 for more information about the
club and its upcoming bicycle
outings.

MONDAY. 30
Memorial Day Holiday

TUESDAY• 31
Conferences: Medical, "Surgical Skills
Teaching Lab," BRB, Dissec. rm., 8 a.m.
Medical, "Teaching Rounds," UMMS,
rm. lOW and 4A, 3 p.m. Leuk.l
Lymphoma, UMCC, 9th fl., A wing conf.
rm., 4 p.m. Medical, "Private and
University Service X-ray Conference,"
UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Ophthalmology, UMMS,
Departmental Office, 1:30 p.m.
Lecture: Ophthalmology, UMMS,
rm. N6W97, 3:30 p.m.

June
WEDNESDAY.,
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Biker's Delight

f you're a two-wheeling traveler

looking for a place to park your
bicycle, facilities management
has racked up a solution. The operations and management group
will purchase bike racks to be placed
in several garages on campus this
summer. Come September, the existing racks at University and Uni-'
versity Plaza garages will be replaced
and new ones will be installed in
Lexington, Pratt and Pearl Street
garages.

Letters
Dear .Editor:
I know The Voice strives for accuracv in its stories and would like
to point out an error in the story,
"CoSy :.,inks" in the May 2, 1988
,. issue.
The Health Sciences Library
was erroneously referred to as the
Health Sciences Center and the Information Resources Management
Division as the Computer Center. _
These misnomers can cause confusion in the mind of the reader.
Sincerely,
Frieda Weise
Deputy Director
Health Sciences Library

The installation of these new
racks comes in response to a request
by Dr. Robert Bennett, UMAB Faculty
Senate president (who had received
several requests from students), to
supply those who pedaled in to work
or class with additional bike racks.
Facilities management notes that
use of these facilities will be free and
available on a first come, first served
basis.

CoSy Introduction
Aworkshop geared toward new or
hesitant users of CoSy, the free
electronic conferencing system
available to all UMAB faculty, staff
and students, is being held Thursday, June 16, from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the Historical Room of the Health
Sciences Library. Topics to be
covered include getting into the
system, overview of the basic
commands, uses of the conferencing and mail subsystems and exiting from the system.
CoSy allows groups of people
with similar interests to exchange
messages through either the conferencing or mail subsystems.
The types and purposes of the
conferences vary, but include
those for information exchange,
technical support, committee
work and general group discus. sion. Call x7996 or stop by the
reference·desk to reserve a place
in the June 16 class.

Conferences: Neuroradiology, UMMS,
Rad. conf. rm., 7:30 a.m. Clinical
Neurosurgery, UMMS, rm. NBW74,
7:30 a.m. Clinical Neurosciences,
UMMS, rm. NBW74, 9 a.m. Clinical
Neuropathology, UMMS, rm. NBW74,
10:30 a.m. Morbidity and Mortality,
UMMS, Ped. conf. rm., 10:30 a.m. Solid
Tumor, UMCC, 9th fl. , A wing conf. rm.,
4 p.m.
Seminar: Orthopedic Surgery, UMMS,
· rm. G-1258, 7:15 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Radiation Oncology,
UMMS, rm. SlA25, 4:30 p.m.
Meeting: Noontime Serenity, weekly
Al-Anon/ACOA group, Newman Center,
noon.

V
Bargain ol
Square
A new, gourmet express cafe has arrived at UMAB and this month's bargain lets you sample the fare with a
freebie included. Cafe on the
Square, at 11 South Paca Street,
(near the Equitable bank in the University Square building) offers a
wide variety of wholesome, delicious
food, served promptly to meet your
busy schedule. And during the
month of June; with the purchase of
any salad, sandwich or pasta salad,
you'll receive a free medium size
fountain soda. Just tell them you

ON4
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THURSDAY. 2

Data Date
ACHI Software Demonstrations .
GGEAR Data Set
Noon to 1 p.m.
Room G-F-1
Dental School
Academic Computing/Health Informatics presents demonstrations of academic software in a brown-bag lunch · ·
forum. The GGEAR Data Set is that of
"The National Health Interview Survey,
1984 Supplement on Aging." This is a
rich data set that resides on the IBM
4341 and is available for use by anyone
in the UMAB community.
Conferences: Medical, "Stroke
and Stroke Rehabilitation," UMMS,
rm. N4W44, 4 p.m. Orthopedic Surgery,
·:complication and Dilemma," UMMS,
rm : G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Anesthesiology, UMMS,
rm. S8810, 7 a.m.
Meeting: Alcoholism Therapy, Redwood
Hall, conf. rm., 1:30 p.m.

FRIDAY. 3

Springtime
Pleasure
Plaza Playtime
Featuring Terry & Rob
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
University Plaza
Take a break from your busy workday to
enjoy the music of Terry and Rob while
soaking up some noonday sun. Pit beef
barbecue sandwiches, hot dogs, ice
cream, snacks and soda are available at a
reasonable price.
Conference: Medico-Surgical, "Thoracic
Conference," UMMS, Borges conf. rm., ·
4p.m.
Grand Rounds: UMCC, 9th fl., C wing
conf. rm., noon; Neurology, UMMS,
rm. NBW74, 1:30 p.m.
Service Rounds: Medical, UMMS,
rm. 3-1151, 11:30 a.m.

SATURDAY .• 3

At the Movies
The office of student services reminds all faculty, staff and students
that it has reduced-price ·movie
tickets for your purchase. Tickets
regularly costing $5 cari be obtained
for only $3 and they're good at more
than 10 theaters in and around Baltimore. Stop by room 308, Baltimore Student Union, and buy as
many as you like. Tickets are good
at all shows, all year.

Grand Rounds: Urology, UMMS,
rm. NGE18, 10 a.m.

MONDAY•6
Conferences: Hematology, UMCC,
9th fl., C wing conf. rm., 12:30 p.m.
Otthopedic Surgery, "Spinal and Major
Trauma," UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Meeting: "Friends of Bill Wilson, " IPHB,
rm. PMG-02, 12:15 p.m.
Seminar: Pharmacology & Experimental Therapeutics, "Inhibition of Nerve
Growtb Factor Activity: A Novel Action ·of
Organophosphates," by Dr. Frederick C.
Kauffman, HH, rm. 426, noon.

' - - - - - - - - - -l[Ji - - - - - - - - - - -

--

Seminar: Orthopedic Surgery, UMMS,
rm. G-1258, 7:15 p.m.
Meeting: Noontime Serenity, weekly
Al-Anon/ACOA group, Newman Center,
noon.

THURSDAY. 9

of the Month
re Meal Deal
read about the special in The
VOICE.
The cafe opens at 7 a.m. serving breakfast treats. At lunch time,
there are homemade soups, pasta,
salads and sandwiches served on
your choice of fresh, daily baked
breads. Cafe on the Square puts together party trays and, with a minimum order of $15, will deliver
complete, boxed lunches to UMAB
and UMMS. Whether you eat in or
carry out it's a good deal on a square
meal.

The

Roadto
Exallena
3 to 5 p.m.
Davidge Hall
The first of three celebratory programs
in honor of the Health Sciences Library's 175th anniversary. Featured
speakers from each of the six professional schools will identify the major
milestones in the development ·of their
schools and the impact of these developments on the campus, the profession
and the greater "community of caregivers." For more information, call

!S~UARE

For Sale

Stereo, AM/FM receiver 100 W/channel
nearly new, $250; Stereo cassette-receiver
AM/FM, w/2 speakers, small system in excellent condition, $100; Desk (wood grain)
w/file drawer & side drawers, $50; Computer,
laptop TRS-80, model 100 w/cassette recorder, software, manuals and books, $250;
Calculators, programmable TI-95 Texas Instr.
w/manuals, $80; Sharp programmable
w/Basic and manual, $40. Call Holly, x7227.
Moving Sale, 3BR dressers, two w/mirrors
(opt.). Doctor's office love seat and two
chairs. Miscellaneous items. Queen size bed
and two twin beds. Best offers. Jim Buffo,
MIEMSS, 922-0707.
Mustang, LX-85, 5.0 litre, auto w/overdrive,
air, power locks & windows, AM/FM cassette,
$7,250. Call 671~9594 after 6 p.m.
Sailboat, AMF Force 5, incl. trailer, excel.
cond., $1,150. Call 356-2229 or x2171.

For Rent
Apt., Roland Pk., 2BR, bath, LR, DR, Kitch.,

WID, excel. cond., avail. June 1, $675/mo.

plus util. Call (a) 235-0191.
Home, Belair Rd. near White Ave., 2/3BR,
club bsmnt.-/BR opt., 2 bath, enclosed porch
w/hot tub, finished bsmnt. w/bar, W/W carpet, W/D, $624/mo. Call 426-7430, leave
message or call Cindy, x5050; Pat, x5328.

Apts., renov. 2/3BR, 5 min. from UMAB,

CAC, D/W, sec. sys., frpl., laundry facil. avail.
Call 539-2553.
Townhouses, 3BR, 2 bath, kitch., D/W, CAC,
sec. sys., backyd. avail, 4 blks. from UMAB.
Call 539-2553.
Apt., SW Balto. Co., furnished, 2nd floor of
colonial home, 20 min. from campus, $330/
mo. incl. util. Call 833-5596.
'--

Miscellaneous
Computer Tutor, hands on instruction,
WordPerfect, Lotus 123, your place or mine.
Call 486-0432.
Kings Dominion, CC Jams 2nd annual trip
to Ki9gs Dominion, June 25, for tickets or
further info. contact Cyndy, x7200.
Postdoctoral Research Associate, position
available in biochemistry dept., University of
Maryland Dental School. Ph.D. in Biochemistry required with interest in molecular biology. Experience in one of the
following areas desirable: Protein biochemistry, especially membrane receptors; enzymology and molecular biology. Salary
commensurate with experience. Submit curriculum vitae with three references to: Prof.
Y.F. Chang, 666 W. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, MD 21201.

x7996.

See story on page 2.
Conferences: Medical, "Stroke and
Stroke Rehabilitation Conference,"
UMMS, rm. N4W44, 4 p.m. Orthopedic
Surgery, "Complication and Dilemma,"
UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Gnnd Rounds: Anesthesiology, UMMS,
rm. S8B10, 7 a.m.
Meeting: Alcoholism Therapy, Redwood
Hall, conf. rm., 1:30 p.m.
·

TUESDAY. 7
Health Sciences Library Open House
1:30 to 5 p.m.
Health Sciences Library
Join the Health Sciences Library in
celebrating its 175th anniversary. Dr.
Edward N. Brandt, Jr., chancellor, will
offer opening remarks followed by' a
ribbon-cutting ceremony to introduce
the Current Contents data base. Following the reception, all are-invited to
attend the Chancellor's Colloquium,
"Middle-aged Kin Keepers: Stress in
Family Caregivers," at 4 p.m. in the
Historical Room.
See story on page 2.
Conferences: Medical, "Surgical Skills
Teaching Lab," BRB, Dissec. rm., 8 a.m.
Medical, "Teaching Rounds," UMMS, rm.
lOW and 4A, 3 p.m. Leuk.!Lymphoma,
UMCC, 9th fl., A wihg conf. rm., 4 p.m.
Medical, "Private and University Service
X-ray Conference," DtMMS, rm. G-1258,
4:30 p.m.
Gnnd Rounds: Ophthalmology, UMMS,
Departmental Office, 1:30 p.m.
· Lecture: Ophthalmology, UMMS,
rm. N6W97, 3:30 p.m.

Classified

Summer under
the Big Top

FRIDAY• 10

n June I, you'll think the
circus has come to town.
Right to University HospiPlaza Playtime
tal, in fact, as a circus
Featuring Mike White
tent goes up on Greene
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
·street
next
to the ambulatory serUniversity Plaza
vices
entrance.'
But the variety of
Let the music of Mike White draw you
acts
under
the
big
top will be culiaway from your desk for some al fresco
nary attractions, not wild anim~ls
·lunchtime dining. Brown bag it or buy
and acrobats. Dining al fresco will
it at the plaza. Pit beef barbecue, hot
continue 6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. each
dogs and assorted other snacks are sold
day during the summer as Univeron site.
Conference: Medico-Surgical, "Thoracic sity Hospital renovates the cafeteria.
Because seating under the tent is
Conference," UMMS, Borges conf. rm.,
limited, plans are under way to lo4p.m.
cate additional seating areas. The
Gnnd Rounds: UMCC, 9th fl., C wing
conf. rm., noon.Neurology, UMMS, rm. tent menu will include daily specials, and there will be weekly events
NBW74, 1:30 p.m.

Daytime Delight

Service Rounds: Medical, UMMS,
rm. 3-1151, 11:30 a.m.
Conferences: Neuroradiology, UMMS, • Sixth Annual Resident Disputations:
Rad. conf. rm., 7:30 a.m. Clinical
Surgery, 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Davidge
Neurosurgery, UMMS, rm. NBW74,
·,Hall. Resident presentations will be dis7:30 a.m. Clinical Neurosciences,
cussed by visiting professors, Dr. John
UMMS, rm. NBW74, 9 a.m. Clinical
Ca'rdea from University of Virginia and
Neuropathology, UMMS, rm. NBW74,
Dr. Steve Gunther from The Washington
10:30 a.m. Morbidity and Mortality,
Hospital Center. In addition, Drs. Cardio
UMMS, Ped. conf. rm., 10:30 a.m. Solid
and Gunther will offer lectures.
Tumor, UMCC, 9th fl., A wing conf. rm.,
4p.m.

WEDNESDAY. 8

SATURDAY. 11

Gnnd Rounds: Urology, UMMS,
rm. NGE18, 10 a.m.

'
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and giveaways in connection with
big top dining.
After the cafeteria closes on
June I for approximately 20 weeks,
construction workers will gut the
entire facility-including the serving areas-,-and install a new ceiling,
new lighting and new floors. When
complete, the new cafeteria will feature additional two- and four-person
seating. After hours, there will be
seating for employees and visitors
who use the vending machines located near the rotunda. In short, the
space will be remodeled to resemble
a quiet restaurant rather than a hectic cafeteria.

VOICE
Task Forces Aid Transition to New UM System
· ht task forces created by
President John Toll have been
eeting for the past several
weeks to study major issues
·nvolving the transition to the
new University of Maryland System
and to advise the new Board of
Regents as it begins developing policies for the new system.
The task forces which have
members from all 11 campuses in
the new system presented status reports on such issues as graduate education, funding guidelines, and
alumni and development at an initial meeting May 12. Each group reported its recommendations to a
council of presidents and chancellors representing the 11 campuses.
UMAB is represented on all
task forces, and Chancellor Edward
N. Brandt, Jr. chairs one of the
key groups, the Task Force on
Accountability.
The following is a list of members appointed to each task force.
(Names from other campuses were
not checked for spelling.)

Task Force on Statewide
Graduate Education and
Research
David S. Sparks, chair, V.P. academic affairs, Grad. Studies and Research, (UMCA); Ida G. Brandon,
dean, Grad. and Continuing Ed.,
. (Bowie State); Peter Valletutti, dean,
Graduate Studies, (Coppin State);
Joe Malak, dean, Grad. Studies and
Extended Ed., (Frostburg State);
Keith Conners, dean, School of Ed.
and Professional Studies, (Salisbury
State); Robert Caret, provost, (Towson State); Catherine R. Gira,
provost, (U. Baltimore); Stephen
Max, School of Medicine, (UMAB);
Patricia Prescott, School of Nursing,
(UMAB); Hugh D. Graham, History,
(UMBC); John B. Slaughter, chancellor, (UMCP); Jacob Goldhaber,
acting dean, Grad. Studies and
Research, (UMCP); Irwin Goldstein,
chair, Psychology, (UMCP); Sandra
Greer: Chemistry & Biochemistry
(UMCP); Steve Reback, Coordinator
of UMEES; Milton A. Grodsky, dean,
Grad. Studies and Research, (UMUC);
Raymond J. Miller, V.P. and dean,
Agriculture, (UMAES/UMCES); Larry
Stewart, chair, Ag. Engineering,
(UMCES/UMAES); Ian Morris, director, (UMCEES).

Task Force on Peer
Institutions
Hoke L. Smith, chair, president
(Towson State); Kathleen Walton,
asst. to president, (Bowie State);
Carlton Molette, V.P. academic affairs, (Coppin State); Dan Pantaleo,
V.P. academic affairs, (Frostburg
State); Sharon Rubin, dean, School

of Liberal Arts, (Salisbury State);
Annette Exell, asst. to president,
(Towson State); M. Lou Luchsinger,
asst. provost, (U. Baltimore); Barbara Heller, School of Nursing,
(UMAB); George Lanoue, Policy Science, (UMBC); Michael Nacht, dean,
School of Public Affairs, (UMCP);
William L. Thomas, vice chancellor,
Student Affairs, (UMCP); Mortimer
Neufville, dean, School of Ag. Sciences, (UMES); David C. Montgomery, assoc. vice chancellor, academic
affairs, (UMUC); Darrell Heuth,
chair, Dept. Ag. and Resource Educ.,
(UMCES/UMAES); Ian Morris, director, (UMCEES).

Arts & Humanities, (UMCP); George
Callcott, dept. of history, (UMCP);
Edward V. Ellis, V.C. academic affairs, (UMES); Julie E. Porosky, V.C.,
Statewide Programs, (UMUC);
Harvey Shelton, asst. to director
(UMCES); Dennis Westhoff, chair,
Animal Sciences, (UMAES); Dennis
Taylor, Horn Point Environmental
Laboratory, (UMCEES).

Task Force on Faculty
Council

T. Benjamin Massey, chair,
chancellor, (UMUC); Elaine BourneHeath, chair, Communications,
(Bowie State); Amos White IY, chair,
Humanities, (Bowie State); Gilbert
Daley, (Coppin State); John Furlong,
(Coppin State); James Perry, Biology
&
vice chair, Statewide Faculty SenTask Force on
ate,
(Frostburg State); Steve SimpAccountability
son, Political Science, (Frostburg
Edward N. Brandt, Jr., chair,
State); A. Nayland Page, (Salisbury
chancellor, (UMAB); John T. Wolfe,
State); Norman Johnson, (Salisbury
Jr., provost, (Bowie State); Ronnie
State); Edwin Hirschmann, History
L. Collins, acting dean, Arts and Sci- and president Statewide Faculty
ences, (Coppin State); Alfred Powell, Senate, (Towson State); Michael
assoc. V.P. for academic affairs,
O'Pecko, Modern Languages, (Tow(Frostburg State); K. Nelson Butler,
son State); Richard Caston, SociolV.P., academic affairs, (Salisbury
ogy, (U. Baltimore); Marilyn Oblak,
State); Helen Giles-Gee, asst. to the
president, Faculty Senate, Informapresident, (Towson State); M. Lou
tion & Quantitative Sciences, (U.
Luchsinger, asst. provost, (U. BalBaltimore); James Karesh, Medical
timore); Robert Bennett, Dental
School, (UMAB); Leslie Gartner,
School, (UMAB); Phillip Sokolove,
Dental School, (UMAB); Fred Gorassoc. dean, Arts and Sciences,
mack, Chemistry, (UMBC); Arthur
(UMBC); Jay R. Dorfman, dean, Col- Pitlenger, Math & Statistics,
lege of Computer, Mathematical, and (UMBC); Richard Farrell, History,
Physical Sciences, (UMCP); Joyce
(UMCP); Andrew Wolvin, chairman,
Peoples, asst. to the V.C. academic
Campus Senate, (UMCP); Rose Marie
affairs, (UMES); Margaret FrenchOster, German, (UMCP); Jane Clark,
Bartow, director, Institutional Plan- PERH, (UMCP); Leon Copeland,
ning, (UMUC); Gerald Jubb, Ag. Exchair, Senate (UMES); David Alls,
periment Station, (UMCP); Mildred
chair, Faculty Assembly, (UMES);
Smith, Ag. Extension Service,
Adelaide A. Langnese, Undergradu(UMAES); Ken Tenore, head,
ate Studies, (UMUC); Joseph E.
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory,
Goldsmith, assoc. dir., Graduate
(UMCEES).
Programs, (UMUC); Henry Brooks,
head, Lower Eastern Shore Research
& Ed. Center, (UMCES); Richard
Task Force on Mission
Curran, Baltimore County Faculty,
Format
H. Mebane Turner, chair, presi- (UMCES); Thomas E. Malone, Horn
· Point Environmental Laboratory,
dent (U. Baltimore); Henry Ray(UMCEES).
mond, Behavioral Sciences &
Human Services, (Bowie State);
Shirley Stokes, director, Office of
Task Force for Student
Planning and Accreditation, (Coppin Council
State); Dan Pantaleo, V.P. academic
Calvin W. Burnett, chair, presiaffairs, (Frostburg State); Francis
dent, (Coppin State); Timothy
Kane, chair, Long Range Planning
McFadden, SCA president (Bowie
Committee, (Salisbury State);
State); Darlene Proctor, president,
Robert Caret, provost and V.P. acaStudent Senate, (Coppin State);
demic affairs, (Towson State);
John Schoener, SCA, (Frostburg
Catherine R. Gira, provost, (U. BalState); Kelli Rogers, president, Stutimore); David Hardcastle, School of dent Senate, (Salisbury State);
Social Work and Community PlanVictoria Francese, president, SGA,
ning, (UMAB); Adam Yarmolinsky,
(Towson State); Dorothy Siegel, V.P.,
provost and V.C. academic affairs,
Student Services, (Towson State);
(UMBC); James Lesher, acting dean, Sharon Sirota, president, SCA, (U.
Baltimore); Gordon Bell, Dental
School, (UMAB); Karen Kendall,
School of Social Work and Community Planning, (UMAB); Rodney
Tyson, student regent, (UMCP);
David Penn, student (UMES);
Richard H. Houck, Jr. graduate
student, (UMUC).

' - - - - - - - - - - - - -[]

Task Force for Alumni
and Development
Michael K. Hooker, chair. chancellor, (UMBC); Zola Boone, V.P.,
Planning and Development, (Bo~ie
State); Charles Wright, V.P., Institutional Advancement, (Coppin State);
Coleen Peterson, dir., Alumni Affairs, (Frostburg State); Gary
Pielemeier, V.P., Research and Development, (Salisbury State); Sally
Souris, V.P. Institutional Advancement, (Towson State); Sheldon Caplis, V.P. Institutional Development,
(U. Baltimore); Doreen Rosenthal,
asst. dean for development, School
of Law, (UMAB); Theodore Milek,
vice Chancellor, Institutional Advancement, (UMBC); Bud Edwards,
vice chancellor, Institutional Advancement, (UMCP); Reese Cleghorn, dean, College of Journalism,
(UMCP); George Dieter, dean, College of Engineering, (UMCP); John
Williams, dir. , Development,
(UMES); Allan F. Hershfield, exec.
vice chancellor, (UMUC); Jean Lawson, dir., alumni affairs, (UMCES/
UMAES); Bill Outhouse, assoc. dir.,
Administration, (UMCEES).

Task Force for Funding
Guidelines
William Kirwan, chair, vice
chancellor, academic affairs, act.
president to be, (UMCP); Edwin R.
Golden, V.P. Business and Financial
Affairs, (Bowie State); Gregory
Davis, V.P. Business and Financial
Affairs, (Coppin State); Richard
Metz, V.P. Administrative Services,
(Frostburg State); Richard Pusey,
dir., Business and Finance, (Salisbury State); Donald Mcculloh, V.P.
Business and Finance, (Towson
State); Sidney Stern, dean, Merrick
School of Business, (U. Baltimore);
Marion Ball, assoc. vice chancellor,
Information Resource Management
Division, (UMAB); Mark E. Behm,
vice Chancellor, Administrative Affairs, (UMBC); Joseph Gilmour, exec.
assistant to the chancellor, (UMCP);
Charles F. Sturtz, vice chancellor,
Administrative Affairs, (UMCP), Ron
Holden, vice chancellor, Administrative Affairs, (UMES); Vida J. Bandis,
vice chancellor, Administration,
(UMUC); William Coffindaffer, asst.
V.P., Ag. Affairs, (UMAES); Ian
Morris, dir., (UMCESS).

State Senator Hollinger Speaks to
Nursing Health Policy Class
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School of Pharmacy
Focuses on Elderly
in Rural Areas

F

rom the lower Eastern Shore
to western and southern ·
Maryland. To parts of Virginia,
West Virginia and Delaware.
Later to Pennsylvania. Now to
Washington state, Kansas, Florida,
and New England. That's the onward
and outward progress of an innovative University of Maryland program
in geropharmacy for rural community pharmacists which in three
years has evolved into a broad-based
relationship with colleges of pharmacy and professional associations
throughout the United States.
Brainchild of a University of
Maryland research team led by Dr.
Peter P. Lamy, the School of Pharmacy's assistant dean for gerontology and special projects, Dr. Edward
Ansello, director of the Center on
Aging, UMCP, and Madeline Feinberg, assistant clinical professor and
director of the School of Pharmacy's
Elder Health, the program was cooperatively designed in 1985 to focus
on elderly persons in non-urban
areas and their need for health and
community services to improve the
quality of their lives. Chief among
those needs: pharmacy services,
since in many rural areas the pharmacist is the primary contact between elderly citizens and the entire
health care system.
In the program's initial phase,
funded by the Andrus Foundation,
the Lamy-Ansello-Feinberg team utilized current research and new
equipment to upgrade the aging-

-

related skills of individual rural
pharmacists. Continuing education
presentations were scheduled in
various parts of Maryland and contiguous states on weekends and evenings at the convenience of busy
pharmacists. It was, s~ys Lamy,
"very labor intensive."
In phase II, slated to begin this
August, the team will train groups
of pharmacy faculty and leaders in
pharmacy organizations by presenting a two- or three-day cooperative
program in geropharmacy at colleges of pharmacy and professional
associations. Among the latter is
Lamda Kappa Sigma, the largest fraternity of women pharmacists,
whose officers, once trained, will in
turn give training sessions for their
chapters throughout the United
States. Again, the Andrus Foundation is the funding source, with a
new grant of $160,000 for 18
months.
"We'll divide the country," says
Lamy of his team members, "and
present a different version of the
eight-week Phase I project. But we'll
also invite faculty to participate in
each area and bring to us their particular concerns. Then we'll be
available to the colleges to spend
an extra day on those individual
issues." Lamy adds that the program
is unique in the nation and hopes
that the next step is a "massive"
evaluation to prove its effectiveness:
"Our purpose ultimately is to
change health care for the elderly in
rural areas."

hy is it happening that
important bioethical
issues-euthanasia,
abortion, surrogacy,
AIDS testing, to name a
few-are being written and talked
about so much in the newspapers
and on TV shows? What are some of
the reasons for the public's awareness of these life-and-death matters
as they concern health
professionals?"
·
The questions were posed recently by State Senator Paula Hollinger (D., 11th, Baltimore Co.) who
visited a School of Nursing graduate
class in nursing health policy to
speak on "Bioethics/Wrap-up of the
'88 Session." Hollinger suggested
that sophisticated medical technology is one factor in increased awareness of such issues: new respirators,
for example, are keeping more people alive at both ends of the life
span, forcing agonizing decisions by
families of terminal patients, young
and old. And more and more often,
she warned, nurses will be included
in ethical considerations that were
unthinkable to earlier generations of
health care practitioners.
Looking back on the 1988
Maryland General Assembly, Hollinger, a registered nurse, said that
state lawmakers tended to reflect national divisions on important bioethical questions. During her 10
years as a legislator, Hollinger has

sponsored a number of bills 'dealing
with such problems, but she noted
that in most cases, two strongly opposed points of view virtually guarantee that the same issues will be
considered for legislative action annually. She urged the students to be
familiar with such issues, both professionally and personally.
Hollinger's visit to the School
of Nursing was arranged and coordinated by Dr. Nan B. Hechenberger,
dean; Dr. Barbara R. Heller, chairman and professor of the school's
department of education, administration and health policy, and Dr.
Barbara E. Hanley, assistant professor in the same department.
Ruth Walsh

Medical School Appoints New Director of
Substance Abuse

D

r. David R. McDuff has been
appointed director of sub.
stance abuse programs for
the School of Medicine and
the UM Medical System. He
was also appointed assistant pro- ,
fessor of psychiatry in the medical
school.
McDuffs appointment was announced by Dr. John Talbott, chairman of the department of psychiatry
in the UM School of Medicine and
director of the Institute of Psychiatry and Human Behavior, UMMS.
A graduate of the University of
South Alabama, College of Medicine,
McDuff will be responsible for expanding services to the community
and enlarging UMMS inpatient detoxification services for patients
Ruth Walsh with alcohol, drug and combined
substance abuse.
In the medical school, McDuff
is charged with enhancing drug
abuse education programs and will
work with Dr. Harold Crossley of the

Dental School who is chairman of
the universitywide Committee on
Educational Programs in
Alcoholism.
Before accepting the Maryland
post, McDuff was clinical assistant
professor of psychiatry at the Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences in Bethesda. Prior
to that he was principal advisor on
substance abuse issues to the Commanding General of the U.S. Armed
Forces in Europe.
McDuff is certified in psychiatry by the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology and is a
member of the American Psychiatric
Association and the Academy of Psychosomatic Medicine.
His psychiatric skills were used
in several international hostage retrieval missions to the Middle East
and Pakistan, including the Achille
Lauro and Pan Am 73 hijackings.
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Portrait of Distinguished
Dean Displayed in
.
Davidge Hall

A

dd to the venerable walls of
Davidge Hall the portrait of
Dr. John M. Dennis, retiring
dean of the School of Medicine. The image of Dennis
on canvas joins the likene$ses of distinguished personalities in the history of the medical school.
The portrait shows Dennis, clad
in academic gown, in front of the
old biochemistry ovens in Chemical
Hall. The painting was unveiled during May 7 ceremonies at the annual
Medical Alumni Association of the
University of Maryland banquet at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
Baltimore.
.
"It is an honor that the alumni
association thought enough of me to
have the painting done," says Dennis, adding he was very happy.
: Jean Thompson, exectJtive :director of the Medical Alumni Asso-,
ciation, says the association was ·· ·
pleased to commission the painting
of Dennis. "The board of directors is
indebted to Dr. Dennis for his interest and support of the alumni during his tenure. This was a way to
express our appreciatiqn,"
Thompson says.

The pl inting was done by famow-:. American portrait paint-.~r
.Herbert Abrams of Connecticut.
Abrams has created portraits of former President Jimmy Carter for the
White House collection, and General
William Westmoreland for West
Point and the Pentagon.
Dennis says he encouraged the
painter to use Davidge Hall as the
setting for the portrait. The painting
was done.in three sittings in which
the artist sketched and photographed him.
Quincey Johnson

/\ 1edicol School dean John M . Dennis,
ieft, stor.ds with Herbert J\brams, H.~:
famed American po rtrait pointer who
created the portrait of the retiring dean
which will hang in Davidge Hall.
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VOICE
influence of alcohol. However, teenagers often believe that the negative
consequences will not happen to
them, therefore warnings and inany teenagers, too young
creased knowledge do little to deter
to drive themselves, are
their behavior." That is the reason,
willing to ride in autoDiBlasio adds, that it is important to
mobiles with drivers
discover how teenagers develop _
under the influence of
their attitudes about drinking and
alcohol, a University of Maryland
driving.
researcher says.
The study, published earlier
Dr. Frederick DiBlasio, assistant this year in the Journal of Studies
professor in the School of Social
on Alcohol, surveyed 384 randomly
Work and Community Planning, in
selected students in six public and
a study entitled "Predriving Riders
private schools in a city in Virginia.
and Drinking Drivers," found that
Saying that peer pressure con69 percent of surveyed predrivers (13 - tributes to teens drinking and drivto 16 years old) had ridden in autoing, DiBlasio recommends that
mobiles operated by a drinking
programs to counsel ·teens who
driver at some time. Of the same
drink and drive should include the
group of teenagers, 20 percent repredriving passengers to "increase
ported they ride with drinking
the likelihood that peer influence
drivers at least once or twice a
will work in prosocial ways."
month to once or twice a week. In
The study suggests that because
his study, DiBlasio calls the act of
teenagers who ride with drinking
riding with a drinking driver
drivers do not face formal punish"RIDING."
ment, they are more inclined to
"Frequency _of RIDING among
continue the behavior. DiBlasio says
predriving youth warrants increased
teenagers who observe their role
efforts in research and prevention
models drinking and driving are
targeted at this age group," DiBlasio more likely to exhibit the behavior
says in the study. "Predriving
themselves.
RIDING youth are at risk for autoAccording to the Presidential
mobile accidents and they provide
Commission on Drunk Driving,
encouragement and support for
drinking and driving cause approxdrinking drivers."
imately 25,000 deaths each year in
DiBlasio says driving under the
the United States. Teenagers are ininfluence may be the end of a devolved in drinking and driving accivelopmental progression which indents more than any other age
cludes observing drinking drivers,
group, making alcohol-related acciriding with drinking drivers fredents the leading cause of adolescent
quently during predriving years and
death.
drinking and driving when securing
In 1987, the Maryland State Poa driver's license.
lice reported 33,017 drunken driving
In a previous study of high
arrests, including 20 for drivers unschool students, 78 percent reported der 16, 418 for drivers between 16
riding with drinking drivers at some and 17 years old and 2,451 for
time, with 36 percent claiming they
drivers 18 to 20 years old.
have on a regular basis.
DiBlasio, in the study, notes:
Quincey Johnson
"Most teenagers are aware of the
dangers involved when a driver oper. ates a motor vehicle while under the

Too Many Teens _Ride
with Drinking Drivers

M

Dancers Fight Cancer

M embers of A erobic Tune-Up proudly present Dr. Allen Schwartz, head of the UM
Children's Cancer Center, with a check for nearly $1 5,000, raised through the cierobic
exercise organization's recent dance-a -thon. The check was presented in memory of
Keith Baker, a 17-year-o ld who died of _leukemia. Pictured left to right are M ary Ann
Ahrens cind Kathy M elewski, both of A erobic Tu ne-Up; Shirley and Ed Baker; and
Dr. Schwartz.

Educating Europe
HANDLING AIDS AND
ADDICTIONS IN THE
WORKPLACE

A

IDS, alcoholism and drug
abuse have become serious
problems for Americans,
but they are problems
which affect societies world
wide. When Dr. Dale Masi, professor
in the School of Social Work and
Community Planning, traveled to
Europe as an American Participation
Lecturer this spring, she found
three countries hungry for information about these problems and solutions for their affected people.
Masi is considered by many an
expert in the area of employee assistance programs. EAPs, as they're
known, enable employers to help
employees in the workplace who are

''They hadn't put a price
tag on what this abuse
does to the workplace."
coping with AIDS or trying to kick
their alcohol and drug abuse habits.
Given her knowledge on the
subject, Masi was invited by Austria,
England and Poland, through the
United States Information Agency, to
speak on AIDS, drugs and alcohol.
Meetings and lectures were held
with researchers and faculty members in the countries' rehabilitation
units, as well as with teenagers in
schools.
"There is no doubt that the
subjects of alcoholism, drug addiction and AIDS cross all political
· barriers," says Masi. "The Polish
professionals literally devoured each
piece of material I had, and wanted
more." There was great interest
from the Polish professionals on alcoholism in the workplace and how
the United States' programs are designed and set up. Masi notes that
the Polish had never considered alcoholism's effect on productivity.
"They hadn't put a price tag on what
this abuse does to the workplace,"
she adds.
Alcoholism is a major problem
in Poland and the professionals Masi
met with freely admitted that 70
percent of their judges' time was
spent on alcoholism cases. America's
approach to addiction and our support of the Alcoholics Anonymous
movement was particularly interesting to the Polish who felt they
need more out-patient programs for
alcoholics.
In Austria one of the major
concerns was educating teenagers
and family members about drugs.
"We had much discussion about the
different kinds of drugs and their effect,'.' says Masi. "They didn 't have a
lot of this information." But, like
Poland, alcoholism proved to be of
even greater interest and most questions were about the disease of
alcoholism.
The subject of AIDS brought
many questions concerning how we
educate young people about AIDS,
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the U.S. statistics on AIDS, how
they were developed and if they were
reliable. "AIDS education is .required
to be taught to all children in Austria beginning in the sixth grade,"
says Masi, with medical doctors
doing most of the AIDS educating in
the schools.
Issues of alcoholism and its
treatment were raised during question with professionals in England.
"England is ambivalent about controlled drinking," says Masi. "Controlled drinking meaning that when
one is diagnosed as alcoholic one
does not necessarily have to abstain." Because this attitude is not
supported in the United States, Masi
found the discussion an excellent
opportunity to explain the U.S.'s rationale. Employee assistance programs were of great interest to the
English who are beginning to see
they will, in the near future, need to
begin similar programs in their own .
country.
According to Masi, these Euro- pean countries do not have a positive impression of the American
corporate world, seeing it as much
more exploitive. All three countries
were amazed to learn about programs such as child care, programs
for elder care of employees' parents,
as well as alcoholism and drug programs being offered and paid for by
American business. That these programs are confidential on the patients' behalf and that American
business would offer counseling to ·
persons with drug problems as well
as alcoholism, were a surprise to her
audiences.
"For every one alcoholic, four
people suffer," says Masi. "These
folks need access to information."
Upon returning to Maryland, Masi
has been designing curricula for the
countries to use in educating their
people about alcoholism and drug
addiction as well as AIDS. Although
the opportunity for professional exchange with persons from other
countries was an incredible intellectual experience, says Masi, she particularly found their openness and
willingness to discuss these subjects
reassuring.

Jennifer Sheets

Tl\e VOICE on Vacation

With publieahon'. ohhe') une. 2f .-

issue oLThe ·VOICE,'the office of·
institutional advancenient wm,,·''\'
stop production of our bi-weekly
paper for two m()11ths. Puring/
t~<>s~ two months w<.IL_he Jedesigrting an<,I upd~tit1g Tf,ze
VOICE, whkh ~il{fet1;1rn 'ih }ts
. new and improved _format on <,
Monday, August 29. · · :,';, _ ,.
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·VOICE
School of Nursing in Forefront with New
Ethics Offering

0

.

ne of only five nurse philosophers in the United
States is on the faculty of
the UMAB School of Nursing. She is also one of
only two with a full-time appointment at a school of nursing.
Dr. Sara T. Fry, whose field is
medical ethics, joined UMAB last fall
as an associate professor in the graduate program and was introduced to
part of the campus community last
January as one of several speakers
on ethics at a Forum Luncheon at
the University Club. Recently,
School of Nursing Dean Nan
Hechenberger announced that Fry
will direct a new research emphasis
in ethics within the existing doctoral program. It is the first offering
of its kind in the United States.
Fry says that the initiative reflects a trend of the times and a .
growing interest in funding studies
of the ethical aspects of decisionmaking. "At UMAB, in the direct
sphere of nursing," she notes, "it
will emphasize the description and
measurement of moral phenomena
of nursing practice and the ethical
dimensions of decision-making in
patient care."
Fry writes and speaks widely in
the field. She is editor of a special

issue on ethics to be published next
year in Nursing Clinics in North
America, editor of a regular column
on ethics in Nursing Outlook published by the American Academy of
Nursing, and this summer is serving
as chairman of the committee on
nursing ethics for The Virginia
Nurses' Association. Last March, she
gave the annual Honors Colloquium
Lecture at Southeastern Massachusetts University and during the past
several years, has made scores of
presentations nationwide on a wide
variety of topics in medical ethics.
She also represents the School of
Nursing on the UMAB Health-Law
Committee.
Fry holds a B.S.N. from the
University of South Carolina and an
M.S. in public health nursing from
the University of North Carolina.
She holds both M.A. and Ph.D.in
philosophy from Georgetown
University.

Tournament organizer Kevin Curley, left, and his teammates Rick Grochmal, locco
Vicchio and Gary Jones relax before they hit the links.

UMAB's Day on the Links

E

verything was right on par,
May 23, when more than 100
golfers hit the links for the
third annual UMAB Golf Tournament. The sun shone ·
brightly and a breeze blew at Sparrows Point Country Club as UMAB
faculty, staff, students and their
guests tee'd off. Ultimately, it was .
the team of Terry Reynolds, clinical
coordinator in the Medical School's
department of medical technology,
Tony Mills, Scott Collier and·Jeff
Parker which took first place
honors.
"This is our best turnout yet for
a tournament," said Kevin Curley,

Ruth Walsh

, Law School Will Hold Symposium on the
Chesapeake Bay
.
·

M

aryland's Critical Area
Protection Program,
adopted in 1984, has been
·
an innovative and successful initiative to protect the Chesapeake Bay. The act establishes a comprehensive program for regulating land use along
the bay's shores and tidal tributaries.
Its aim is to control harmful runoff
by managing development in an environmentally sensitive manner.
The challenges posed by the
program will be the subject of a daylong symposium at the School of
Law on June 24. Entitled "The Critical Area Program: Making It Work,"
the event is cooperatively sponsored
by the School of Law and the UM

VOICE

School of Public Affairs in cooperation with the Chesapeake Coastal
and Estuarine Policy Program.
Speakers include:· Jon Kusler,
author, Regulating Sensitive Lands;
Patrick Beaton, Center for Urban
Policy Research; Robert Gray, Resource Consultants; Barry L. Perkel,
director of planning, Queen Anne's
County; Lee Epstein, Maryland
Attorney General's Office; Sandy
Hillyer, -Chesapeake Bay Foundation;
and Robert Liberty, of 1000 Friends
of Oregon.
Moderators from the university
are Susan Hedman, School of Public
Affairs; Robert Percival, School of
Law; and Mark Sagoff, Institute for
Philosophy and Public Policy. Speaking at the luncheon will be Judge
Sol Liss, chairman of the Critical
Area Commission, and Sarah Taylor,
CAC executive director.
For further information, call
Percival, x8030.

budgetary affairs, who organized the
event. Ahd those who participated
also proclaimed it a success. Curley
noted that a fall tournament might
be organized as well.
Prizes were awarded in several
categories, including closest to the
pin, longest drive and highest team
score. Prizes included golf accessories, golf clubs and instructional
video tapes.
·

Meet Jane Weizmann
UMAB's New Compensation Manager

F

or Jane Weizmann, coming to
UMAB as the new classification/compensation manager
for the medical system and
professional schools also
meant coming home. Having spent
the past 10 years working in the
Philadelphia area, Weizmann is
happy to be back living in her former hometown, Annapolis.
Not only is she familiar with
the area, she's more than familiar
with her position. From 1977 to
1983, Weizmann was senior employment analyst with the U.S. Department of Labor in Philadelphia where
she researched occupations, jobs
and industries to determine wage
averages and trends. She then
moved on to Hay Management Consultants, also in Philadelphia, where
she spent three years as an associate
consultant to client organizations
on human resource management
issues including recruitment, salary
and employee benefits and employee
communications.
Her most recent position was
with Thomas Jefferson University in
Philadelphia where she was compensation manager. Much like ·uMAB,
· Thomas Jefferson University had a
population of 7,000 hospital, faculty
and corporate employees for whom
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Maryland at Baltimore by the office of institutional advancement, 511 W. Lombard
St., Baltimore, MD 21201. 328-7820.
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Ruth Walsh
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Calendar, Classifieds, telecommunications
. operator: Anthony Winder
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letters are welcomed. Please note that submissions for the calendar and classified sections
are due, in writing, no later than two weeks
before the date of publication.

she helped
develop wage
and salary
policies and
structures, the
merit pay and
performance
appraisal program and the
administration
of the human resource payroll/information system.
In her position at UMAB,
Weizmann sums up her role as defining job duties and appropriate salary levels. As class'ification/
compensation manager she is involved with the regrading of classifications. Weizmann finds her job
interesting because, "in this job, you
learn about so many different job titles and positions," she says. "What
people do is so interesting."
Although Weizmann has only
been at UMAB a few weeks, she is
looking forward to living in Mary- .
land again. And she, her huspand and two daughters are enjoying calling Annapolis ho~e . .

Jennifer Sheets
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MONDAY• 13
Conferences: Hematology, UMCC,
9th fl. , C wing conf. rm., 12:30 p.m.
Orthopedic Surgery, "Spinal and Major
Trauma," UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Meeting: "Friends of Bill Wilson, " IPHB,
rm. PMG-02, 12:15 p.m.

TUESDAY .14 .
Conferences: Medical, "Surgical Skills
Teaching Lab," BRB, Dissec. rm., 8 a.m.
Medical, "Teaching Rounds," UMMS,
rm. I0W and 4A, 3 p.m. Leuk.!Lymphoma, UMCC, 9th fl. , A wing conf.
rm., 4 p.m. Medical, "Private and University Service X-ray Conference,"
UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Ophthalmology, UMMS,
Departmental Office, 1:30 p.m.
Lecture: Ophthalmology, UMMS, rm.
N6W97, 3:30 p.m.

,-------Ballpark Figures-------,
Despite some very rainy weather, UMAB's 1988 Softball Tournament has
had an active and exciting season. Both Division I and Division II have
two teams titd for first place. But the season is young and there's still
time for the competition to get fierce. For all you softball fans, here are
the team standings as of June 1.
Division II
Record
Division I
Record
SM - Medlcine
3-0
2-0 SM - Pathology
SM - Biochemistry
3-0
2-0 UMMS - Diag.
SM - Genetics
1-0 Financial Affairs
2-1
UM Cancer Center
1-1
2-2 SM - Psychiatry
Neuroscience
1-3 Info. Resources
1-2
SM - Physiology
0-0 Central Animal Fae.
1-2-1
UMMS - Administration
0-0 Campus Police
0-2-1
UMMS - Pharmacy
0-2 SM - Medical Educ.
0-4

MONDAY · ·20

WEDNESDAY. 22

Conferences: Neuroradiology, UMMS,
Rad. conf. rm., 7:30 a.m. Clinico-neuropathological, UMMS, rm. B-1125, 9 a.m.
Clinical Neurology, IPHB, rm. PIG04,
10:30 a.m. Morbidity and Mortality,
UMMS, Ped. conf. rm., 10:30 a.m. Solid
Tumor, UMCC, 9th fl., A wing conf. rm.,
4 p.m.
Seminar: Orthopedic Surgery, UMMS,
rm. G-1258, 7:15 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Radiation Oncology,
UMMS, rm. SIA25, 4:30 p.m.
Meeting: Noontime Serenity, weekly
Al-Anon group, Newman Center, noon.
Course: Anesthesia, "Postop Renal
Failure," by Dr. B. Shin, UMMS, rm.
S8BI0, 4 p.rn.

Conferences: Hematology, UMCC,
9th fl., C wing,conf. rm., 12:30 p.m.
Orthopedic Surgery, "Spinal and Major
Trauma," UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Meeting: "Friends of Bill Wilson, " IPHB,
rm. PMG-02, 12:15 p.m . .

Conferences: Neuroradiology, UMMS,
Rad. conf. rm., 7:30 a.m. Clinico-neuropathological, UMMS, rm. B-1125, 9 a.m.
Clinical Neurology, IPHB, rm. P1G04,
10:30 a.m. Morbidity and Mortality,
UMMS, Ped. conf. rm., 10:30 a.m. Solid
Tumor, UMCC, 9th fl., Awing conf. rm.,
4p.m.
Seminar: Orthopedic Surgery, UMMS,
rm. G-1258, 7:15 p.m.
Meeting: Noontime Serenity, weekly
Al-Anon group, Newman Center, noon.
Course: Anesthesia, "Spinal Cord Injury," by Dr. C. MacKenzie, UMMS, rm.
S8B10, 4 p.m.

Conferences: Medical "Stroke and
Stroke Rehabilitation Conference,"
UMMS, rm. N4W44, 4 p.m. Orthopedic
Surgery, "Complication and Dilemma,"
UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Anesthesiology, "Beta
Blockade and Regional Anesthesia" and
"Cerebral Protection with Barbiturates,"
by Dr. M. Deringer, UMMS, rm. S8Bl0,
7a.m.
·
Meeting: Alcoholism Therapy, Redwood
Hall, conf. rm., 1:30 p.m.

FRIDAY• 17

Musical Midday
Magic
Plaza Playtime
Featuring Ellis Woodward
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
University Plaza
Head out of your office into the outdoors and enjoy the music of Ellis
Woodward. Pit beef barbecue, hot dogs,
snacks, sodas and ice cream are ·available for purchase.
Conference: Medico-Surgical, "Thoracic
Conference," UMMS, Borges conf. rm.,
4 p.m.
Grand Rounds: ,UMCC, 9th fl., C wing
conf. rm., noon. Neurology, IPHB, rm.
PIG04, 1:30 p.m.
Service Rounds: Medical, UMMS, rm.
3-1151, 11:30 a.m.

.

TUESDAY. 21
Conferences: Medical, "Surgical Skills
Teaching Lab," BRB, Dissec. rm., 8 a.m.
Medical, "Teaching Rounds," UMMS,
rm. l0W and 4A, 3 p.m. Leuk.!Lymphoma, UMCC, 9th fl., A wing conf.
rm., 4 p.m. Medical "Private and University Service X-ray Conference," UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Ophthalmology, UMMS,
Departmental Office, 1:30 p.m.
Lecture: Ophthalmology, UMMS, rm.
N6W97, 3:30 p.m.
Seminar: fJiological Chemistry, "Effects
of the Ca Channel Antagonist Galopamil
(D600) on Intramembrane Charge
Movements and Ca Release in Skeletal
Muscle," by Dr. Martin F. Schneider,"
HH, rm. 376, 4 p.m.

Fun in the Sun
Plaza Playtime
Featuring Mike White
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
University Plaza
Dine al fresco while listening to musical
entertainment. Soak up some sun or
just catch up on conversation with your
fellow UMABers.
·

A Tribute to Dean
John M. Dennis

. -' .

Reception
5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Atrium
Medical School Teaching Facility
is .by invitation
only.
Attendance
.
.

In Search Of... '.;
Searching the HSL Data Bases
Efficiently and Effectively
10 to 11:30 a.m.
Historical Room
Health Sciences Library
With the addition of HSL Current Contents to its family of data bases, the HSL
invites·you to attend· this works~op designed to familiarize users with:
• how to access both data bases
• the basic commands for effective
searching
• hints for efficient searching
• how the two data bases complement
each other
.
For more information or to register
for the workshop, please call x7996 or
stop by the reference desk.
·
Conference: Medico-Surgical, "Thoracic
Conference," UMMS, Borges conf. rm.,
4p.m.
Grand Rounds: UMCC, 9th fl.-, C wing
conf. rm., noon. Neurology, IPHB, rm.
P1G04, 1:30 p.m.
Service Rounds; Medical, UMMS, rm.
3-1151, 11:30 a.m.

Conferences: Medical, "Stroke and
stroke rehabilitation conference,"
UMMS, rm. N4W44,4 p.m. Orthopedic
Surgery, "Complication and Dilemma,"
UMMS, rm. G-1258, 4:30 p.m.
Grand Rounds: Anesthesiology, "Management of Fractured Larynx," by Dr. M.
Fasano and "Morbidity & Mortality,''. by
Dr. Martz and residents, UMMS, rm.
S8Bl0, 7 a.m.

Classified
For Sale
Condo, in Rehoboth, Delaware, ocean front
view. Call 302-227-3821 or x2478.
Apts., Mt. Vernon, renov., 1 BR, 1 BA duplex, 2 BR, frpl., gas heaUAC individually
controlled, $445 to $595. Call 752-1616.

Camper, '73 VW, rebuilt engine, gd. cond.,
needs some attention, asking $700. Call (e)
882-2255.
Townhouse, renov. brick EOG, kitch., bath,
8 min. from UMAB, $33,500 poss. fin. for
qualified buyer. Call 366-0441 or x2478.
Computer, Commodore 64 (in original box),
programmers reference guide, joystick, diskfile, pkg., $79. Call (e) 799-7281.
Cassette deck, Hitachi Stereo D85s, metal/
chrome/ferrous, 2-motor w/manual, cables,
$89. Call (e) 799-7281.
Printer, Panasonic KX-Pl091, w/manual,
IBM compat., 120 cps dot matrix, propor/
drafUNLQ, $179, w/C-64 interface, $199. Call
(e) 799-7281.
Condo, Cross Keys, 1 BR, garage, pool,
tennis ct., great locat. Call 296-3270 or
252-2300.
Moving sale, ·Frig., 4.1 cu. ft., $75; Zenith
10" B&W port. TV, $45; Eureka canister vacuum cleaner, $30; Sears Celebrity-Power 12
port. elect. typewriter w/carry case, $25;
Lady Seymour ironing board, $8. Call
Catherine, x7153 leave message at 539-4205.

:"

Symwsium
"Contributions of Basic Science to
Clinical Medicine"
'
1 to 5 p.m.
Medical School Teaching Facility

THURSDAY• 23

SATURDAY. 25
Grand Rounds: Urology, UMMS; rm.
NGE18, 10 a.m.

Miscellaneous
Roommate wanted, (0 preferred, min. walk
from UMAB, avail. immed., $183/mo. pl. 113
util. Call 685-3235.
Female volunteers needed, for a simple
study on the absorption of a widely used and
safe medication. Subjects will be compensated ($100) for their time (two 12-hr. periods). For information please call Dr. Eugene
Katz, reproductive endocrinology, x2304.
Typing, editing, fast, accurate, professional,
pick up and delivery avail.; from $2/pg. Call
(e) 882-2255.
.
. ··
Housemate, (m/0 to share· rQOn:iy 3 BR,
2½ bath,towphouse w/two others, CAC,
W/D, DW,,deck, _cable tv, 30 min. from
UMAB, north off 95 in quite suburb,
$200/mo. pl. 113 ·urn. Call (e) 882-2255 .
House sitting, prof. couple looking for
house to housesit for two to four wk. period
while own home is being renov. Call x5824.

SATURDAY .18
Grand Rounds: Urology, UMMS, rm.
NGE18, 10 a.m.

FRIDAY. 24

All games are played at Hidden Waters, the chancellor's residence, located
at 3112 Old Court Road. Enthusiastic supporters/spectators are always
welcome.

WEDNESDAY• 15

, THURSDAY .16

Meeting: Alcoholism Therapy, Redwood
Hall, conf. rm., 1:30 p.m.

For Rent
Apt., 1420 Light St. (Federal Hill), 5 min.
from UMAB, 1 BR, $280/mo. incl. heat and
gas. Call 467-0800 or x2478.
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Reflections on a UMAB Education

E

ach graduate today is largely
in debt to this university for
granting us the opportunity
to achieve our current standing. Of course, we are also
largely in debt to the educational
loan service, to the government, to
numerous private banks and to family and friends.
·
We have had more unparalleled
good fortune in being able to associate with each other over the course
of our study, and work; Ph.D.'s interacting with M.D.'s, who in turn
mingle with M.S.W. 's or R.N.'s, possibly preparing for exams along side
the J.D.'s (usually in their more
comfortable library and much to
their disdain) . And I have not even
mentioned the Pharm.D.'s, or
D.D.,S.'s, or M.S.'s yet. Apparently,
this university is doing more than ·
its fai r share to propagate this professional alphabet soup which is
now to be tacked on to our last
names.
And if the university can be
fau lted in any way, it is for not fostering the interaction of its budding
professionals even more so. Especially now when there is an increasingly unfavorable public perception
of many professions, including medicine, law and even nursing. It is
imperative for those in the university to set the gears in motion toward reversing these trends.
One suggested means to partly
accomplish this difficult challenge is
to enhance the opportunities for in-

terdisciplinary work. For example,
allow law students to observe medical or surgical wards, or allow medical students to gain first hand
knowledge of the way nurses or social workers are trained. And this
university has already taken some
bold first steps along these lines.
These commencement exercises
mark the first time the University of

Roger L. Levin, M.D.
Maryland at Baltimore will award a
joint Juris Doctor and Master of Social Work degree.
In the past few years, Maryland
has accepted students and trained
them as combined M:D.-Ph.D. candidates, insuring that a select group
of professionals will be able to maneuver with relative ease at both the
laboratory bench and in the .clinical
setting. Finally, a joint elective was
created this past year, particularly
fo r law students and fourth year
medical students, exclusively focusing on the medicolegal implications
of the current AIDS crisis, especially
as they pertain to the state of
Maryland.
But there are many more issues
such as these which could be addressed by an institution such as the
University of Maryland at Baltimore.
Issues such as how to best manage
an increasingly aging population in
the United States, or to adequately

compensate for the worrisome nursing shortages, or to rectify what
many consider to be an explosive
malpractice crisis. Issues which are
as fascinating as they are complex.
And I have suggested only a few,
though there is an abundance of
these problems awaiting thoughtful
discourse by bright, motivated,
eager and devoted students such as
those who will graduate today.
On behalf of the entire student
population, I want to thank this university for continuing to provide
these excellent educational oppor- ·
tunities, for allowing us to explore
not just our own individual fields ,
but also the many other professional
disciplines with which we must all
become familiar, and finally for helping us to evolve into young, dedicated professionals; a process which '
to a large extent is responsible for
the continued advancement of the
University of Maryland at Baltimore's already superb reputation.

Levin, senior class president of the
School of Medicine, delivered these
remarks on behalf of the graduates
at the University of Maryland at
Baltimore Commencement Exercises, May 20, 1988.

